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Convention Colloquy
May in Southern California is helightful - the gram is green and the air is
clean. T o help you on your way here
Western and Continental Airlines are
cooperating to ease your ticketing and
scheduling and even the price u s Q
group rates from major oil cenlters. After the convention they will help you
visit Hawaii, offering several attractive
package deals. Some people have been
concerned about getting to Anaheim.
Anaheim is part of greater Los Angeles,
lying only about 20 miles southeast of
the downtown area, and accessible by
buses from the airport which run every
half hour. From the airpmt, it is a trip
comparable to that from any international airport to the metropolitan area.
For those of you who drive, the multitude of hotels near the convention center with ample parking are only a few
minutes off the freeway.
It is traditional at this time to detail
the program. Stretching this a little, we
wish to emphasize the utility and interyou will find here - really it is divided into three sections: current events
of importance in the exploration industry, an update on the progress of the
sciences, and participation in learning.
Regards the first, the joint sessions will
feature papers on imporbant new areas
which have not previously been publicly described. The exhibits will feature
new equipment adapted to d%cult envimments. Fm recent scientific advances h e r e are the AAPG, SEPM and
SEG t e c h n i d sessions, symposia and
colloquia. You need to be aware of the
latest on the diagenesis of organic matter, the inter-relationships of tectonics
and sedimentation, environmental impaat, the economics of alternate energy
sources, the new types of sediments
which are being rem,&sd
in deep marine environments, and what type of
(Continued on Page 2)

Ventura Basin
Faults To Be
Studied
Four major faults in the Ventura basin will be the subject of a study to determine the age and geometry of faulting and the stress fields a m i a t e d with
faulting. The study will be based principally on subsurface data. The project
is funded by the National Science Foundation and will be directed by Dr.
Robert S. Yeats of Ohio University,
Athens.
The Oak Ridge, Red Mountain, San
Cayetano, and Santa Susana faults will
be studied. The large number of well
logs available in the onshore Ventura
basin provides the opportunity for a
three-dimensional analysis of strain history probably unique in the Transverse
Ranges. Other information concerning
anomalous fluid presures, nonplanar
oil-water interfaces, and geothermal
gradients will also be used.
Stress trajectory cross sections and
maps showing displacement vectors and
strain rate changes will be constructed
using computer analysis and display.
The objective of the study is a better
understanding of long-term strain accumulation and its relation to faulting and
seismicity in the Transverse Ranges.
Because California has no law requiring general release of sub-surface data,
the emperation of oil companies in the
release of data pertinent t o the study is
essential. The low level of exploration
activity in the onshore Ventura basin is
expected to facilitate data release. Participating companies will have access to
all results of the study and will be furnished with periodic progress reports.

Gan
NO REPORT.

RESOLUTION
The following Resolution of the
Northern California Geological Society
was forwarded to Ronald Reagan, GOVernor of California.
A Resolution by the
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Concerning the
Appointment of Geologists to the
State and Regional Coastal Zone
Conservation Commissions
In that section of the Coastal Zone
Conservation Act which stipulates the
qualifications of commissioners, it is
stated that "Each public member . .
shall be a person who, as a result of his
training, experience, and attainments,
is exceptionally well qualified to analyze and interpret environmental trends
and information, to appraise resource
uses . ., to be responsive to the scientific . . . needs of the state," and that
"Expertise in conservation, . . . ecological and physical sciences . . . shall
be represented on the commission and
regimal commissions".
All aspects of the earth's environment, including the air, the water, and
the land, are encompassed by the earth
sciences and especially, by the science
of geology, which applies the natural
and physical sciences to the study of
the earth and the processes which
change it, and includes within its scope
many subjects essential to the understanding, preservation, and orderly
management of the coastal zone, for examde:
.. . processes of shoreline erosion
and deposition
.. . long-term effects of coastal modifications
... bay and estuarine sedimentation
... tidal, current and wave processes
. .. stream flow and flooding
. landslides, and hill-slope erosion
and recovery
.. earthquake faults and seismic
hazards
.. . the stability of building sites
. . groundwater development and
(Continued on Page 4)
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Editor, the NEWSLETTER
Whatsa Pacific Section? Like Dick;
I donno either. Trying out a reasonable
answer would be to exhibit the vellieties
of an exfoliate mind. A complementary
question is WHY a Pacific Section?
To cite a syllogistic cliche, people are
gregarious; geologists are people, aren't
they? ; therefore geologists are gregarious. And .they flock, eat, talk, sleep,
love and excrete geology together. So
. I would say that the Pacific Section
is a natural outgrowth of the herd. If
you dissolved i.t, someone or two or
three would form another. Change the
name if you wish but you have the same
thing. A rose . you know. So, like a
shadow or a reputation or a mongoloid
child or a public debt, it's here and we
have to cope with it. OK so far?

..

. .

Now the NEWSLETTER may be dull
but not as "dull as hell" as you sugg&.
. . . Actually, when I look it over carefully the second time, I'm happy to find
that there's some very interesting p p
therein. It's up to date, contains calendars for two coming months, memorials,
letters to the Ed, data on coming conventions, and recommended reading.
Local society news is prettv dull I ad.
mit. That not your fault. Surely these
reports could be ~picedup with a little
effort, or even eliminated.
My main criticism is that the NEWSLETTER is 100% geology. It's like a
housewife who wears only jeans, tennis
shoes, is too busy cooking and raising
kids to do up her hair, and talks only
of her children. But if you dress her up
in a flowered sheath, add a pair of size
C falsies, give her a birthday hairdo and
a grenadine double rum, she will sparkle
like Elizabeth Taylor selling kisses at a
diamond smugglers convention.

honest and outstanding editor.
Cordially,
OlThMR F. KOTICK
25911 Elena Road,
Loe Altos Hills, Calif.
So far, that first prize bottle of booze
is yours. But, you really know how to
hurt a guy. AU along I though the
NEWSJJTJTR was charmingly sprinkLed with witticism and g o d humor.
Guess I'm getting too old for this job.
I reject your other accusation - I have
NEVER, repeat NEVER excreted geolo
gy alone or especially with someone else.
....The following "Open Letter" is directed to corporate manugernent and administrators whose decisions aflect the acti
vities of geologists.

*
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On July 4, 1972, I became president
of the Pacific Section of AAPG, sucd i n g Dick Heater. With any luck,
during the current year I shall be constructive in Section programs and affairs, most notably in directing its energies and guiding its ultimate destiny.
At the moment I have special concern
for its membership, which I feel is declining in numbers and advancing in
ageEach time I attend a Pacific Section
function, I am assailed by the impression that I see virtually the same people
at each event, and each time they appear a little bit older. Although I don't
yet have a statistical prohle on the Section, I a m certain that each year the
median age of our members increases.
The finality of such a trend is inescapable - the Seotion will eventually die
of old age.
It depresses me that where petroleum
qeologkts gather, young ones appcm to
be absent. Paradoxically, I a-m sure that
the petrduem industry hires young geologists ; otherwise, the industry, too,
would be headed for extinction. The
question which I have put to our recently fomied Planning and Organization
Committee is how can we make membership in AAPG and in the Pacific Section more appealing to young geologist..?

a-- --

Al~eadywe are embarking on new
schemes to enhance the standing of the
Section, and I should like to pose one
to you. Fundamental in this p r o m tion is the notion that AAPG is uniquely
Now I maintain that there is a great helpful and of significant value to the
big wide beautiful wonderful world of industry in its worldwide w c h for oil
fascinating things besides geology. and gas. If you do not embrace that
Whats more, geologists think m too, I'm concept, read no further.
It occurs to me that one of the reasons
sure from 35 years of association. So I
suggmt 'that you include in the NEWS- why we are XIHA admitting young geoloLETTER about three columns - 1000 gists to AAPG has to do with money.
to 1200 wwds - of jokes, limericks, Dues are currently $25f per year nastories, essays, incidents or complaints tionally and $5 per year for the Pacific
receives
contributed by members whcrise to the Section. In return, the m&r
challenge or like to write or just love to the Bulletin and selected 0 t h publiaabitch about something, or contributed tims and the opportunity of attending
by our handsome+unbiased, trustworthy, meetings and ,spending more money.

For a young person, this glittering
chance may appear largely a chimera.
I should like to ask you to ponder the
policies of your company regarding
memmbership and the other expenses of
belonging to AAPG. If you are presently underwriting costs of employee attendance at AAPG meetings, my e b r lasting thanks. If you are not bearing
the cost of AAPG membership for your
employees, we both may be losing a bbt
- and new members for AAPG.
In closing, may I ask you to consider
footing the bill for your geologists in
their applications for membership and
their dues to AAPG, if you are not already doing so. The dividend for you
may be in the form of greater dedication
and more competent professional practice on the part of your geologists, and,
who knows, maybe oil discovery. For
us, the return will be a more vital and
effective organization devoted to the
more complete understanding of petroleum geology and its communication to
the world at large.
Sincerely,
ARTHUR 0. SPAULDING.
President
Pacilfic Section - AAPG
DEAR EDITOR,
I have a set of the NEWSLETTER
(1947 - 1970) that I will GIVE to any
organization that mill pay for the mailing thereof.
Also have for SALE - Bul. A.A.P.G.
(Vol.
- 1958 through vol. 57 - 1972)
unbound - complete - price $190 plus
mailing.
Yours Truly,
FRED R. NEUMANN,
319 Orient St.
Chiw, Calif. 95926
It does my heart good to see that you
are saving the post 1970 issues of the
NEWSLETTER. Fred. you are a man
01 obvious high breeding.

Convention Colloquy
(From Page 1 )

...

geophysical data is best suited to future
exploration. For participation, there
are a variety of pre and post convention
field trips in the Southern California
area which has always been famous f m
surface exposures of geological phenomena, and there are cow* on patrolewa geochemistry and deep water sedimentation the Saturday and Sunday preceding the convention. At daily "But
and Re-but" sessions you will have a
chance to discuss the interesting papers
of the day with their authors.
This is a time of rapid scientific a d
technological advance and change in the
scene of energy explornion opportunity.
Your Anaheim Convention Committee feels sure that you will agree participation is a mud !

-

Position Available

flow, followed by an interesting slide
review of current geothermal operations.

SENIOR PETROLEUM GKILOGIW

BP Alaska Inc., a subsidiary of the
BP Group, with substantial interests in
Alaska seeks a senior development geologisL Initial assignment will be Anchorage, Alaksa as Distriot Development
Geologist responsible for Geological supervision of drilling operations.
Hdeal candidate should have approximately ten years experience in petroleum geology with a good background in
the geological aspects of drilling operations.
As the future prospects of the oandidate selected for this position are excellent, a strong theoretical and practical
knowledge of resemoir geology plus a
good knowledge of 1% interpretation
and reservoir engineering are required.

On. Novemher 8 the Northwest Geological Society was honored w i ~ hthe presence of Mr. Hunter Yarborough of the
Humble Oil and Refining Company who
spoke on ":Plate Tectonics and Major
Oil Accumulations." His talk included
a broad overview on plate tectonics as
applied to oil and gas exploration. On
Hlecember 4, AAPG distinguished lecturer Dr. L Frank Brown, Jr., of the
University of Texas, spoke on "Environmental Geology and Genetics Mapping." Among the topics he discussed
were such critical problems as "Expanding populations with i,ts myriad needs
for water, sanitation, recreation, and
proper land use, coupled with complementary industrial expansion in developing megalopolis belts."
C

Please send resume' with salary requirements in confidence to:
Personnel Manager
B P Alaska Inc.
270 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10017
An Equal Opportunity Employer

NO REPORT.
PACIFIC SECTION AMERICAN ASSOClATlON
PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
President................... ARTHUR 0 . SPAULDING
(213) 485-2121
Vice-president...... WLLIAM F. EDMONDSON
(805) 322-0337
Secretary................................ J A M R. WEDDLE
(916) 445-9686
Treasurer.................... LOUIS F. VILLANUEVA
(805) 399-2961
Past President................. RICHARD L. HESTER
(213) 219-9187
Editor
STANLEY "ED" KARP
(805) 871-5346
NEWSLETTER STAFF
Editor
.STANLEY E. KARP
Membershi0 Secretow
JUDY HUGHES
ASSOCIATE EDITORS
Alaska
DICK E. ATCHISON
(907). 272-5417
coat
RICHARD i.STEWART
(805) 642-0376 or 963-6404
Loo Anaeles.................................
TOM W. REDIN
(213) 482-7600
Northern Californw
J. H. SAWYER
(415) 948-8977
Northwest................................ WELDON W. RAU
(206) 753-6181
Sacramento............................... TERRY PLUMB
(916) 42-6457
Son Joaquin
HAROLD SUGDEN
(805) 399-2961
Recommended Reading........LUCY E. BIRDSALL
NEWSLETTER of the Pacific Section-American
Association Petroleum Geologists is published
monthly by the Pacific Section.
Material for Publication and requests for previous
aopies should be addressed to STANLEY E.
KARP--GEOLOGY DEPT., BAKERSFIELD
COLLEGE, BARERSPIECLD, CALIF. 93305.
Matenal received by the 15th of each month will
be included in the following issue.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS, ~nbscription and
membership inquiries should he directed to
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,
PACIFIC
SECTION AAPG, P. 0. Box 17486. FOY
STATION, Los Angeles, Ca. 90017.
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If you missed hearing from your
Northwest correspondent last month, it
was because we were up to our ears in
moving the Washington State Division
of Mines and Geology offices. We are
now reasonably settled and happy in our
'<
temporary" quarters on the comer of
Jefferson Street and 14th Avenue. Our
mailing add+- and phone number remain the same ( Division of Mines and
Geology, Department of Natural Resources, Olympia, WA 98504; (206)
753-6183.
WELDON W. RAU

CALENDAR for
January
SIMIT,W/TF'S
I B1213/41516
I

Vernon C. Neeon, Petroleum Engineer of the Oregon State Department of
Geology and Mineral Industries, reports
that drilling permits for that state on
9 NOON LECTURES SERIES. USC
federal land have been held up for more
Stauffer Science Hall 100. Ronald
than a year due to the stringent requireKolpack, Geological Sciences, USC.
ments for environmental impact state"Environmental Studies In the
ments. The Bureau of Land ManageCalifornia Borderland."
ment is now preparing such an impact
1 5 BAKERSFIELD COLLEGE. Biostatement.
++
P
P
stratigraphy Seminar. Science and
Engineering 56, 7:30 p.m. "Late
Diek Bowen, Economic Geologist for
Tertiary Tectonism Along the Eastthe Oregon State Department of Minerern Gulf of Alaska Continental
d Industries, has been working under a
Margin." Dr. Roland Van Heume,
grant for the Bureau of Mines in conUSGS, Menlo Park.
nection with g e o t h e m l exploration in
eastem Oregon. He has conducted geo- 1 7 LOS ANGELES BASIN GEOLOthermal gradient tests in mineral test
GICAL SOCIETY. Dr. Perry
wells and water wells of that area. In
Ehlig, Cal State LA. "Solution To
addition, a program for d~illingof shalthe Offset of the San Andreas Faultlow holes is underway in areas not covMint Canyon Formation." Roger
ered by other I\-ells.
Young Aud.. 12 Noon.
P
91
Q
24 NORTHERN CALIFORNIA GEOA new report (Bulletin 74) was reLOGICAL SOCIETY. D. H. Shoulcently released by the Oregon State Dedice, Shell Canada, Ltd., Calgary.
partment of Geology and Mineral IndusGeology of the Western Canadian
tries on 'Ceologic Hazards of Tillamook
Continental Shelf'. Leopard Cafe,
and Clatsop Counties, Oregon," by Her140 Front Street, San Francisco.
bert G. Schlicker, Engineering Geologist
Noon.
for the Department. This study deals
mainly with landelides and flooding conditions of the area.
P

3

P

Petroleum exploration activity presently appears to be in a lull in Washington as your correspondent has had
very little contact in recent weeks with
oil geologists.
P

x.

P

Vaughn E. Livingston, Jr., State Geologist, presented a talk in November on
"Geothermal Energy" in Seattle before
both AIME members and the West Coast
Mineral Association. His talk included
a review of the geothermal setting of the
world, togeher with a general summary
of research being conducted on heat

February
S/MITIW/TiF!S

I

I

1

111213

Sorry for the sparse calendar but we
have not been informed of any other
activities for February other than that
at Bakersfield College. Please send in
your spring programs.
5

BAKERSFIELD COLLEGE. Biostratigraphy Seminar, Science &
Engineering 56, 7:30 p.m. "The
Oligocene-Miocene b u n d r y in the
Shallow Water Marine Sequences
of the Pacific Coast." Dr. Warren
Addicott, USGS Menlo Park.
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erra Nevada Mtns. to Owens Valley.
along the Calif.-Mexican border, and
returning Xorth along the San Andreas
Fault zone.
Q

The holiday dinner dance at the Lobster House in Marina del Rey was a
great success in every resped except
one. Only 32 couples showed up. The
music, booze and Santa Claus ( b b
Smith) were great but, unfortunately,
only a few people were there to enjoy
it. If anybody has any bright ideas
where we might have a substitute social
event, etc., please contact the new LA.
B.G.S. officers after the first of the year.
Q

'

Q

a

At noon on January 17, 1973, Roger
Young Auditorium, the Los Angeles
Geological Society will have Dr. Perry
Ehlig of California State University
Los Angeles as guest speaker. The title
of his paper will be, "Solution to the
offset of the San Andreas Fault - Mint
Canyon Formation".

I have two items of news to report.
One is hisbry, as it ooncerns our last
meeting held at the Leopard Cafe in
San Francisco on December 1, 1972.
Our Distinguished Lecture Speaker was
Dr. L. F. Brown, Jr., Research Scientist, Asmiate Director for Research,
Professor of Geological Sciences at the
University of Texas at Austin. The subject of his talk was "Upper Paleozoic
Fluvial-Deltaic, Shelf, and Slope Depositional Systems in a Cratonic Basin,
West-Central Texas". We had an attendance of 60 persons, a decrease from
the last few meetings but still a good
size group.
4

*

ir
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The Sacramento Petroleum Association held its annual Christmas Party for
members December 20th. Lunch was
free to all memlbers, and of course an
ample supply of wine.
I

I

Q

We were again saddened by the passing of Mrs. Joseph Parenter. Joe is
President of Del Paso Exploration Co.
here in Sacramento.
TERRY PLUMB

C oart

NO REPORT.

...
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Our January meeting will be held Resolution
(From Page 1 )
on January 24, 1973 at the Leopard
conservation
At the request of the Four Corners Cafe at 140 Front Street, San Francisco.
Geological Society, the fdlowing is not- Social hour, 11:30 A.M., and Luncheon
. . exploration for and development
of mineral resources, including
at 12:W noon. This will be another
ed:
present and potential sources of
The Four Comers Geological SoA.A.P.G. sponsored Distinguished Lecenergy and problems attendant
ciety will again sponsor a river
ture titled "Geology of the Western
upon their use
field conference. This year's trip
Canadian Continental Shelf" given by
.. geochemistry and trace element
will be conducted on the San Juan
Mr. D. H. Shouldice. The speaker is
studies
River where the river carves deep
the Senior Staff geologist at Shell Cancanyons across the Monument upada, Ltd., Calgary. Guests are welcome
The entire professional experience of
warp of southeastern Utah. These
at these meetings so if you are expecting geologists consists of the analysis and
canyons afford spectacular exposto be in the area of San Francisco on interpretation of diverse information in
ures of Middle Pennsylvanian
that day do come and join us.
the earth sciences as to
causeI
Q
B
through Jurassic strata and the
and-effect relationships, emphasizing
well known anticlinal folds of this
Ed, my best wishes to you and a11 their application to society's needs.
portion of the Colorado Plateau
members of the Pacific Section for a
There are, in the San Francisco Bay
province. Exposed algal bank reshappy, healthy and prosperous New region and other parts of California, a
ervoirs of the Aneth type and nuYear.
number of distinguished geologists, acmerous bioherms will be featured.
J. H. SAWYER
tive in or retired from careers in govFor reservations or further inernment senice, the universities, or priformation, contact Don Baars,
vate industry who are exceptionally well
Field Conference Chairman, Four
qualified to serve on Coastal Zone ConComers Geological Society, P. 0.
servation Commissions.
Box 1501, h a n g o , Colorado
The exmutive committee of the
Sparse reporting this month during Northern California Geological Society,
81301.
a
Q
Q
the holidays. After the New Year representing more than 175 geologists
Butch Brown reports the fdlowing things should pick up. Hope you and in the San Francism Bay Region, has
h a 1 e l d o n results for the 1973 Los your family had an enjoyable holiday resolved that the Honorable Ronald
Angeles Basin Geological Society slate season.
Reagan, Governor; the Honorable Ro%
Q
a
of officers:
bert Moretti, Speaker of the Aseembly;
Approximately 40 copies of the 1972 and the Senate Rules Committee be
Bill Hunter................President
edition of ' m e Geysers Geothermal urged to insure that a geologist be apLouis Heintz...Vice
.
President
Field Guide Book" are available at pointed to each of the seven comrnisTom Manera. ...........Secretary
$5.00 each (putitage paid) from the sims now being created.
Scott Knight ............Treasurer
Northern California Qhapter, American ROBERT D. CARTER,
Craig White..............Chaplain
*
B
Q
Petroleum Institute, P.O. Box %1, President
Enclosed is an abstraot of Dr. L. F. Woodland, Calif. 95695. Revisions to CHARLES E. KIRSCHNER,
Brown's distinguished lecture on En- the 1970 d t i o n at $1.50 per set are Vice-President
vironmental Geology and Genetic Map- also available, and includes an updated JAMES W. HIGGINS,
Secretary-Treasurer
ping. In his lecture he pointed out se- map and several new articles.
I
Q
veral states such as Alabama and Texas
ERNEST I. RICH,
have proceeded quite far with environThe Geological Society at Sacramento Past-President
mental geology and genetic mapping. is in the planning stage of having a FREDERICK R. KELLEY,
California, where this type of project is "field trip from the air" in the Spring, Counselor
1973. The trip would involve viewing ALLISON J. WLARI,
sorely needed, appears to be lagging.
geology along the East side of the Si- Counselor
TOM W. REDIN
B

I

Q
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Sacramento

9)

ANDERSON, JAMES B.

BARRON, BRUCE

BOLLWINKEL, DONALD H.

Vice-Pres.-Exploration
PAULEY PETROLEUM, INC
10000 Santa Monica Blvd.
(213) 879-5000

Geologist
GEOLOGICAL SERVICES,
INC
1539 W. 16th Street
Long Beach, CA. 90813
(2 13) 436-4254

Geologist
MOBIL OIL CORP.
P.O. Box 5444
Terminal Annex
Denver, Colo. 80217
(303) 572-3636

Res. (213) 3788130
A.B. '37 UCLA

Res. (714) 892-3093
B.A. '53 UCLA

M.S. '63 N.Y.U.

BOND, LEWIS A.

BROOKE, ROBERT C., JR.

-

-

BROOKLEY, ARTHUR C., JR.
-

DECEASED
Died August 1, 1972
M.S. '17
Univ. of O r e g ~ n

-

District Geologist
Consulting Geologist and
AMOCO PRODUCTION CO. Paleontologist
Security Life Bldg.
SELF EMPLOYED
6056 Fremont St.
Denver, Colo. 80206
(303) 292-5050
Ventura, CA. 93003
(805) 644-4653
Res. (303) 388-3760
M.S. '57 Stanford

Res. (805) 644-4653
M.A. '55 Indiana Univ.

-

--

BUDDENHAGEN, HAROLD J.CONNIFF, JOHN

CONRAD, STANLEY

COOK, RUFUS E.

CROUSE, HUBERT

Regulatory Assistant
SO. CALIF. GAS CO.
720 W. 8th St.
Los Angeles, CA. 90017
(213) 689-3613

RETIRED
Paleo-Geology Consultant
1137 Murphy Creek Rd.
SELF-EMPLOYED
Grants Pass, Oregon 97526 241 Via Baja
Ventura, CA. 93003
(805) 642-9471

Consulting Geologis~
SELF-EMPLOYED
902 Patterson Bldg.
Denver, Colo. 80202
(303) 534-05 17

Geologist
EXXON
3785 E. Easter Dr.
Littleton, Colo. 80122
(303) 761-6470

Res. (213) 861-8450
B.A. '55 UCLA

Res. (503) 862-2292
B.A, '263tanford

Res. (805) 642-3215
B.A. '5J lYCF --

Res. (303) 237-8482
M.AL149 UCLA-

Senior Geologist
ROY M. HUFFINGTON, INC.
P.O. Box 92,
Queen's St. Post Office
Singapore
c/o Roy M. Huffington, Inc.
Res. (805) 872-0942
(Bakersfield, Calif.)
M.Sc. '49 Stanford

D'OLIE, WILLIAM L.

DUNGAN, ROGER M.

EDWARDS, JAMES M.

EHRING, T. W. (TED)

FRITTS, PAUL J.

GALLAGHER, A. V.

Exploration Manager
AMERICAN THERMAL
RESOURCES, INC.
310 Hume Lane
Gakersfield, CA. 93309
(805) 833-1420

Chrmn., Dept of Geol. Sci.
CALIF. STATE UNIV.,
LONG BEACH

Vice-President
M E A N I C EXPLORATION
CO.
1050 17th St., Suite 1900,
Denver, Colo. 80202
(303) 572-1561

Res. (805) 833-8313
M.S. '53 Stanford

President
President
SENTRY ENGINEERING CO.
CIA CO'NTINENTAL DE
COLOMBIA
6043 So. Jay Ct.
Littleton, Colo. 80123
Cia Continental de
Colombia
(303) 255-3835
Apartado Aareo 11342
Bogota, Colombia S.A.
Res. 592318Res. (303) 794-3193
326505
B.S. '48 Univ. of Okla.
M.B.A. '61 Univ. of Denver

Res. (213) 248-2347
M.A. '57 USC

HAFENBRACK, JAMES H.
-

HAM, CORNELIUS ("KIM")

HILL, FRANK E._

JOHNSON, CURTIS H.

LEWIS, ARTHUR V., JR.

Assoc. Explor. Geol.
MOBIL OIL CORP.
Box 5444 T.A.
Denver, Colo. 80217
(303) 572-3636

Consultant; Semi-Retired
SELF-EMPLOYED
3029 N-Q Calle Sonara
Laguna Hills, Calif. 92653

District Exploration Mgr.
EDP Supervisor
UNION OIL CO. of CALIF. MOBIL OIL CORP.
9645 S. Santa Fe Springs Rd. P.O. Box 5444,
Santa Fe Springs, CA. 90670 Denver, Colo. 80217
(2 13) 945-1221
(303) 572-3636

Res. (714) 830-3170
A.B. '32 UCLA-

Res. (714) 524-6269
B.A. '48 Williams College

M.A. '52 USC

PARSONS, JESSE H.

BROWN, JAMES B.
~

-

-

Seniar Exploration Geologist Resident Mgr., Latin Amer.
MERRILL, OGLE, BABSON
HUMBLE OIL & REF. CO.
& WALLIS, INC.
P.O. Box 120
Denver, Colo. 80201
Avenida Benavides 115
(303) 761-6470
Miraf lores (Lima 18), Peru
(Lima) 27-0183

B.S. Univ,of

Wash.

-

AANOS, SA&MV_G.
Geophysical Supervisor
INDONESIA GULF OIL CO.
P.O. Box 2782,
Djakarta, Indonesia

BS. '49 Kansas State U.

ROBINSON,
BRUCE,-- JR.

Res. (Lima) 25-7390
M.A. '51 UC3t Berkeley

M.S. '55 Oklahoma

-

Division Development Geol.
SIGNAL OIL & GAS
2828 Junipero Avenue
Signal Hill, CA. 90806
(213) 627-7911 (LB)
(213) 636-3301 (LA)

6101 East 7th St.,
Long Beach, CA. 90840
(213) 498-4809
Ph.D. '69 U. of Colo.

B.A. '48 U._of Calif.

-

Res. (303) 986-7510
M.S. '57 Mich. State

-

-

KNIGHT, RAYMOND LOUIS

MARSH, PETER P.

MAYNARD, ROBERT (BQB)

MUNDT, PHlLL A.

NEWTON, RALPH J.

Mining Engineer
U.S. BUREAU OF MINES
(also Self-Employed
Consultant)
1539 Morton St.,
Alameda, CA. 94501
(415) 273-7457
Res. (415) 865-5170
B.A. '58 UCLA

Professional Geologist
SUN OIL CO.
4151 Southwest Freeway
Houston, Texas 77027
(713) 626-41 10

Manager, Geology and
Geochemistry
MOBlL OIL CORP.
Mobil Field Research Lab.,
P.O. Box 900,
Dallas, Texas 75221
(214) 331-6531

Senior Regional Geologist
STANDARD OIL of CALIF.
P.O. Box 3862,
San Francisco, CA. 941 19
(415) 894-5568

Res. (713) 783-9577
M.A. '48 UCLA

Ph.D., '55 Stanford

Res. (415) 548-9273
M.A. '45 IYC B

-

DECEASED
Died June 15, 1972

B.A. '50 Pornone

ROTH, JIM C.

SNELSON, SIGMUND

SCHULTZ, LESLIE K.

THOMPSON, BOB L

TRAPESONIAN,
-MICHAEL
-

Sales Consultant
DOUG MINNER REALTY,
INC.
3219 Christmas Tree Ln.,
Bakersfield, CA. 93306
(805) 872-1307

President
CARLSEERG PET. CORP.
1801 Century Park West
Los Angeles, CA. 90067
(213) 277-4876

Staff Geologist
SHELL OIL CO.
Shell Oil Co.-lntl. Ventures
P.O. Box 2463,
Houston, Texas 7701
(713) 220-6601

Region Geologist
MOBlL OIL CORP.
3 Greenway Plaza East
Suite 800,
Houston, Texas 77046
(713) 626-8800

Region Geologist
CITIES SERVICE OIL CO.
6596 South Arapahoe Way
Littleton, Colo. 80120
(303) 892-0263

Geologist (Paleo)
HUMBLE0 IL & RFG. CO.
5935 Troost Avenue
No. Hollywood, CA. 91601
(2 13) 879-2700

Res. (805) 871-6240
B.S. '50 Cal Tech

Res. (213) 985-6914
M.A., '59, UCIA

Ph.D. '57 U. of Wash.

Res. (713) 444-1047
A.B. 52 UC B

Res. (303) 798-7949
B.S. '51 Univ. Okla.

Res. (213) 766-4867
B.S. '38 Univ. of Rostov.
Russia

-

Chairman of the Board - Dines with

CHIPS
from Rocky Granite
This is the first and the last of a new
series of offerings of erudite comments,
savory recipes and pearls of wisdom.
This should satisfy the many requesls
for a more rounded publication.
a

a

a

POP - CORN DRESSING
2 qts. mixed dry white bread and
corn bread, c d l e d .
1 cup pop corn
1 cup minced oniong sauteed
1 cup diced celery, sauteed
2 T. sage or poultry seasoning
1 t salt
2 c u p broth (as needed)

Mix all ingredients together, clean
and stuff ligh,tly in a 12-14 lb. turkey;
close cavity with skewers and twine.
Tie wings dose t o bread. Place on rack
in oven pan. Roast in moderate oven
(325') 5 hours or to desired state of
dmeness.
CAUTION: Do not exceed r m m mended cooking time or the pop corn
will blow the ass off the turkey.
a
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God.

a

Director - Dines alone.
President - Has lunch bruught to his
office.
Vice-President-Eats when the President tells him to.
Manager of Explor&ion - Dines
with his secretary.
Chief Geologist - Dines at the Petroleum Club.
District Geulogist - Eats with the
mud salesman.
Geologist - Has lunch at the Coffee
shop.
Geologic Technician - Eats at the
~ i m Store.
e
Petroleum Engineer - Brown bags it.
DON'T YOU BELIEVE IT "Criticism just rolls off my back''.
"You kids, this is the last time I'm
warning you."
"Your money will double in no
time."
"Just give me one minute."
"I'm not trying to h u n y you."
"Follow the simple instructions."
"I'll get the next round."
"Come and see us some time."
a

%

-

YOU CAN BELIEVE IT
When hard rocks grow old they weaThe inside of a cucumher is 20 dether into soft soil. This proves that the
grees
hotter than the outside.
first hundred years of a rocks life are
World War I1 cost $8OO billion.
the hardest.
C)
Cleopatra's wig was made of rope.
Dog's only sweat glands are on soles
I would have won the baking contest
with my marble cake but the j u d p took of his feet.
It's impossible to sneeze with your
it for granite.
P
eyes open.
GEOGRAPHY OF A WONMAN
The average American eats 15 pigs,
Fro,m 12 to 15 - She's like Africa - 12 sheep, 2 calves, 20 steers, 7,000 Ibs.
Virgin and unexplored.
of fish, 30,000 eggs, 9,000 Ibs. of p t a From 15 to 30 - She's like Asia - t-3, and 6,000 loaves of bread in a lifeHot and exotic.
time of 70 years. Packaging of these
From 30 to 4 5 - She's like America products requires about 20 tons of pa- Fully explored and free with her re- per o r 1 0 acres of timber including toisources.
let paper.
From 45 to 55 - She's like Europe It takes 1,280,000 fleas to weigh a
Exhausted but still with points of interpound.
est.
s
a
a
From 55 on - She's like Texas Freud,
says
Andrew
Salter
in "The
Everybdy knsows it's down there, but
Case
Against
Psychoanalysis;"
is saynobody gives a damn.
ing in essence, "When an analyst can't
*
find a wish-fulfillment in a dream, the
Well - not all rocks are gneiss.
analyst knows it's there, i n a distorted
a
form.
If one drilled for oil according
Each one of us is a mixture of g o d
qualities and perhaps some bad. In con- to Freudian principles, the drier the
sidering our fellow man we should re- hole the surer one would be that oil
member his good qualities and realize was present in a distorted form. Those
his faults only pmve that he is, after all, who would say that there was no oil
a human being. We should refrain f r m would be accused of being scientifically
making harsh judgment of a person just uninformed."
*
*
4+
bentuse he happens to be a dirty, rotten,
no g a d s o n - ~ $ - a - * * ~
! "~
Charles Darwin, on opposition to his
%
Origin of Species: "I think geologists
REMEMBER - You can lead a horse are mare easily converted than simple
to drink but you can't make him wa- naturalists, because more accustomed
ter.
to reasoning."
*
CORPORATE LUNCHEON HABITS

(Oh yeah?

He's never been to a

meeting of the San Joaquin Geological
Society.)
P

It

d

Thanx go to Kotick, Beatty and Maher for some of the gneiss Chips to the
above pile of schist.

HIGHWAY MAPS
Two new geological highway maps
describing surface features of the landscape have been published by the American Association of Petroleum Geologists, one covering the Northern Rocky
Mountain Region and the other covering the Mid-Atlantic region.
The multi-color maps present the general geology of the region in an interesting manner, sufficiently generalized to
make it clearly understand,able to the
general public but detailed enough to be
useful to the science student and the professional geologist.
Each map is a combination of a geological map, showing the location and
surface distribution of rocks of various
geological ages, and a base map that locates the highways, rivers, counties, cities, and towns. A different color is used
for rocks of each geological age exposed
on the surface.
Much geological information is also
given with the maps, including cross
sections showing elevation of mountains
and the sub-surface depths of principal
formations. Smaller m a p on the back
give both the physiography such as
mountains and other landforms and
tectonic data such as uplifts and fault
zones.
The Northern Rockies map covers the
states of Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming.
The Mid-Atlantic map covers Kentucky,
West Virginia, Maryland, Tennessee,
Virginia, Delaware, North Carolina, and
South Carolina.
The maps are part of a series being
prepared by the American Association
of Petroleum Geologists, a non-profit
organization of professional geologists,
in cooperation with the United States
Geological Survey and the geological
surveys of the various states included.
Other maps available in the series cover
the Mid-Continent region, the Southern
Rockia, and the Pacific Southwest. Six
additional regional maps are now in
preparation so that the series eventually
will cover the entire United States.
The maps may be obtained from the
American Association of Petrdeum Geologists, P. 0. Box 979, Tulsa, Oka.
74101. In quantities of 1to 14 the price
of each is $1.50 folded and $1.75 rdled
in a tube, plus $.50 postage and handling.
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Convention Field Trips
MIOCENE SEDIMENTARY
ENVIRONMENTS AND BIOFACIES,
SOU'I'HEASTERN LOS ANGELES
BASIN
DATE: Sunday, May 1 3
8:30 A.M. to 6:3Q P.M.
James C. Ingk9 Jr.* Leader; A. Bar
towy w.
Berger, M. L.
C. Stuart, A. D.
R. White, W. Wornardt, and'R. S. Yeccts.

w.

Middle and Late Tefliwy marine deexposed dong the coast from ,the
Newport Bay - San Joaquin Hills area
south t o San (Jemerute, California constitute a uniquely compl&e record of
tectonic, sedimentary, and paleontologic
events during a 15-20 million year period of basin formation and filling at the
Pacific margin. Analysis of these deposits in light of modern lithofacies and
biofacies patterns illwtratm that shelf
sedimentation commenced during the
Oligocene Lower Miocene interval (Vaqueros and T o m a formations) and
that rapid subsidence to bathyal depths
in excess d 2000 meters occurred in the
Late Miocene (Monterey and Capistrano fomati'ons) . Early Pliocene through
Earlv Pleistocene d ~ o s h(Capisban0
and Fernando formations) r e p r e n t h e
basin-filling ~hhase of this evolution.
This trip will examine evidence of major redimen,tologic, plemologic, and
paleohtthwetric events within this *quence Hith a particular focus on hathya1 diatomites of the monte^ Formation
and turbidite-submarine fan deposits
within the Capistrano Formation. The
route (to be followed will allow corn@son of coeval but. conbating =dimentar)- facia in two separate areas of the
basin complex. Marine and continental
facie?, of the controversial Miocene San
Onofre Breccia will be scrutinized at
lk-una Beach and Dana Point.
The sequence .of sediments to be examined on this t+ is honotewo&y
for con,taining abundant well perserved
Middle Miocene through Pliocene benLonic and planktonic
Inded, .heNewport byexposure con&m e a GlaBic cou&ing locality within
the Ca&fDlnia Tertiary. Rmnt &udies
of planbonic foraminiferia, radiolaria,
calcareous nannof~ssils, and silicoflagellates from these depwits rwedt e m ~ r ate to subarctic p a l e ~ O p a p h i c conlatibde during
&tions prevailed at
most of the Naqene with only brief incursions
subfivical
bopical speoies. Pre-Golleoted rnicrofossil mmpla
from
h h o n s will b av&l&le
for participants.
Fee includes transportatim, lun&,
and roadlog. No limit.

-

GEOLOGICAL
REVIEWS
HYDRO-GEOLOGY AND WATER
RESOURCES OF
KERN COUNTY, CALIFORNIA*
By MICHAELR. RECTOR
That southern portion of the San Joaquin Valley which was once considered
an uninhabitable desert now claims the
distinction of being a portion of the
most productive agricultural land in the
United States.
This accomplishment resulted from
the U, of an underground fresh-water
supply in conjunction with the importation of additional surface supplies.
Unfortunately, however, land develo p m ~ thas increased at a rate faster
the acquisition of new water inventories. As a result of this condition
he mining of water, from the groundwater reservoir, continues at a rate
which exceeds that of natural replenishmerit.

As water levels fall, the water quality
deteriorates rendering it less desirable
for beneficial uses by man. Continued
use ,d. reuse of this natural resource
degrades the quality further, until the
supply is rendered unacceptable for all
but a few beneficial uses.
n i s ultimate condition can be prolonged, in Kern County, if a drainage
system is designed to remedy the "salt
balance" problem which now exists.
Addiitional extensions to the life of the
current water supply and to the economic development which it supports
mlay be acquired through the use of
groundwater basin management
policim.
The time for planning for our future
is here. All of us should be concerned
with potential solutions to the outlined
problems.
*Abstract of paper presented to the Geological
seminar, Bakersfield College, Dec. 4, 1972.

managemmtisthekeytopropbdance between exploitation and consen-ation.
Environmental Geology is, above all
else, the practical or functional application of the science to critical environmental problems; geologists have for
years similarly applied the science to
mineral emloration and investiaations
of earth history and processes. More
and more traditionally trained geologists will begin filling an increasing
n u d e r of positions involving envirw.
mental studies; these tasks will r q u i r e
the best in
& applimtion
that the science of geology has to offer.
A major geological thrust is needed
at this time to d d n e and inventory
natural environmental systems, their
present status, and the impact of human
modification. The principal geological
tool in the battle against pollution, diminishing resources, and indiscriminant
land use will be properly conceived
innovative geologic maps. The United
States is paorly covered by geologic
maps of adequate gcale and proper concept for solving impact problems. Maps
(Continued on Page 7)

1

-

Recommended Reading
MF 351: Reconnaissance geologic map
and geochemical analyses of stream.
sediment and rock samples of the Ancho.rage A-6 ,quadranRle, Alaska, by
5. H. B. clark and M. E. yount 5 h
MF 355: ti^^ faulk,
acti\.e
faults and as,ociated fracture zones,
sari &kteo c o u a y , calif.,
by R. D. B
~jr. -..---....--....-..~
~
Soc
,
MF 356: M~~ showing &stributi,on of
anomalous moun,b
seleoted elemenits in stream-sediment and rwk
samples, Eagle quadrangle, Alaska, by
H. L. Foster and M. E. Yount .... 50c
MF Sm: ~
~
~
indSari
M~~~~ county, Calif., by E. E. Brabb,
E. H. Pampeyan, and M. G. Bonilla

~

......................................................
50C

MF 361 :

ph&ointqretation and damage m,aps of landslide
and
ofther
surficial
deposits
in northENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY
AND GENETIC MAPPING"
eastern San Jose. Santa Clara County,
L. F. BROWN,JR.
Calif., by T. H. Nilsen, and E. E.
One of the most critical problem
Brabb
50c
facing the world during the last decades MF-357: Geologic map of the pre-Cmoof this century will he the effect of exzoic basement rocks, Gabilan Range,
panding population with its myriad
Monterey and San Benito Comtim,
needs for water, sanitation, recreation,
Calif-, by D- C.
--.....-.--.----..
50c
and proper land use, coupled with PUBLICATIONS OF THE GEOLOGIcomplementary industrial expansion in
CAL SURVEY 1%2-70. 586 pages.
(Continuarion of the earlier cahl%,
developing megalopolis belts. A paradox exists between a concern about the
"Publication of the Geologcal Surultimate supply of natural resources nevey, 1879-1%1") . -1.................. ..Free
cessary to maintain the present western CXJFORNIA DIVISION OF
life style, and a growing concern about MINES AND GEOLOGY
diminishing resources and the i m w Special Publication 37: Crustal moveof =celerating exploitation on delicatement invdgations in California:
their K & q , data 'and significance,
ly balanced or endangered environby Roger Greensfelder ..............$2.W
ments and ecocystem. Envinrmmental
'

Geological Reviews

...

(From Page 6)
should be composed principally of genetic units, even if they do not conform to
traditional maps nor formally accepted
nomenclature. For example, first-order
environmental units mlay include substrate units or facies such as fluvial
channel-fill sand or reef limestone; vegetational units such as salt marsh or
grass-stabilized dunes; landforms such
as tidal deltas or highly dissected badlands; process-defined units such as
land-slide areas or storm-washover
channels; and man-made units. Maps
of genetic units allow rapid derivation
of special-use environmental maps for a
broad spectrum of scientists and nonscientists. Delineation of genetic units
allows three-dimensional extrapolation
and interpolahtion of physical properties
to predict the behavior of material under varied land use.

"A

Twelve Year History of
Geologic Interpretatio~i At
Todhunters Lakew*

~~~ F. EDMONDSOK
Consulting Geologist
Bakersfield, California

The Todhunters Lake Gas Field is located in Yolo County in the Sacramento
Valley of California. It was discovered
by Tidewater Oil Company (now Getty
Oil Company) in May, 1%7. To date,
about 75 million MCF initial recoverabe
reserves of natural gas have been discovered. The principal produoing zones
are the Starkey. Sands, the Bunker Sand
and the Mokelumne Sand, all of which
are of Upper Cretaceous age. Minor accumulations have been found from sands
in the Markley Gorge Fill and the Winkers Sand.
Three classes of traps are present:
(1) Gorge trunca6on traps; where entrapment is entirely due to the trend of
Results of environmental geologic in- the shale filled Markley Gorge relative
vestigations should be presented useing to the reservoir sands. (21 Fault traps;
innovative formats and techniques that where entrapment is due to northwestencourage interdisciplinary communi- sou'theast trending normal faults cutting
cation, unite diverse specialists, and al- across a southw-esterly dipping nose.
low all experts to focus simultaneously (3) Combination traps; where the trend
on impact problems. Coupled with com- of the gorge and the normal faults warkputer data storage, the environmental ing together provide the trap. It is -tigeologic map and derivative m a p pro- mated that of the presently discovered
vide a current record of natural envi- reserves, 17 million MCF are in gorge
ronments, processes and materials, as truncation traps, 23 million MCF are in
well as a permanent record of rates of fault traps, and 35 million MCF are in
erosion, deposition, and human modifi- combination fault-gorge traps.
cation and exploitation. Planners,
Todhuntms Lake is a prolific gas field
economists, engineers, biologkts, chemists, lawyers, legislative councils, and because of the fortuitous oombination
others can plot, plan. refer, and digest of gorge truncation and normal faulting
specific environmental data that are vis- occurring in the area of a structural
ually related to detailed inventory maps noee. The gorge is significant only to
depicting the dietribution and nature of the extent that it facilitates the creation
of geometric traps and the gorge fill is
fundamental natural systems.
not considered the principal source rock
Approximately 12 man-years of en- for the natural gas. The 2tructural nose
vironmental geologic and derivative obviously facilitates the creation of traps
mapping and study in the 18,000-square but the absence of accumulation in so
mile Texas Coastal Zone by the Texas many other geometric traps along the
Bureau of Economic Geology have re- trend of this gorge may indicate that
sulted in text and 64 full - c d o r the presence of a favorable structural
maps including Envimnmental Geology, trend at Todhunters Lake has contributCurrent Land Use, Physical Properties, ed to the selective concentration of gas
Environments and Biologic Asem- reserves in this field. However, this
blages, Aotive Processes, Mineral and structuarl nose is so gentle that this
Energy Resources, Man-Made Features statement should be considered a hypoand Water Systems, Rainfall, Discharge thesis rather than a conclusion.
and Surface Salinity, and TopographyA view of the present limits of develBathymetry. The "Environmental Gm- oped production relative to the dry holes
I e c Atlas of the Texae Coastal Zone" that existed prior to the discovery of
provides a case history with which the this field shows an incredible juxtaposiphilosophy approaches, and results of tion of productive lands and abandoned
an extensive environmental investiga- wells. Todhunters Lake proves that sigtion can be evaluated.
nificant reserves can remain undetected
within thoroughly explored areas.
Back in early 196'7. before the discovery
of this field, any geologist who
*Abstract of paper presented to the Los Angeles Basin Geological Society Nov. 30, 1972. might have presented the current picture
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of this area to his management or client
would have been ridiculed if not locked
up. Fields comparable to this are lying
undiscovered all over the United States
because we are all prisoners of our preconceived opinions and our unwilling
ness to take appropriate exploratory
risks in the absence of "proof-like" data.

* Abstract of

paper presented to the San Joa.
quin Geological Society Nov. 21, 1972.

ACCENT'
The Positive
Sometime in the mid 1970's, Guadalupe Mountains National Park will be
opend to the public. This park, often
called Texas' hidden Yosemite, is expected to attract a half-million visitors a
year. While El Capitan may be the
Guadalupe's best known feature, the
heart of the park is McKittrick Canyon.
This canyon was given to his country
by an oilman - Wallace E. Pratt.
Pratt, the first geologist ever to be
employed by Humble, acquired possession of the canyon and surrounding
acreage in the twenties. As a geologist,
he recognized the scientific importance
of a 2000' gorge in Capitan limestone
and made every effort to protect its delicate ecological balance. For thrity-six
years he practiced conservation and
preservation to the extent that now. the
park's reason for being is basically its
undeveloped nature. Even his house,
built at the toe of the Capitan Barrier
Reef, was designed and built "so as not
to intrude upon the environment."
During his years with Humble, and
later Standard Oil Company of New
Jersey, Pratt's concern for the enrironment was expressed in other ways. He
was a pioneer advocate of wide well
spacing, controlled production, and technical devices to prevent waste of oil and
gas. In the years following retirement,
he managed his ranch in the Guadalupes
with conservation practices acknowledged several times to be the best in the
district. He served on the High Point
Soil Conservation Board. And, especially, he respected the fragility of McKittrick Canyon and never allowed it to be
grazed at all.
Pratt's gift of 5,632 acres is officially
designated a scientific preserve. As such,
it will be protected much as Pratt did
himself. Present policy is to prohibit
camping and picnicking in the canyon
and provide only walking trails where
those interested may study the Capitan
Barrier Reef and its more than 500 species of fossils.
MIKE SWITEK
Editor
Corpus Christy Geological Society

l

favorite pastime is routing out the ratS h d r g e r ................................
$3.50
tlers from under the house.
Our old friends Dick and Mary spent GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF
a wonderful week with us last summer AMERICA BULLETIN,
vol. 83, no. 6, June 1972
We received the follozving Christmus during the blizzard.
letter, personnally folded and mimeoMay your home be blessed with love Relation of known faults to surface ruptures, San Fernando Earthquake,
graphed, from a dear and life-long and joy during this Yuletide Season, as
Southern California, by R. J. Proctor,
friend. W e want to share this with you. our house is.
R. Crook, Jr., M. H. McKeown, and
Pep
Jean
Bene
Greetings from Bunghole, Texas. We
R. L. Moresco
Jimmy
Debbie
were just thrilled when Jean's company
Rex - he just died
Sea-floor spreading and the Cenozoic
transferred us to this wonderfully hisSenteur De Boue
history of the East-Central Pacific by
toric place. We will have an old fashEllen M. Herron
ioned Christmas this year for our
Petrology of the Silver Peak volcanic
Christmas tree will be lighted with Recommended Reading
cenlter, Western Nevada, by Paul T.
candles. They tell us electricity will be CALIFORNIA GEOLOGY, vol. 25, no.
Robinson
brought to Bunghole next year.
8,
August
1972
Low-angle (denudation) faults, HinterOur new home will be warm and cozy
from Antelope: The Fort Tejon
lands d the Sevier Omgenic Belt,
d e n the windows are installed. The
Earthquake of 1857, by Donald B.
eestern Nevada and western Utah, by
d m r (when that gets
here.
taol
will
"
Eisman.
R. I. Armstrong.
a h a y s be open to our m,any wonderful
ARIZONA BUREA OF MINES
friends and relatives.
Pleistocene-Holocene deformation of the
We have a marvelous vegetable gar- Bulletin 185: Arizona well information,
San Clemente Island crustal block,
by H. Wesley Peirce and James R.
den in the back yard and how thrilling
California, by B. Ridlon
Scurlock.
it is to work with ,the soil. Not only it
it a fantastic experience to work with FIELD NOTES FROM ARIZONA BU- CALIFORNIA SUMMARY OF
our hands but it supplements Jeans cut REAU OF MINES, vol. 2, no. 3, Sept. OPERATIONS
1972
(Calif. Division of Oil and Gas)
in pay.
Geologic
hazards
and
land-use
planning,
vol.
57, no. 1,Sacramento, 1971
Jean is very busy with his new responby H. Wesley Peirce.
California offshore oil and gas seeps, by
sibilities and he enjoys every minute of
Elbert R. Wilkinsan
it. He meets so many wonderful people THE ORE BIN, vol. 34, no. 8, August
1972 (Oregon Dept. of Geology and Santa Susana Oil Field, by W. Spencer
at his extra service station job.
Mineral Industries).
The children just love their new home
Mitchell and Michael Wolff
and friends. J i m y s new teeth look well Plate tectonios in Oregon, by John D.
LUCY E. BIRDSALL
Beaulieu.
and the boy that knocked them out is
now Jims dearest friend. Debbie is the THE ORE BIN: vol. 34, no. 9, September 1972.
most popular girl in her high school.
Seems to be doing something every min- The geology of some zeolite deposits in Did You Know
the southen Willam& Valley, hute. We hope she will slowdown after
The 6,922 exploratory wells drilled in
gon, by Wallace D. Kleck.
the abortion. Pepe and his friends have
2971 is the lowest number drilled anTHE
ORE
BIN,
vol.
34,
no.
10,
October
an exciting new hobby of collecting old
nually since 1947.
1972
cars. Although we don't see much of
The total of 6,922 exploratory wellsFossle
sharks
in
Oregon,
by
Bruce
J.
our budding new executive we expect
new-field and other categories-is 771
Welton.
he'll be home from reform s c h ~ o lby
NEVADA HISTORICAL PRESS (Star wells fewer than for 1970, a 10 per cent
Christmas.
Route 1, Box 751, ( = a w n City, Neva- decrease. Footage drilled, 40,387,969
Rex, our old a d faithful hound dog,
feet, represents a decrease of 10.8 per
da, 89701)
has adjusted well to his new home.
After he survived the snake bite, his The story of Seven Troughs, by Hugh A. ~mlt.
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Aside from mountain climbing, he is an
ammplished artist, expert skier, and
0
professional wribr. In this regard, hu
latest book bears the name of the talk
Geology of the weatern Canadian he will present to us. We are, therefore,
Continental Shelf was the topic at the looking forward to this evening.
A date for the March meeting of the
January 25th meeting d the Northwet
Northwest
Geo~logicalSociety is not y d
Geological Society in Bellevue, Washset.
However,
the program will be preington. Our speaker was Mr. D. H.
sented
by
graduate
students and faculty
Shouldir~,an AAPG distinguished lacfrom
the
University
of Washington on
turer of Shell Canada Ltd. B d on
information from both onshore and off- geologic studies conduutd in the Alpine
shore wells, as well as geophysical data, Lakes Wilderness area of Washington's
he discussed the stratigraphy od Ten- Cascade Mountains. This &odd prove
tiary sediments in basins of Canada's to be an interesting and enlightening
evening to us all.
Pacific Shelf.
The Oregm Department of Geology
A tentative date of F s h a r y 15 h
bean assigned for the Northwest Gedo- and Mineral Industries is busily preparing a guidebook for publication of
gical Society annual ladies night m&ing. It will be held in the Tap Room of all field trips to be held in connection
the Rainier Brewing Company in Seat- with the forthcoming GSA Cordilleran
tle and Dee Rlollenaar will present a ta& Section meeting this q r i n g in Portland.
appropriately emtitled "The Challenge It will include six s c h e d d d fidd trips
of Rainier." D'ee,a geologist with the and an unscheduled one covering arm
U.S. Geological Survey in Tacoma, is from southern Washington and northmmt.
well known to all of us in the North- central Oregon to the Oregon
Oil and gas exploraticm activitiee in
west as a very versatile person. He has
gained intmational renown as a moun- Washington has been a low ebb the last
tain climber, having bmn on such expe- few months. Perhaps everybody is doditions as the first ascent of Mount Ken- ing their homework in preparation fo~r
nedy and the ill-fated K-2 expedition. the next fluny od activity. Oil geologists are, therefore, rare t h e days in
the Northwest. However, Dana Braislin. of Union and wife Carol spent the
holidays up this way with their sons
Carlsberg Petroleum COT. is expand- John and Jim.
ing its International Operations and reWELDON W. M U
quires an energetic, vemtile petroleum
Your group is to be commended for
exploration& with a strong technical
background including knowledge of inviting graduate students to provide
seismic interpretation and development the technical session for your next meetgeology. Position wild require an em- ing. Wish more of our California sophasis on regional geology, appraisal of cieties would emulate your program.
various sedimentam basins world wide.
Administrative talenc foreign experience and willingnm to-travel is desirable. Candidates with 5 &o15 vears experience send complete resume' and salary requirmmts to :
EXPLORATION VP
GARLSBERG PETROLEUM CORP.
1801 Century Park Weyt
L~MAngeles, 6k WX7
Salary, bonus and stock option are
negptiable and comnensurate with expenace.

f

W
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Position Available

CONTINUING
EDUCATION
EVENING COURSES AT U.S.C.
FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER
( F e h a r y 5 to May 23, 1973)
Monday Evening, G. 526L - Graund
Water Management
Instructor: DT.John F. Mann
Tumday Evening, G. 500 - Marine
Paleomobgy
Instructor: Dr. Orville L. Bandy
G. 600 - Seminar in Remote Sensing
Instructor: Dr. Floyd Sabins
Thursday Evening, G. 536 - ,%mimar
in Engineering Geology
Instructor: Dr. Richard H. Merriam
All c o w cany three (3) units of
credit.
Please call the office of the Geological
Sciences for further i n f o r m a t i o ~ The
n u d e r is (213) 762717.

Calif. Biv. of Mines
SPECIAL REPORT 102
Index to Geologic Maps of California

1965-68.
By Edmund W . Kiessling
1972. 78 pages, 36 figures. Price $2.75.
This index is the third supplement to
Spezial Rqmrt 52. It is keyed to the 27
sheet Geologic Atlas of Californiu and
includes some 300 map entries. Maps
not included in this report are graduate
student thesis on file in university libraries, subsurface and geophysical
maps or maps a t a x a l e smaller than

1 :am,m.

The maps and bibliography are easy
to read and we. The ~ublicatiionshould
be an integral part oT every g e d e s t ' s
library.

G oart
NO REPORT.

about 2044 for the white ones and up to
4044 for the black. This will give u s 12
million cat skinsi per year to sell at an
average price of around 326, making
our revnue about $3 &on
a year.
This really average out to $10,000 a day
- excluding Sundays and holidays.
A good Mexican cat man can skin
about 50 cats per day at a wage of $3.15
per day. It will only take 663 men to
operate the ranch, so the net profit
I
A
would be over $8,000per day.
Now, the cats would be fed on rzts
EDITOR
I wish to register my objection to the exclusively. Rats multiply four times as
inclusion of the "Geography of a Wo- fast as cats. We would start a rat ranch
man" in the January, 1973 edition of right adjacent to our cat farm. If we
the PPG Newsletter. This item contain- start with a million rats, we will have
ed a minimum of humor and a maxi- four rats per cat each day. The rats
mum of insult to a significant number will be fed on the carcaem of the cab
of our colleagges in the geological com- we skin. This will give each rat a quarter of a cat. You can see by this that
munity.
Those who enjoyed this item should the business is a dean operation consider an altGr&te phrasing under self-supporting and really automatic
titles such as "Geography of a Man" or throughout. The cats will eat the rats
"Geography of a Person." Any such and the rats will eat the cats and we d
title and text attributes to the group in get the skins.
Let me know if you are interested;
question only sexual capabilities and
denies the intellectual energy and phys- you can imagine, I am rather p a r t i d a r
ical skills which have built our civiliza- whom I want to get into this, and want
the fewest invmtow possible.
tion.
Eventually, it is my hope to c r w the
The general contempt and disregard
for women shown by the
in- cats with snakes, for they will skin
dustry is well known, but the blatantly themselves twice a year! This would
anti-feminine slant of the item serves save the labor costs of skinning as well
only to reinforce this image at a time as give me two skins for one cat.
when sexism like racism must be ex- Hopefully,
punged from the hiring and promotion- JEAN B. SENTEUR DE BOUE
al practices of our profession.
Jean -you're sick.
Sincerely,
DONALD F. PALMER
A~sktantProfessor
University of Southern California
You win some, you lose some.
PAGE 2

DEAR ED.
I'm hoping that Ott Kotick, Bill Beatty and John Maher will continue to feed
"chips" to the Editor. What did you
mean by the comment "the first and the
last of a new series of offerings . ."?
Your first recipe was a dilli!
HERB SAWYER

.

ED1TOR
Pacific Petroleum Geologist
Newsletter
As I approach the midway point of
my business career, and dill being
young at heart, steady of hand and flatfu~ted. I have been keevine: mv eves
open for some good investments to supplement my retirement income.
I have run into something incredibly
good, and as always, have a desire to let
some of my clase friends in on it.
A group of us are considering investing in a large cat ranch near Hermosillo, Mexico. It is our purpase to start
rather small., with about one million
cats. Each cat averages about twelve
kittens a year; skins can be sold for
1

"

2
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olution was printed in the January issue of the Newsletter. Governor Reagan's ofice replied to the N. Gal. &ol.
Society and welcomed a list of names
of geologists that might be m i d d
for appointment. A list of name was
submitted to Governor Rea~an. Udcnrtwately, the exchange of "correapdace took place during the C h r i s ~ ~ ~ s
holidays and since the a p " '
had to be made prim to the end of the
year we don't know at this time wh&
any geologists were appointed to any
d the seven c o u o m just created.
Other geol4cal societies may be interested in our experience and we will try
to report cyn further developments.
HERB SAWYER
Sorry to report Herb, but the Geological Profession was left standing at
the stdion.

Alaska
NO REPORT.

CALENDAR for
February
SIMITIWITIFIS
I I 1 111213

5 BAKERSFIEW COLLEGE. Geological Seminar. Ik.Warren Addiem U X S , Menlo Park. "The
Oligocene - Miocene Boundary In
Shallow Water Marine Sequences
of the Pacific Coast." Scimce &
Engineering 56, 7:30 p.m.
5 U.S.6. Evening Courses. See Continuing Education for details.
The February meeting of the North- 13 NORTHERN CALIFORNIA GEOern California Geologioal Society will
LOGICAL SOCIETY. Noon lunchbe held on Tuaday, February 1 3 at~
eon. Leopard Cafe, 140 Front
the Leopard Cafe at 140 Front Street,
Street, San Francisco. Dr. H. EdSan Francisco. Membem begin gatherward Clifton, USCS. "Modern
ing at 11:30 A.M. and Luncheon is
Coastal E n v i r m t s and Their
m e d at 12:OO noon. The speaker is
Ancient Analogues."
Dr. H. Edward (=lifton of the U.S.G.S.
15 NORTHWEST GEOLOGICAL SOand he will speak on. ''Modern Coastal
CIETY. Dee Molenaar, USGS, TaEnvironments and their Ancient Anacoma. "The Challenge of Rainier."
logues." Any geologist who is lost in
Tap Roam, Rainier Brewing G m San Francisco at this particular time is
pany, Sattle.
welcome to attend. Fellows bring your
girl friends and girls bring ycpir-boy
friends !

March

4

%.
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Further t o the Northern Ca1ifo)rnia
Geological Society Resolution wnceming the appointment of geologists to the
State and Regional Coastal Zone Conservation omm missions that was sent to
Governor Reagan, the Speaker of the
Assembly and the State Senate R d a
Committee. You will recall that the R e -

~IMITIWITIFIS
I I I 111213
5 BAKERSFIELD COLLEGE. Geo-

logical Serainar. Dr. Daniel Axelrod, Dept of Geology, U.6. Davis.
"Neogene Forin Relation to
S i m a n Hktory". Science & EILginwring 56,7 :30 p.m.

comeoltim. It was further agreed h t
PAGE 3
President Spaulding would write a wel- geology and mineral resources could
coming d i c l e for that h e .
be desc*
and disc&.
1974 ANNUAL m E T I N G
President Spaulding reporid thiut
The Envirom&al Geology Committhe plans for the Sheraton Hotel in San tee of AAPG wishes to maintain a file
SPRING PICNIC
Diego were completed. He had recently concerning the activities of the local
The 1973 spring picnic preparations visited the facilities and found than to Environmental Geology Carrrminees and
are prograssing nicely. The picnic will be satisfactory.
'encourages cmtaot h e e n the local
be at the Newhd Land and Fanning ACTIVITIES
committees and with the association's
Company barbeque facili,ties; the golf
P d d e n t +adding reported that J. committee
tournament will be at the Valencia Golf Durrie, ( X a h of the Aotivities @(M1We hope you will give meful a d
Gurse. The field trip will relate to the nitt tee has rasigned This was n e c a m y sympathetic c o ~ i d e r a t i mto these sugDepartment of Water Resources aque- became he has an b r e a d workload gestions.
duct installations and the L a Angeles due to a new assignment. A replaceRICHARD BUCKWELL
Deparhnent osf Water and Power's facil- ment will be appointed m n .
it ies.
GEORGE E. MOORE
NOMINATIONS
Tha
Nominations
Committee
reportM d m s Enviro-ital
MARTIN VAN CWVERING
ed that all nominatims are in and will Gedogy ~
~ AAPG e
e
AWARD
R. Hmter reported that the Martin be published soon.
Van Guvering kward pmogram is doing NATIONAL ADVISORY
~
M
I
~
well. The last recipients of the award C
Our repmwntative to the National
have talked to Mr. Van Couvering and
Advieory C d w e e , T. Baldwin, will
thanked him.
It was agreed that the candidates for be aomplating his term soon and a
T b Holiday Dinmer Dance of the Los
the next award would come from the candidate will need to be selected. T. Angeles Basin Geological Society was
Los Angela region and attend the h-Baldwin suggested that there be one held at the Lobster House at Marina Del
heim. convention. R Hester was com- nominee only for this office.
Rey on November 25, 1972. Sixty-eight
mended for his work and was instructed PLANNING AND ORGANIZATION
people were in attendance to enjoy fine
The Planning and Organization food and dancing to the Ron Rubin Orto involve as many schmls as possible
Committee
reported that progress is be- ohestra. The mccms of this year's occain the awards.
ing made and that the c o d t e e is pro- sion can be attributed to the following
NEWSLETTER
p i n g that we subsidze student and/or
A motion was made and passed to junior AAPG membership. The sug- oommittee members and contributors:
COlMMITTEE CHAIRMEN
have 300 extra copies of the Newsletter gested deps for implementation are:
Arrangements - Frank Webster,
available for distribution at the Ana- (1) Select 12 or more schods.
heim convention and that that i m e (2) Offer two m e h r s h i p s per school Shell Oil Co.
Tickets and Notitices - Ken Bird and
(May) should be oriented toward the
(including Pacific Section meanDick Castle, Shell Oil Go.
Contributions - Herb Mann, Shell
(Continued on Page 4)
Oil Go.
CONTRIBUTORS (who generously donated the owha&) :
Anderson & Nicholeris
brst & Giddens Oil Well Logging
AN OPEN LETTER TO
Service, Inc.
PWSIDENTS OF LOCAL
Byron Jackson, Inc.
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES
Core Laboratories, Inc.
The Environmental Geology CommitD ~ m Atlas
a
tee of the AAPG feels strongly that the
Dresser Industries
local geological societies present the
Explomtion Logging of U.S.A.
Membership Secretary
JUDY HUGHES
&wit favorable approach for assmiation
General Omanographics, Inc.
ASSOCIATE EDITORS
d r s to be involved in envimnmenMunger Oil Information Serviws,
A h k a ................................... I
E. ATCHISON
tal geological affairs. It is obvious that
Inc.
in
the
bet
psition
local
geologists
are
O'Meara
& Rogers Constructicm Gorp.
(805) 642-0376 or 963-6404
Los Angeles ................................. TOM W. REDIN
to furnish expertise, not only in petroInc.
leum mabters but also in areas such as
Reese Sales Go.
ground water pollution, dam silt=, waR. F. !hi&
Gorp.
S c h l d r g e r Offshore Services
tershed erosion, earthquakes, and subStrata - Log
sidence. This would also include the review and commentary on Environmental
Welex
San Joaquin ........................ HAROLD SUGDEN
(805) 399-2961
Impact Statements affecting the enerOn behalf of the Society, under the
Recommended Reading ........LUCY E. BIRDSALL
gy potential or geology of a particular guidance of Butch Brown, we wish to
NEWSLETTER of the Pacific Section-American
Assoc~at~onPetroleum Geologists is published
area; such statements might range from thank all of those who oontributed and
monthly by the Pacific Section.
LNG plants to well sites to f l d mntrd participated.
Material for Pnblication and requests for previous
ii
*
++
copies should be addressed to STANLEY E.
and wilderness prop&.
KARP-GEOLOGY DEPT., BAKERSFIELD
The
committee
believes
t
h
a
t
gains
B. Brick Robimon, S h d Oil, New
COLLEGE, BAKERSFIELD, CALIF. 93305.
Matersal received by the 15th of each month will
can be achieved by local societies con- &leans, dons seven league h o t s with
be included in the fol~owingissue.
ducting field hips for lay groups
CHANGE OF ADDRESS, subscription and
his transfer from the produotion ddept.
membership inquiries should be direoted to
ested in the environment and in geology. to exploration. !%ems like Shell will
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
PACIFIC
SECTION AAPG, P. 0 . Box '17486, FOY
The trips may be to environmendy handle Texas offshore from New OrSTATION, Los Angeles, Ca. 90017.
sensitive places, but dong the way the leans.

EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE
MEETING

ACCENT'
The Positive

--

-
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Convention Colloquy
The stage is set for the most informative and unconventional convention the
AAPG-SEPM-SEG has seen. All parts
of the country show unusual interest no surprise with 1973 the year of recognition of energy impact and the wide
ranging program and entertainment
available at Anaheim. To assure your
choices on housing and limited participation program, preregister; there is
not much time left.
Registration opem at 10 AM, Saturday, May 12 in the lobby of the beautiful Disneyland Hotel with short courses
and field trips scheduled for Saturday
and Sunday. Meet your friends at the
Icebreaker in the Grand Ballroom Sunday evening.
The spectrum of the progrm, Monday through Wednesday, is complete.
Every area of interest to the oil (and
energy) explorationist is covered by
experts, for example: A. N. Thomas, et
al. of British Petroleum on the Forties
Field, North Sea; P. T. Lucas of Shell
on the Altamont Field, Utah; Vincent
McKelvey on the U.S.G.S. viewpoint on
environment; Senator Clifford Hansen
on the energy crisis; A. H. Bouma on
marine sedimentation - the list goes
on and on.
We Southern Californians are set to
show you our hospitality and opportunities for fun and scenery, long a matter
of local pride. For conviviality, join the
Icebreaker, all convention luncheon and
dance. The ladies have a variety: the
Queen Mary trip, Enviromental Workshop and field trips and you and your
family have the fascinating sights and
sounds of Disneyland, Sunset Strip,
Marineland.
After the convention,
choose your travel from field t r i p all

NEWSLETTER
Pacific Section A.A.P.G.
P.8. Box 17486 Foy Station
Lor Angeles, California 90011

over Southern California or fly on to
Hawaii
Check your General Announcement
and you'll agree that you can't afford
to miss Anaheim in 1973.
A. R. WELLER

Convention Field Trips
METROPOLITAN OIL FIELDISA'ND

THEIR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Sunday, May 13, 9:00 A.M. to 5:OQ
P.M.
Leaders: J. N. Truex, W. J. Hunter,
THUMS; D. S. McMurdie, Union Oil
Co.; J. (2. Taylor, Shell Oil Co.; R. 0.
Castle, U.S. Geological Survey; A. G.
Barrows, California Division of Mines
and Geology; R. C. Erickson, Standard
Oil Co.
This one-day trip will tour four m m o politan oi! fields in h e southern part of
the Los Angeles basin. A stop will be
made at the old Ford d l y plant
near the center of the subsidence bowl
of the Wilmingtcvn oil field, and a trip
by boat is planned to visit drilling island
C (Chaffee) in the offshore East Wilmington field. Other stops will include
the Signal Hill, Dominguez, and Inglewood oil fields along the aotiw Newport-Inglewood fault zone. A visit to
the site of the dam failure in the Baldwin Hills will conclude the trip.
The trip will leave by bus from the
Disneyland Hotel at 9:OO A.M. and will
return in time for evening activities.
Fee: $14.00. (Includes tranqmtation, box lunch, and road guide).
Limit : 94.persons.
SANTA BARBARA
CHANNEL REGION R E V I S I m
Thursday, May 17, 8:30 A.M. to Friday, May 18,6:00 P.M.
Leader: R. L. Kolpack, University
of Southern California.

Co-Leaders: D. M. Straughan, University of Southern California; IT. W.
Weaver, University of California, Sanh
Barbara; and T. W. Dibbleq Jr., U.S.
Geological Survey, Menlo Park.
A two-day trip t o the maidand Santa Barbara Channel region will m p h a size environmental criteria usad to wailuate the 1969 oil spill. Representative
intertidal faunas and coastal promaws
associated with cobble and sandy
beaches, rocky headlands and a d v e
natural oil seeps will be discussed and
observed. In addition, stratigraphic and
structural features of the Tertiary seetions in the Santa Ynez and Smta Monica Mountains a s well as the remiarkahle
Pliocene and Pleistocene m r d in the
Ventura area will be described and examined.
Buses will leave Disneyland Hotel at
8:30 AM., May 17 and will return at
6:W P.M., May 18,1973.
Fee : $45.00. (Includes tranqmrtation, lunches and motel).
Limit: 44.

Executive Committee

.. .

(From Page 3)
bership), with emphasis on situdent rather than junior membership.
(3) If possible, contact an enshmiastic AAPG member on the faculty
and ask him to seleot the recipimts.

(4) Send the manhership pamphlets
and application to the faculty
member.
(5) Limit the annual budget to $200
for such memberships.
A motion was made and p
d to
adopt the report of the Planning and
&ganbdion (hrnmittee.
It was also rtscolammded that appropriate recognition be given to these new
members in the Newsletter.
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Convention
Short Course
SEPM SHORT COURSE ON
t pn
TURBIDITES AND DEEP WATER
13 °
SEDIMENTATION
May 12 1973
This course has been organized for
Dear Ed:
SEPM by Drs. A. H. h u m a and G. V.
The readers of the Newsletter ( I still Middleton. The course is designed as a
believe PPG was M e r ) might like to "refresher7' course for professional geknow thak a 1972 guidebook of the dq+ts or students whose interests have
Northarn P&ular
Ranges (Change prevented them fmm fallowing the maand Riverside Counties) prepared by jor d e v e l o p m e in the concepts of turthe National hot. of h l o g y Tmchms
bidity currants and deepwater sedimenand the South Coast 601. Society - is tation that have taken place in the last
available at a cost of H.50 per q y ten years.
from, A d u r E. Flint, Geology D w ,
The course will be given just before
Chapman Cdlege, 333 N. Glassel Streat,
Orange, Calif. 92666. P a p s cm En- the Annual AAPG-SEPM meeting on
gineering Geollogy, Groundwater C e o l ~ Saturday, May 12, 1973 from 10 AM
gy, bonoraic Gedogy, and Petroleum to 5 PM at .the Sierra Tower, DisneyProspects of the area - a m included in I d H o a Anaheim, California. The
organizaticm of the ciourse is new: four
this guidebook.
An old friend of mine, who now g~oupsof M h o t o r s will have sl
of thirty in each session,
works for a company called, CLEM, &um
cdled a couple of days ago. His com- which will allow ample opportunity for
pany is looking for 8 to 12 geologists discussion. Each g r m p will spend
90 minutes on each of four major
and/or ptxdeum mgbms with per- about '
haps 15 years experience (possibly aqexyts of the subject early retirees) who might be in1. Mmhaniw of flow and deposition
in a two year contract to work in Al2. Submarine fam and channels
geria. My impremion is that the need is
3. Basin ( M )
sediments
for geologists and petroleum enginem
4. Facies models for turbidite basins.
who are primarily oriented tcrward field Q w d o n s d i d will include: What
dsvelqmma and reservoir engineering. are turbidity currents and how do they
Anyone imterested should cu-ot
Mr. form, move, and dep0si.t sediment?
Okl
Phme (213) 377-9780.
What &er mhanisms deposit d i I have asked him to send a brief sum- merit in deep water? What have oceanmary of information he m i d e n s p&- ographic studies (including deepsea
aent and you may wish to publish the drilling and seismic profiling) shown
availability cd these jobs.
abont the characteristcs of deep-sea
channels, fans, and b a s h ? How can
R%=LI.ds,
PETE GARDEIT
we recognize ancient sediments depositGood news like this rates u front page ad in these environments? What do faspread.
c i e ~models based on theae studiw tell
us a b u t the geonmtry of the sandstone
HBS?
Instmctom will include G. V.
L.&tem to the Editor :
Emboldened by Professor P k ' s Middleton and R. G. Walker (McMastm
righteow r q n m in dm February U n i v d y , Canada), M. Hampton (UniNewsletter, I would like to register my versiq of Rhode Island), C. H. N&n
State
own ohj eation to "Geography of a WQ- (U.S.G.S.), V. Kulm (-on
man" and to Senteur De bue's Christ- University), A. H. Bouma (Texas
A&M), and E. Mutti (University of Tormas letter.
(Continued on Page 4) ino, Italy).
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Registration fee for the course is $20
and includes a vdume cd notes prepared for the sassion. For those un'able to
attend the course, the nates may be purchased maratelv for $5. Pre-reeistratim clMay 1
' ;
contact John
R. b n o , Shell Oil, P.O. Box 3397
Terminal Annex, Los Angeles, to m o l l
for the course or to obtain your copy of
the notes.
The Short Course, together with the
Sunday field trip (SEPM Field Trip l ) ,
the Sunday evening Turbidite Colloquium featuring super-ploximal environments, and the various sessions will enable participants t o catch up with the
lrut~tdevelopments in the least painful
manner.
u

Newly elected officers for the Sacramento Petroleum Association for 1973
include:
Teny Plumb, President. Signal Oil &
Gas Co.
Lee Rhodes, Vice President. Exploration Logging of U.S.A.
Tom Will, Secretav-Treasurer. Texaco.
B-

%-

E

Drilling activity throughout the Sacramento Valley is extremely slow, due
primarily to the inclement weather conditions. At the time ~f this writing only
four rigs were operating, excluding geothermal activity in Lake and S o n m a
Cou~nty.
Q

E'

B-

John F. Meehan, Research Director,
Officeof Architecture and Construction,
State of California, was the speaker before members of the Geological Society
of Sacramento, January 30, 1973. Mr.
Meehan's topic was the devasting earthquake which hit Managua, Nicaragua
on December 23,1972.
TERRY PLUMB

NO REPORT.

Convention Field Trips
SEDIMENTARY FACIES U A N G E S
IN TERTIARY ROCKS,
CALIFORNIA TRANSVERSE
and
SOUTHERN COAST RANGES

Anaeapa Island
The Las Anacapas of W r i l l o , (Land
of the Fox Coats?), n.amtxake of Anacapia and the Anacapa Rift and Anacapa Passage, this h e 1 Islands National Monument, with lighthouse, was
a Pleistocene stepping-stone from Hueneme to the Channel Islands h t a
Cruz, Santa Rosa and San Miguel.

Wednesday, May 16 (2:30 P.M.) to
Friday, May 18.
Presently separated from the mainLEADERS:H. E. Clifton, T. H. Nil-,
land by 12 milea of Pacific Ocean and
J. A. Bartow, J. G. Vedder, U.S. the Hueneme - Mugu Submarine CanGeological Survey ; J. C. Crowell, yons, them islands at one time were
University of California at Santa joined, "Santarosae" and less than 5
Barbara.
miles from shore during mwt glacial
A two-day trip to selected localities in periods.
the Transverse and Southern Coast
Anacapa Island is composed mainly
Ranges to study facies changes within
of
Middle h j o basic extrusive9 and
Tertiary c1au;ic rocks. Included will be
a visit to outcrops of the Vidin Breccia pyroclastic volcanic rocks of M i m e
of Miocene and Pliocene age, a remark- age with interbedded breccias of San
able accumulation of mars2 alluvial de- Onafre age and content similar t o San
bris at the base of the San Gabriel fault Onofre of Pt. Dume and Santa Csuz
scarp, and a related thick m a x s i o n of island. A patch of Pleistocene non-manonmarine Pliocene rocks in the Ridge rine d h t s is present on the d a c e
basin. The Eocene Tejon Formation near the center of the island.
and adjacent formations will be examSurrounded by kelp growing from
ined in ;the w ~ t e r nTehchapi and San Middle Miocene marine and volcanic
Emigdio Mountains, where the Tejon rock outcrops on the sea-bottom, the isFormation palaterally and vertical- land is a s m i c wonder for fishermen,
ly from nearshore deposits into sand- sailo~s and divers. Anacapa is five
stones and shales that accumulated in miles long and two-thrids at its widest;
deeper water. A fairly a r d u o u s excur- it is sandwiched betwen the Malibu
sion on foot through the rugged &lien(Raymond) and Santa Clruz faults, a
te Range will afford an o p r t u n i t y to
observe a suparbly exposed marine to
nonmarine transitional sequence of middle Miocene age and a regresive sequence of early Miocene age that ohang133down section from nonmarine deposits into sediment deposited in proe;ressively deeper marine environments. Emphaeis will be placed on interpretatim
of depositional environments for each
unit and the relationship of the facies
changes to local tdonism. A ~ h o tour
~ t
will be made through the Edmm&on
pumping plant near Grapevine, where
water from northern C a l i f m i a is raked
approximately 1900 feet and pmped
across the Tehachapi Mountains to
southern California.
The bus will leave from ( ? the convention center) at 2:30 P.M., Wednesday, May 16. The return to Anaheim is
planned for approximately 9:00 P.M.
on Friday, May 18. Fee: $45.00 (indudes transportation, 2 nights lodging,
lunches and Roadguide. Suppar, and
breakfasts during the trip will be the
responsibility of the individual participants). Limit: 37 persons.

Xorttj w e s t
NO REPORT.

left-lateral rift which formed during
Early to Late Miocene time, and occurs
as a ridge between the Santa Barbara
and Santa Monica Basins.
Now a maward e x m i o n of the S n t a
M o n i d Mountains and associated with
the Murray fracture zone, Anacapa is
immediately wuth of the Oxnard shelf.

At one time firmly c o m m t d to the
mainland the peninsula allowed the dispersal of a variety of flora and fauna
the most unique of which waq the dwarf
mammoth E k p h e d i s Stock, a &foottall batst evolving on a d captured by
thase Channel Islands. Tha tiny mamm o t h have h e n found b u r i d and associated with man h the Pleistocene
Teoolite, Fox, and Garanon f o r m a t i m
of sthe third instenglacial (Wisconsin).
The inhabitant found thanselves periodically awash (sunk 1,000') and uplifted (300 - 500') by custatic sea level
fluotuatiom and tectonic influences.
It is with great pleasure that we begin
this new series of sketches of areas of
t California. The ink
geologic i ~ e r e s in
drawings were created by Andy Alpha
and his talent is well known to most of
us. We apprecibte Dick Hester's eforts
in acquiring these drawings for us. We
are also indebted to Art Hrites for his
research and word p - ~ i n g sof the
geology.

Now Hear This.. .

Group Insurance; on 5/1/71 my Pacific Section dues for $5.00 - but that
was lasit year's; on 5/5/71 another
At a r m t PacSBcExCcym, meeting, $80.00 to AAPG Group Insurance and
mr Treasurer presented lists of due+ $%0O
t o National AAPG durn; on
delinquent manhers to the committee 6/4/71 - $10.00 to AAPG for the
whereup the V.P. gleefully pointed out Spring Picnic, I think; on 6/12/71 that my name was on the list.
$30.00 to California State Board; on
At first I ignored the comment, as- 6/21/71 another $85.85 to National
suming he was joshing. I said, "Nm- AAPG Group Insurance; 8/21/71 sense; never happand; I remember $7.50 to the Coast Gedogical Society;
on 9/28/71 another $85.85 to AAPG
writing the check."
Group Insurance; on 11/8/71 After I was given a copy of the list $30.00 to GSA; on 11/11 - $46.80 to
for my own and saw the damaging evi- the AAPG Group Insurance; on 11/dence fur myself, I told everyone that I 21/71 another $80.00 to AAPG Group
guess I will just have to get my cancel- Insurance; on 12/13/71 - $7.00 to
led c h q k out and show them.
AAPG - can't recall for what; on 1/How could they accuse me. I offered 3/72 another $85.85 to AAPG Group
to resign from the mmmitt- but they Insurance; on 2/18/72 $25.00 AIPG
all laughed. I felt bad, but I'd &ow dues; and $10.00 - RMAG dues; on
them when I got the check from my 2/21/72 - $48.50 for AAPG convention; on 3/14/72 - $26.00 for another
files.
Whem I got home I forgot a b u t it, AAPG convention; - you know what?
but was reminded when I received my I never did find that damn check. I
copy of the minutes of the meeting. guess I was too busy being President
year. I have again offered to resign
My good wife k e e p all necessary documents and records and I told her to find from the committee but they still laughed.
that damn check!
She couldn't find it. "You have too
many crummy checks - how can I
tell," she wailed ...
I took the records from her and said,
"I know I paid it - I'll find it.!"
I started flipping through the records,
there was: on 3/5/71 - $20 for the
GSA; on 3/31/71 - $85.85 to AAPG
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Now I want you out there to check
ycwr records - we havn't gotten checks
from over 1/3 of our m&s
and you
can't fly a plane with that much wing
mbing. You can't all be as forgetful
as I am.
RICHARD L. HESTEX
h s t like a male chauvinist t o blame
his wife for not paying his dues.
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ST GEOLOGI'CAL SOCIETY.
Noon Luncheon. Dave's Deli, Ventura.
BAKERSFIELD COLLEGE GEOLOGY SEMINAR. 7:30 p.m. Science & Ehgineering 56. Daniel
Axelrod, U.C. Davis. 'Neogye
Forests In Relation t o Sierran HIStory."
NOON LECTURE SERIES. USC.
Stauffer Science Lecture Hall 100.
George V. Chilingar, Petroleum Engineering, USC. "Compaction of
Miments."
COAST GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Noon Luncheon. Hong Kong Inn,
Vemtura.
SAN JOAQUIN GEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY. Joint meeting with
Landmen. Don Taylor, Tennem.
"Recent Deep Drilling In the Sari

-

-

20

20

20

21
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Joaquin and Its Effect On the Future."
NOON LECTURE SERIES. USC
Stauffer Science Lecture Hali 100.
Konrad B. Krauskopf, Stanfordrd.
"The Source of Ore Metals."
COAST GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Dinner meeting. Don Lande,
D.O.G. "Geothermal Resources."
Admirals Table, Ventura.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Noon luncheon. Alan J. Galloway, California
Academy of Scimces. "Geology of
the Pt.Reyes Area." Leopard Cafe,
San Francisco.
EO,S ANGELES BASIN GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Noon luncheon.
DT. Gregory Davis, U X . "Geology
and Rare Earth Minerals of Mountain Pass, California."
Roger
Young Auditorium.

April
S/M/TIWJT;FIS
11 2 1 3 1 4 5 1 6 1 7
2 BAKERSFIELD COLLEGE GEOLOGY SEMINAR. 7:30 p.m. Science & %ineering
56. Ronald
Kolpack, USC "Sediment Transport On the Southern California

eo,."

3 NOON LECTURE SERIES. USC
Stauffer Science Lecture Hall 100.
Andre Sarna, USGS, Menlo Park.
"Tephrachronology : Correlation of
of Califarnia Coast Range Deposits
By Trace Elements."
17 CO.4ST GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Dinner Meeting. Paul Siemon,
Continental Oil. " D e c a 11 m e n t
Blocks of the Eastern Ventura Basin." Admirals Table, Venture
20-22 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
GEOLOGY TEACHERS. Far Western Section Meeting, California
State College, Bakersfield.
24 NOON LECTURE SERIES. USC
Stauffer Science Lecture Hall 100.
Manley N a t l d , Laguna Beach.
"New Clamifications of Water Laid
Sediments."
27 NORTHERN CALIFORNIA GEBLOGICAL SOCIETY. USGS, Menlo Park, 3 p.m. Dr. Tim S. O'Driscoll. "Basement Tectonics and Fold
Patterns - Kinematic Models Approach."
27 LOS ANGELES BASIN GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY - Tentative..
AAPG Distinguished Lecturer Elliott T. S. O'Driscdl. Basement
Tectonics and Fold Patterns Kinematic Models Approach."
23-29 NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Spring
Field Trip. Mother Lode Country.
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anybody to cuddle up. Ardrey says he
is so depressed that he doesn't even
IMPERIAL VALLEY,
bother to kick out his leavings.
Letters
REGIONAL
GEOLOGY AND
Now, my plan is to mas a Gorilla
(From Page 11)
GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION
with an Aardvark, (using artificial inThursday, May 17, 8:00 A.M. to FriMy complaint is made on behalf of semination, of course, because if the
day,
May 18,9:00 P.M.
poor
guy
can't
get
interested
in
a
feDrat It, or Derogatory Remarks About
LEADERS:
J. E. Kilkenny, Union Oil
male
gorilla,
how
could
he
stand
an
Texas Invite Talion (you-all will learn
Aardvark?) The idea is to produce an Co.; R. V. Sharp, U.S. Geological Sura new word, anyway).
"Nobody gives a damn," indeed! animal so horrendous and frightful that vey; P. C. Van De Kamp, Shell Oil;
Texans toiling involuntarily in Galifor- the gorillas, from shear fright, will race Bernardo Dominguez A.. Cornision Fednia long for the likes of Bunghole - quickly back imto the trees where, h o p e eral de Electricidad.
The Imperial Valley trip of two days
better surely than Bakersfield in a Tule fully, they will renew their lcet lovemaking, perhaps with eagerness, who will provide an oppartunity to observe
fog?
knows? Thus my contribution to the parts d the Chino-Elsinore fault sysROB CARTER
Great Society will be the presemation on tem and some major branches of the
USGS, Menlo Park
shifting earth of potentially valuable San Andreas fault system including the
football material, now about to become San Jacinto, Banning, and Mission
Whatever turns you on. Where do extinct. I hope to get some funds from Creek faults. Other features that will
yo& get those words like "emboldened" the Rams and 49ers, and AAPG.
be seen are the Coachilla Valley dunes,
and "tnlion"? They aan't in the "Glosancient shoreline of Lake Coahuila,
&
Related
Sciences".
sary of Geology
Cordially,
Salton Sea, Obsidian Buttes, and the
Algdones Sand Hills. The old carbon
OTT KO-TICK
dioxide field at Niland, the Buttes geoDear Editor:
De Boue talked about a cat farm, not thermal brine field, and the mud volcaCefiain f m n d types are natural born a ca,t hozme. Was that a Freudian slip noes will be visited. A trip a c r m the
entrepreneurs whom I ah e on your behalf, Ott?
Mexican border to the Cemo Prieto g e e
such, outstanding, is Jean B. Senteur
thormal field will highlight the second
De Boue. I salute him with my wildest
day, which includes a tour of the elecentrechat.
trical generating plant, the producing
In your last Newslekter, as you recall,
wells, and the Cerro Prieto volcano.
Jean explained his p r o p ~ a for
l opening
PACIFIC COAST GEOPHYSICISTS
Buses will leave from the Disneyland
a tremendous cat house in Mexico,
Hotel at 8:OO A.M., May 17 and will
The
annual
spring
meeting
of
the
Pawhich, together with an associated rat
cific W o n of the SEG will be held in return at 9:M)P.M., May 18.
house, would make literally piles of
Fee: $35.00. (Includes transportamoney. Mter giving Jean's plan a fast conjunction with the National AAPG tion, lodging for 1 night, lunches, and
Convention i n Anaheim, California,
market analysis with the help of my faRoad Guide. Payment for breakfasts
vorite furrier and a m&r
of the local May 1416, 1W3. Papers on the Gna- and dinners will be the responsibility of
dian Arctic, Labrador Shelf, North Sea,
Mafia, we not only find no flaws (of
and California will be presented. A the individual.)
significance, that is), but have come
Limit : 100 persons.
five-paper symposium on seismic men=
up with some great ideas for expanding
gy sources will be held. We are privie;:s businem to include gophers, Cedar
leged t o have Ray L. Smgbush on the
Waxwings, h i g h d o d dropouts, punchprogram to conduct a four-hour &drunk fighters, women's libbars and f e
nar on seismic interpmtation. Mr.
Immediate openings available with
male demonstrators who wear pants.
Sengbueh, author of at l m t nine papers NATIONAL OIL CORPORATION in
It's unfortunate that I can contribute
on seismic interpretation, usually pre- Tripoli, Libyan Arab Kepublic, for qualno money at the p r m t time t o this
sents a twelve-hour series for the SEG
magnificent pro+.
However, before Continuing E d u c a t i a Program, but has ified professionals (Geologists, Geophymy enthusiasm wants, I d o want to agreed toshorton the c o m e to present sicists, Ph~togedogist) with minimum
of eight years experisnce. Basic salarmake a starting offer of eight of my it at this convention.
ies range from $14,000 to $21,600 deneighbor's cats who are desecrating my
This seminar should be of particular pending on qualifications and experimse garden with perfumed d i n g cards
ence. Additional benefits include Iiberand i n t m ~ l t i n gmy deap with 2 AM value t o geophysicists and geoI+sts
o
m
c
a
n
e
d
with
seismic
interpretation.
al housing all.owance, bonus, annual
mating annou-%
In additioln, I
will contribute one of my old s u m , The lectures wild be divided into two leave, atc. Term is for two years under
renewable contra&s. Nationality unimnow colleating dust in the garage, in parts: (1) The Linear System M&;
which he can carry his piles of money seismic signal p r o c e s s , additive noise, portant but competence in English Iandistortions d the pulse, deconvolutim, guage required. Send resume of d u c a to the bank.
tion, experience, personal history, and
At piesa~lrmy extra funds are tied up and multiples, and (2) The h & c
references to :
Model;
time
corrBctiom
and
stacking,
in a secret plan which has been rotting
velocity &ation,
r e f i d o n picking,
away in my &onscious
for a 10%
National Oil Corporation (Libya)
tirae. That is t o p r m e the p a migration, refiaczions, and d i h c t i o n s .
%25 Daniels Avenue
~ t i l i z a t i o nof optimal acquisition and
which R o k Ardrey, in his book A m Dallas, Texas 752%
CAM GENESIS, mys is a dying spmies processing t o preserve the amplitude
Thanks to Mike Rector, Employment
sinca coming out of the tireee. Ardrey and frequency characteristics of the unexplains that on the
the gorilla derlying refleatidy, along with velocity Committee Chairman, for keeping us
is so consumed with inferiority that he estimdm from strictly surface meamre- posted on the abme positions. Mike is
is no longer h t d in mplruti~ll~men&+, significantly improva interpre doing his share to ease the unemployHis demoralized brouding is so imt~11e tation in terms of lithology, dra2ig- ment problem - says he is looking
that, come nightfa& he holes up alone raphy, and fluid cant- and dmm- for an assistant who wit2 work in the
in hi nest of bran&
and grass and strates that the Yeismic method is more $900 - $1100/month pay range. Can
Associate Professors applyy Mike?
lies there Am, all night lmg without than a structural mapping tml.

Convention Field Trips

...

Convention Colloquy

Position Available

AAPG Membership

...

(From Page 5)
ings and will sixd d
m and
wives to m6onal oonventions every
few years, all at oompany expense.
We .encowage participation in Association affairs and cover the expense of member employeed trips
on Association business. We Irelieve, however, that the young geolcgist should feel that he has a personal stake in his professional d e
velopnent - in the form of his
annual dues. . .
Among our
younger geologists only two men,
hired this past summer, are not yet
~~~mbers.~~
(3) "I do not feel that the dues are the
critical factor, however, as the
amount is redly not large in comparimn to the earnings of the
group we are talking about. UTedo
encourage profwional societies
membership by using it a s one of
the criteria for convention attendance and by stimulating interest in
the other moTe d t l e ways available to us. It seems to me the answer really lies in getting the supervisors of the younger geologists
c o d d and being da~nned
m e that those yogeologists
who do show an interest are ~ d
corned. More than th* some way
should be evolved to give the
y o y E r geologists more 1:esponsi-

.

My October letter, while apparently
failing to excite new company policies
on the matter of gaining rzew manhers
ior AAPG, may have awakened new enthusiasm for AAPG among comlpany
management with the result that y o q er geologists will be further encou~agd
to join our ranks.
Sinmrely,
ARTHUR 0. SPAULDING,
President
Pacific W o n , AAPG

EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE
MEETING

lights of the rqmrt are: 1 ) Pac. Sect.
Finances are in g a d shape; 2) immediate problems are the high cost of h e
monthly Newsletter and large n u d e r
of delinquent dues paying membem;
3) the Committee recommends that the
Newsletter be cut to ten issues, the
ohange of address stamps be
ued, the Nmslettm costs be further
studied and new bids be asked for printing and a concerted effort be made to
collect delinquent dues. The report was
approved by the Executive Gmmii~ee.
damn it - if everyone would pay
their dues we would not have to restrict
the Newsletter to ten issues.-Ed.q

~~-

LEGISLATIVE
D. Allen is the new chaiman oi this
1973 AAPG NATIONAL MEETING, committee. He reported that he is on
the State mail lid of new l*ation
by
ANAHEIM
The speaking program 04 the sessions the A s s d l y and Senak and c o m u n i cation with W. Eruer, %ate Geologist,
i~ full and oomplete.
T~B
field trips are all finalized. Fi- has started.
AB1%1 (Geol. & Geophysicist Regisnancing has been completed as to Guide
Bill) has passed and been signtration
B o o b costs, etc.
D'ltes of ebe meeting are May 1416. ed. Iit will go into effect March 1973.
Luncheon Speaker has not been de- PLANNING & ORGANIZATION
cided. A Federal Government figure in
The mmmittee's reoomendation to
National Energy Policy will be invited. subsidize a limited number of h d e n t
Preprints will be i n i t i d by a Pac. memberships in AAPG at cost n& to exSection Committee. The National Com- ceed $200 per year was aaxpted by the
mittee will cooperate by giving the Executive Cormnibtee. Future proposals
names, addresses, etc., of the speakers for study are: 1) definition of function
so they may be soslicited for any pre- af Pac. k t . ; 2) two year term for
prints.
T r e m e r ; 3) establish an o5ce of
M.VAN COWERING AWARD
presidentelect and abolition of pastA report waa d m i , t t e d outlining the president as m&
of Executive G m guidelines as to selection ob the indivi- mktee; 4) omate standing committees;
duals. The award was i~ioiatedin Ooto- 5) pirepare an operating manual for inhilitv.
lYer 1972 and two students from Bakm- coming Executive Committee me&.
- -.-.
(4) "I personally am a gmat supporter fidd College were given $50 each to dof the AAPG and am deased that tend the fall SEPM field trip. The CORE STOREAGE
k u s s e d problems on finding a
almm 70% of o w li'5 geologists Award Fund generates $300/year givbelong to it. We believe in at- ing six students the opportunity to at- " r d n g place" for corn at variolus c m tendanoe at national a d re$ond tad one of our regularly sched~ded pany field warehomes to be removed in
m- the Valley. Cal State Bakedeld is
meetings and gladly play e p e n . ~ events. The Executive Gmmi~
planned to be lowtiom for such corm in
f m our gmlogist~. While we proved tho report.
the state at some future date but t h y
recognize your point h t company SPRING PICNIC
W. Bedford is General C Z l a i m have no facilities now.
payment of k d i p and dues
may comivably help b L e r par- Event is scheduled for .Tune 1. 1973. at
ticipation in the ktlPG, we prefer Valencia Guntry Club.
to think that such involvment and ACTIVITIES
Sig H m m is the appointed W- FZRari f i r G e e t i o n
participation is a p o d m p n sibiGty of the technioal person. man of this committee.
The following candidates have acceptWe, an,d mmt of our geologists, MEMBERSHIP
ed nomination to 05ce in the Pacific
R. Lindblom gave a progess -a
feel that it is the duty and obligation of a p r k i a n a l p e m n to be- on the profile of membership being oom- %tion f o r next term. We will profile
long to and support his society, and piled as to age, employment and r d - each candidate along with (their photohave been graph in the April Isme.
it should also be his desire. . ." d a m . Over 650 m&
It is obvious from these remarks that "profiled" to date. Mezsm. W. Hunwr PRESIDENT
nt
Pate Hall - C o ~ d l t a-.
AAPG is held in high regard by the en- and B. B m o n are new members of the
Bob Lindblom Standard
tire industry. It is intriguing h a t the committee.
L. Villanueva c o r n a d on handling VICE - PRESIDENT
d e r ccumpa~ese v i d d y favor the
John Carver - Omidental
approach of paying all of the employees delinquent dues paying m e . Judy
Ernest Rich Stanford University
professional expenses, perhaps in the in- H u g h gave a m e n t lit& cvf these paoterest of winning greater allegiance ple to the Treasurer and President at SECRETARY
Jim B~nzley- Gulf
from the eonployq whereas the larger the meeting.
Jim O'NeiU -Argonaut
fim expect professional behavior and FINANCE
of a &g
held by t
b mEASWR
A ST-J'
aztitudm from the geologist as part of
Bill Adent State h d s Division
hi m~~
to the organization md Finance G o d m in Bakersfield, Jmb
Bruce B a m n - Oiil Well Services
u q 9, 1973, was submitted. Highas a matter of course.

-
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AAPG Membership
Last Octobm I mailed a letter to
twenty-two oil companies for the purpose of soliciting their cooperation in
getting new m&rs
for AAPG and the
Pacific W o n . This letter was published in a
edition of the Pacific Petroleum Geologist. I have now received
ten replies frm several indqendmt
companies as well as selected major oil
companies. Disappoinltingly, I have not
had r e s p o m fi-om half a dozen pillars
of the industry. It is appropriate at this
time t o discuss the reactions which I
have received b o m tholsa, who have re-

plied.

lieve there are very many young
(Pacific Coast today; and, short of
f i f t y - m t gas prices in the Sacramento Valley and the removal of
the super - &vimmentalist's obstructions to offshore drilling, I
don't believe that we will see the
situation change."
"We're p~esently bearing the c.ost
of membership in AAPG and other
organizations for all our staff."
"Company pays for a professional
membership of the employee's
choick, luncheon meetings, attendance at local section, conventions
for all geologists, and selected attendance at the national convention."
"The Company pays for memberships for any professional in the
firm who shows an interest and a
willingness to participate in society
activities. While the finn retains
the right to drop the sponsorship if
the person doesn't really become
active, we encourage individuals
to join technical cornmittand
gradually assume a leadenhip role.
. . . Each year, an increasing budget is planned f o sending
~
any professional, including fellows just
out of college, bo technical confere m folr training purpases. The
oounpany pays for all reasonable
expenses. However, where the attmdanm is for t e e h n i d training,
we ask that the attendee p r q a r e a
report on his r m T n which will l
x
distributed to others with similar
technical interests. We also ask
that he pick up appropriate information and spread knowledge of
this infomation to others where it
m y be of value. . . If one of our
professional staff members presents
a paper at a meeting, efforts are
also made to provide funds which
permit the man's wife to accompany him."
,

-

(2)

(3)

Without exception, the r q o n d m t s
have indicated their wholehearted and
unstinting support for APG and its (4)
broad range of activities. Each respondent has acknowledged that AAPG p o vides a unique service to the oil industry in its efforts to find and develop new
petroleum reserves. The respondents
differ, however, in their attitudes with
regard bo defraying or otherwise d s i dizing the costs of membership in ihe
organization.
Aparently none of the major oil
companies wishas to underwrite the w s t
of membership and annual dues. On the
other hand, most of the l e s m c o m p
n i a believe that it is desirable to stimulate membership in AAPG as a means
of engendering prodessiond esteem,
and, as a result, many independen&
supply both membership fees and annual dues.
Selected cummmty of the respondents
are olf pfarticular interest and should be
repnoduoed for the banefit of AAPG
m&s
as a revelation of aompany
a~itudes. These attitmdes mlay be divided into two classifications: those
where membership and due^ are paid
and those where members must make
thase expenditures.
M E B E R S H I P AND DlUES PAID
(1) ". . ., we actively enoourage our
professionals t o belong to the MEMBERS PAY FEES AND D U G
AAPG and AIPG. We pick up (1) "For a number of years I have lzad
a policy that our professional peotheir arnnual dues and pay their
ple must contribute solme of their
7foe attending Pacific %own time and resources to their ortion and national meetings. Howganizations before I could recomever, we don't send many young
meold company assistance. For exgeologists to the meetiqs for the
ample, my company has for many
reason that we don't have many
years provided the opportunities
young geologists in our employ
and the fees in support of national
(two out of fifty, plus or minus).
a~ well as local conventions, semiI believe that is at the root of the
nars and field trips for geologists
problmn inaofar as the average age
and geophysicists. We have also
of Pacific %on
function attenencouraged o w people t o particidees is concerned. Most compapate in the functions of committees
nies are in the same position irm
and to accept o6cer responsibility,
that they work California with exwhen elected. In suppmt of these
perienced geollogists and the few
activities I know that our company
younger people on their staff are
has contributed a great deal more
sent either overseas or to the mom
than the individual. This policy
active areas such a s the Gulf Go&,
with leadership and encouragement
Alaska, etc.
I just don't be-

.

...
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geologists actively wo,rking on the

has resulted in our organization
having 100% membership in their
respective organizations and an
above average participation in professional activities. I do not believe
that this would be true if we paid
their dues, because the individual
would not feel as strong a responsibility to nor have the desire to
participate in an activity as he
would if he had contribulted his
own money toward its support."
(2) "We pick up the tab fotr attendance at luncheon m d n g s (we
even furnish company transportation) and will include the wife's
ticket to evening affairs. We are extremely generous in sending member employees to sectional meet(Continued on Page 6 )

At noon on January 17, 1973, Dr.
Perry Ehlig of California State University, Los Angel% presented a fine paper
entitled "Solution to the off^ of the
San Andreas Fault - Mint Canyon
Forination". I'll try to obtain an abstract of this report for the next edition
of the Newsletter. Students prment at
this meeting as guests of industry were:
Keith Ehler, Cal State Univ., LA Signal Oil & Gas Co.
David G. Aubrey, U.S.C. - Union
Oil Co.
James Tung, U.S.C. - Shell Oil G.
Steven Murray, U.S.C. - Texaco, Inc.
At noon on Wednesday, March 21,
1973, Roger Young Auditorium, the Los
Angeles Basin Geological Society will
have DT,Gregory Davis of the University of Southern California as guest
speaker. The title of his paper will be
"Geo10,qy and Rare Earth Minerals of
Mountiun Pass, California".
A tentative date of April 27, 1973,
has been set for AAPG Distinguished
Lecturer from Australia, Mr. Elliot S.
T. O'Driscoll. The title of his paper
will be "Basement Tectonics and Fold
Patterns - Kinematic Models Approach".
PERSONAL ITEMS
Jack Sheehan of Tetra Tech, Pasadena, has bwn transferred to Houston,
Texas, to open a new o6ce.
Erich Thomas, Jim "Chinky" Lowe,
and Dave "Air Brakes" Totten of Union 051, Santa Fe Springs, are attending
Gravity-Magnetics school at Union's
head office.
Our new leader for 1973, Bill Hunter
of Thurns Long Beach, is preparing to
twiddle his thumbs in anticipation of a
develo~ment drilling" shutdown due to
the passage of Proposition 20.
TOM W. REDIN
~~-

-

The monthly luncheon meetings in
San Francisco continue to attract relatively large gatherings.. This is certainly the best response that the society has
had in several years.
Sixty-three members attended the
luncheon m e t i n g on January 24 when
D. H. Shouldice, Senior Staff Geologist
for Shell Canada Ltd., Calgary, Alberta,
and an AAPG Distinguished Lecturer
spoke on the "Geology of the Western
Ganadian Continatal Shelf".
The p a p dealt ~ r i m a r i l ywith the
stratigraphy of the Tertiary sediments
in the Tofino and Queen Charlotte basins of Canada's Pacific Shelf. The paper included information from Mesozoic
and Tertiary outcrops along the shoreline rnargim of the basins, from the six
Riohfield Oil Corporation wildcats on
the Queen Charlotte Islands; from Shell
Canada's aaromagnetic, reflection, and
refraction seismic suneys; and from 1 4
offshore wildcats drilled bdween May
1967 and May 1969.
At the above mentionad meeting on
January 24th, we had a secret ballot for
a Delegate to the AAPG House of Delegates. Donald E. F k l l : AAPG 1956,
Chief Gemlogist for PG & E was elected
Delegate, and A. E. R o l M s : AAP6
1950, Geologist, Offie of Marine Geology, USGS in Menlo Park was elected
Alternate Delegate.
At a special luncheon meeting on FBbruary 6, 1973 we had the rare opportunity of meeting and talking with Jam=
E. Wilson, President of the AAPG, and
with three former AAPG P r e s i d e ,
Mason Hill, Frank Camelman and Michel Halbouty. T h e gentlemen with a
group of other visitors had
at
the USGS earlier in the week for a pmliminary conference to plan the CIRCUM-PACIFIC CONFERENCE to be
held in Hawaii in August, 1974. The
AAPG is one of the principal sponsors
of the oonference and several of our
members are invoflvedwith v a r i o u ~committees. Presidant Jim Wilson spoke on
"The Road Ahead - Where Does It
Lead?". This was a brief discussion on
the subjmt d his formal testimony to
Ssnaimr Buckley of New York at a recent Senate Committee Hearing mnoerning o w domestic oil and gas reserve position.

The March meeting of the Northern
California Geological Society will be
held on Tumday, March 20, at the Leopard Cafe at 140 Front Street, San Francisco. Plan to join us at 11:30 A.M. and

Luncheon is served promptly at 12:W
noon. The speaker is Alan J. Galloway,
California Academy of Sciences, and
the subject of his talk is "Geology of
the Pt. Reyes Area". Alan Galloway
graduated ffom Cambridge, England,
with an M.A. in 1925. He then spent
32 years with Shell Oil in this country.
He worked in Bakemfield area, in Texas,
in the Mid-Continent, and finally wound
up as the executive vice-president in
New York. Following retirement from
Shell in 1958, he began his studies of
the Point Reyes geology and is currently publishing on that area.
Our spring fidd trip is scheduled far
Saturday and Sunday, April 28 & B.
This will be a trip through the Mother
Lade oountry led by Oliver Bowen, one
of the authors of State Bullotin 141, the
geologic guide book of the area. The
fee of about $27.00 includes bus trip;
overnight at the National Hotel in Jackson with prime rib dinner, breakfast and
box lunch; wine tasting and lots of
camaraderie. Sounds good, don't it?
The April meding will be held on
April 27th at 3 P.M. an the Peninsula
instead of San Francisco. The mmting
will be at the conference room in the
Topo. Bldg. of the USGS Pacific Coast
Center on 345 Middlefield Road in Meab Park.
This will be a joint meeting with the
Peninsula Geolocical Society and the
qmaker will be Dr. Tim S. O'Driscdl.
I'm stymied and frustrated! I have
been trying to figure out how we can entice some of the service companies to
cur area, so we can also get to thank
them elm in a while for this m t r i b u tions to a dance or barbeque or what
have you. T h d cat ranch idea has possibilities but not for the Bay Area. We
have to work up some drilling prmpects.
No time now but I'll get the bird clogs
on the point.

HERB SAWYER

The February meeting of the S.J.G.S.
was a comiderable success with 130
people to hear Sargmlt Reynolds of Tri
Valley tell it like it is on the "Subsurface Geology of the Sacramento Valley."
We hope t~oget an abstract later. The
coming March 13 joint S.J.G.S. and
Landmen's meeting in Bakersfield will
have Don Taylor of Tenneco speaking
on "Recent Deep Drilling in the Sjan
Joaquin and Its Effect an the Future".
This is a reminder to all of you rock
jabbers and acre grabbers to get those
reservations in t o S.J.G.S., Box 1056,
Bakersfield, 93302.
Your correspondent understands that
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the next report may be a large one from
Standard; that is, if there is anyone to
answer the phone.
Geophysicists may now register in
California as official earth shakers by
applying to the State Board of Registrati'on for Geologists and Geophysicists in
Sacramento and get in under the grandpa clause.
Henry Walrond is moving the Norris
Oil Company office from Bakersfiield to
Box Al, Ventura 93301. Now Henry,
after 15 years in Bakersfield, is going to
have to get used to winter sun and summer fog. Sorry about that Henry, but
your biologic clock will adjust. (Norris must be i n bad shape to put Henry
i n a box. Can't they afford a n ofice and
desk for him?)
Speaking of adjustments, Conrad
Howard, ex-Shell of Los Angeles, is
now with Jim Eliwn and Vallecitos Oil
Company in Bakersfield. Quite a
change from the c d d north slope flatlands to the California and Four Corner hills where Vallecitos operates.
Dana Grannell of ARC0 is now in
Dmallas, Texas. Bert Marier of Getty Oil
is now in Midland after spending only
23 years in California. Bert found the
office in Midland in ~ p i t eof the dust,
and would anyone be interested in a
bloat ?
Gene Pollock of Tenneco is now in
Madrid. We don't know all the places
Gene has been but we are sure he can
acquire a taste for aroz con pdlo.
'Kip' Herring of Oxy is now in Peru
learning to cut vines and deep breathe.
He is also finding oil. Charley Leveret,
also of Oxy, is up from Trinidad and
is now doing his South American geology by long distance. Welcome to Bagdad on the Kern, Charley.
Bill Edmondson, well known Bakersfield gas consultant, is considering taking his gas royalties in kind. Pro,bably
be able to make a better deal with the
neighbors than he can with P.G.&E. if
things get really tight. Well after all, if
Texas and Louisiana will, why not indidividuals? Can't get enough B.T.U.'s
out of burning dollar bills anyway.
Just in-Standard Oil Bakersfield is
experiencing another mass exodus to
San Francisco. The "Standarites" moving to Market Street are Bob McCrae,
George McJannet, Carl Helms '(I don't
believe i t ) , Neal Buttrum, George Fugate, Louis Eyroud and Burt Ellison.
Irwin Clark is slated for an overseas assignment. The future home of Ernie
Maxwell and Bill O'Donnell is still a
mystery to us, hope its not to them.
We'll keep you posted when everyone
comes in for a landing.
HAROLD SUGDEN
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The scarcity of news from this quarter has given b i d to scurrilous rumors
that this part of Southern California
slipped into the sea when nobody was
looking. I hope to dispell this rumor.
There are geologists alive and well here,
partaking in geological and other activities at undiminished rates.
One such activity was the Christmas
dance. Persistent rumors suggest that
all in attendance enjoyed themselm
thoroughly. That this fact has not been
driven home to the general public is due
in part to lapses by your rqmrter, and
to the faat t h the event was rather
lightly attended. The dance was, nonetheleas, a success, and chairman A1 Hanson should be thanked, as should the
following corporate donors, w h m cantributions helped greatly:
WELEX
XHLUMBERGER
MUNGER OILWRAM
GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION,
Newbury Park
GOUDKOFF AND HUGHES,
Paleo G n a u l u l ~
BURNS GEOLOGICAL
EXPLORATION, INC.
EXPLORATION LOGGING, INC.
CORE LAB
CHRISTENSEN
DIAMOND PRODUCE
BORST AND GIDDENS
WELL LOGGING
ANDEXSON AND NICHOLERIS,
Paleo C~multant~
Forthcoming events include an evening talk by Mr. D m Lande of the Division of Oil and Gas on " M e r m a l Resou-"
to be held Tuesday, March 20.
On Tuesday, April 17, Paul S i m o n
of G o n t i n d Oil will @ on "Ded e m e n t Blocks af the Eastern V e r a
Basin."
h t h talks are coupled with dinner at
the Admirals Table, 1105 So. Seaward,
Ventura. Happy hour, in both cases,
starts at 6 P.M. with h e r at 7 P.M.
Gost is $5.50 per W n for a steak
dinner. Telephone reaervatims 0x1 or
before the p d g Monday to either
A1 Hanson, Ventura ( (805)643-2154),
or John Curran, Santa Barbara ((895)
%5-8055). (There will be no May
meeting in deference to the N
~
Convention. )
January's speaker was Mr. D. H.
Shouldice, A.A.P.G. Dbtingui~hedLaturer. He is w i t h Shall Canada, Ltd.;
the topic of his talk was "&logy
of
the Western Canadim C o n t i n e d
Shelf."
A h at this meeting, Butch Brown
brought along an audiovisual promo for

the May- National A.A.P.G. Convention.
We undersand it did such a tremendous
job of selling the Los Angeles area, that
there csmued a five or tern minute period
of sublime &asy followed by profound
euphoria. When the group had regained its composure sufficidy to speak,
it was generally conceded La be a g o d
presentation. We understand Butoh has
offers for similar spiels from Di-Gel,
Alpo, and Mr. Clean, and is thinking of
founding his own ad agency: Crosvenor, Grandell, & Brown.
(I'd sue if I were you Butch. I think

transport in the tributaries of the Sacramento River, Calif., by B. L. Jones,
N. L. Hawley, and J. R. Grippen.
...................................................... 256
Water Supply Paper 1873-D: Measurement of slalt-wedge excursion distance
in the Duwamish River estuary, Seattle, Wash., by meam of the dissolved-oxygen gradient, by W. A.
Dawson and L. J. Tilley .......... 25d
Water Supply Paper 2009-A: Runoff
characteristics of California streams,
706
by S. E. Rantz ............................
Water Supply Paper 2025: Glossary of
you've got grounds.)
selected terms useful in studies of the
The regular Tkursday luncheon,
mechanics of aquifer systems and
which has been an h i t u t i o n in the
subsidence due to fluid withdrawal. by
Ventura area for years, centuries even,
J. F. Polland, B. E. Lofgren and F. S.
has a new selectioln of restaurants, as
Riley ............................................
156
can be seen in the calendar section.
MAPS :
By the time this see3 print, our F A - Geologic map index of Wyoming, 1954Nary s p d e r , Dr. Perry Ehlig of C d
1970, compiled by W. L. M c I n t d
State Las Angeles, will have discussed
and M. E. Eister ........................ 50d
"offset of the Mint Canyon and (Xiante MF 3'72: Generalized geologic map of
Fms. along the San Andreas and San
the Alaska-Aleuti'an Range batholith
Gabriel Faults." As occasionally hapshowing potassium-argon ages of the
pens, aur speaker was lined up after it
plutonic rocks, by B. L. Reed and M.
A. Lanphere ...............................
.$l.W
was too late to give advance notice of
his talk in the Fabruary Newsletter. The following MF maps are Metalic
mineral resources maps, on a scale of
And in this case, the talk will have occurred after the deadline to repart it
1:250,0O, compiled by E. H. G b b 9
in the March Newsletter. Look for our
priced at 50d per copy.
rq~ortin the April Newsletter! Take
MF 379: McGrath
nwte olf our March and April speakers!
MF 384: Taylor M t s
Beware of our Thursday luncheons!
MF 404: De Long Mountains
Mast of all, mt -ured
that the
M F 4.05: Ruby
Coast h i e t v is alive and well!
MF 407: Taku River
RICHARD L STEWART
MF 489: Anoharage
Best news we've heard in a long time.
MF 410: Fairbanks
MF 411: Icy Bay
MF 4.12: Lime Hills
MF 413: Livengood
MF 415: Petersburg
MF 417: 'Bendebben
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
MF 418: Bradfield Canal
Profesional Papsr 655-E: Soil-moisMF $19: Gulkana
ture and energy rolatiodipa associMF 420: Ketchikan
ated with riparian vegetation near
MF 421: Ko'tzebue
San Carlos Arizona, by I. S. 31cMF 437: Prince Rupert
Quem and R. F. Miller ............ 6Od
MF 439: Beaver
Professional Paper 685: Fossils from
MF 443: Part Moller
,the Ordovican Biohem at Mdkle- GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERIjohn Peak, Nevada, by R. J. Ross, Jr. CA BULLETIN, vol. 83, no. 10, Odo......................................................
81.25 ber 1972
Profmianall Papar 724-A: H~intington Lateral displacement fo Upper Miooene
Lake quadrangle, central Sierra Nerocks and the Neogene history of offvada, Calif. - Analytic data, by P.
set along the San Andreas Fault in
C. Bateman and D. R. Wonm. .. 55d
Ceatral California, by 0. F. Huffman.
Bulletin 1336: Precambrian geology of Petrdogic significance of law haat flo,w
the northern Bradshw Mountains,
on the flanks of slow-spreading midY a v a p i County, Ariz., by C. A. Anocean ridges, by Roger N. Anderson.
derson and P. M. Blamt ............$1.25 Seamounts as sea level indicators, by
Bulletin
1355:
Placer gold deposits of
~
l
Maurice L. Schwartz.
Arizona, by M. G. Johnson ......$1.00 Petrolo.gic intervals a d p t r d a c i e s in
Bulletin 1371-B: Mineral resources of
the Great V d e y Sequence, Sacrathe Salmon-Trinity Alps Primitive
mento Valley, California, by William
Area, Calif., by P. E. Hotz, H. K.
R. Eckinsan and Ernest I. Rich.
Thurber, L. Yo Marks and R. K. Tectonic significance of gravity and
Evans, with a section on an aeroaeromagnetic investigations at the
mapatic survey and inte~~pret~tion, head of the Gulf of Californi,a, by
by Mark Griscom
$3.75
Watm Supply Paper 1798-5: Sediment
(Contihued a n Page 10)
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GEOLOGICAL
REV1 EWS
"GEOLOGY OF THE
WESTERN CANADIAN
CONTINENTAL SHELF"

D. H. SHOULDICE
Shell Oil C a d a
Review by R.

L Stewart

The talk dealt primmily with the stratigraphy of the Tertiary sedimenlts in
the Tofin,o and Queen Charlotte basins
of Canada's Pacific shelf. Information
was included from Mesozoic and Tertiary outcrops along the shoreline margins of the basins, from the six Richfield Oil Corporation wildcats on the
Queen Charlotte Islande; from Shell
Ganada's amomgnetic, reflection, and
refraction seismic surveys; and from. 14
offehore wildcats drilled between May
1967 and May 1%9.
The pre-Tertiary framework of the
shelf consists of a thick and complex
sequence of Mesozoic sedimentary, mdamorphic, and intrusive and extrusive igneous rocks. Little is known about the
early Tertiary history, but dmata from
the Tofino basin suggest widespread
early-middle Eomn.e submarine volcanic
aotivity, initial uplift followed by subsidence in late Emme time, dktince transgressions of O l i g m e e a r l y Mioceole
seas, followed by a middle Miocene period of crustal deformation, uplift and
regression. There was a major tramg e i o a in late Miocene and a lesser
one in early Pliocene timq fdlowed by
a regressive phase in late PliocenePleistocene time.

izad by high p d y d low permeab.'&ty.
There is a wide variety d dructwal
~ l e including
s
areas of n w r c r u s large
anticlines with multiple unconfomities
and complex growth and fault histories;
areas of d&
gentle, low relief anticlines; ltnd axma where the T&ry
sedbmis otnlap older volmics with little or no folding of the &en&.
There
are insufficient deep seislmic refledom
to interpret proparly and to understand
the s5+uctural style of tha Tofino b b ,
but at 1two basic mecanisms must
be constidered : (1) simple comp~essional folding with detachment from the
basement, and (2) flowage of the m r p r w d shales into the cores of the
anticlins. A various t h e a in different
places in the basin, each d thew me&anisms might have been dominant.
B& oil and gas shows have been encountered, but no commercial accumulatiom have yet beem found
LATE CENOZOIC HISTORY
OF THE OFFSHORE VENTURA.
BASIN-OXNARD PLAIN REGION

U.S. Geological Survey
3P5 Middlefield Road
Meinlo Park, California W.25

In late Miocene time, after deposition
of Monterey and Topanga-Vaqueros undifferentiated unik and explosive injectiom of G n e j o volcanics, regiond u p
lift took place exposling the Miocene
and o,ldor rocks along the Anaoapa
ridge. Erosion effectively beveled the
rocks +nd upp plied some datri,tus to a
shallow basin to the north During Pliom e time sediments of the Pico Fwmation were d e p i f e d in the basin md
were restricted from &her transport
The early Tertiary vdcanism in the to the mu& by an emergent land ridge.
Tofino basin spread northward and am- Small, prograding terraces were built
tinued, at least sporadically, in the out across the insular shelves of AnmaQueen Charlotte basin into the Mioceae. pa Island at this; time. In latest Pliocene
Tertiary &entation
in the Queen
to earliest Pleistocene time sediments of
Gharlote basin did not begin until the the Santa Barbara Formation were laid
Miocene and, although interrupted by down in the bask and possibly at the
perhaps two period6 of uplift and ero- start of the Pleistocene time Santa Barsion, continued &rough the P l i m e bara sediments reached sill level and
into the Plebtocane.
may have overflowed into Santa Monica
Basin. Santa Barbara &lime& lapped
The maximum thickness d Tesedimmts is more than 15,000 feet. De- up against the emergent land areas near
positional environments range from the western end of the Santa Mmica
deepwater, open marine sequences of Meuntains and the An'acapa ridge area
& a l q siltston- and san&ones in the in the later part 0.f their deposition.
Tofino basin, through both deep and Early Pleistocene time saw the d-ish'dow water rnmine sediments in the tion of the San Pedro .strata that eviQueea Charlme basin, to a thick m- dently was being d e p i t d in a nearly
marine sequence of sanddone, &ale, fi1,led basin. The source oaf sediments
siltstone, and c d in Heczte Strait and for the h Pedro deposits came from
the Queen Charlotte Islands. The sands the Santa Ynez Mountaim and the inin both basins are composed primarily terior areas to the n o d and east and
of felhpars and quartz, and those of were delivered to the site of deposition
the Queen Charlotte bat& are character- by the Santa Clara River and other
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smaller strams. A ~ r c g d e d
shelf was
developecl at this time and was probably
periodically emergent Most of the area
was subjected to recurring diastropbm
throughout mo& of the later Tertiary
perid. Strata were distvrbd as lak as
early Pleistocene time. A hiatus occurred between early and late Pleistocene
time and d o n across most of the area
removed an indeterminate amount of
lower Pleistocene and older material.
During the beginning of early Pleistocene time the stxi probably t r a n s g r d
to within 9.5 kms (6 miles) of the p r e
sent shore line, as suggested by the
acoustical feature mapped as a pmwhle
late Pleistocene strand linq a d remwed deposition laid down the upper Pleistocene f l d plain and alluvial de@ts.
At the end of h e Pleistocene, a regressive sea and local diastrophism caused
the area wain to become emergent and
erosion attacked the upper Pleistocene
mrface. Then, probably at the start of
Hdaoene time. the sea t r a n s r d to
approximately the present strand line
and the modern marine sediments began to amurnulake.
u

Did You Know

...

GEO-REF is seeking graduating p a l ogy majors to wlork in Washington, DC,
as indexers/editm. A Bachelor's degree is the minimum requisite, faculty
r ~ c ( ~ m & i o nis das'ible, a n d
howledge of at 1o m language
other tham Jbglish will be helpful. Salary commensurate with talat. Write
to GEO-REF care d AGI, 2201 M
S?trtreet,NW, Washington, DC 20037.

The last of the CEGS Short Review
Seriea is now available free of charge
from the CFLS office. Short Review
No. 20, T h Estuarine Environment,
Part I1 by J. R Schubel and D. W.
Pritdard, d d with the p l u t i o n asp t s of estuaries. Part I of the article,
Short Review No. 18, d d t with physid ocmumgaphy and sedimentation in
the cstuarim environment.

Dr. Mack Gipon, Jr., of Virginia
%ate Collage is sewing as C(pordinator,

as of January 1, for AGI's Program on
Minority Participation in the Geoscien=
The Program is designed to develop a financial base through help from
private foundations, educational institutions, and government funding agencies
for exploring new ways in which minority groups might become active in the
geoscimca. Dr. Gipsoa will be working part. t h e at the AGI o5ce while
continuing teaching at Virginia Sate.

coda, by H. Meade Cadet, W. R. Van
Schmus. and R. L. Kader.

Pigeon Point Formation: An Upper
Cretaceous shorelime su&,on
Central California, by J. H. Tyler.
Recommended Reading
GEOLOGICAL SBCIETY OF AMERI- Resuspension of estuarine sediments by
CA BULLETIN, vol. 83, no. 12, De(From Page 8 )
mall amplitude waves, by F. E. An&1972
dersm.
John R. Summer.
Distribution, morphdcg, and size fre- An analysis of factors controlling deviaGEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERIquency of cinder cones on Mations in hydraulic equivalence in
CA BULLETIN, vol. 83, no. 11, NovKea Volmo, Hawaii, by Stephen C.
some modem sands, by R. Lowright,
&r
1972
Porter.
E.
G. Williams and F. Daohille.
Cenozoic volcanic rocks in the s o d - Structure of the Continental Margin Sedimentmy
structure and eolvkomnant
ern S h a h m e Mouutaine and Paraand tatonism at the Eastern Aleutian
of
same thick sanddone beds of m b i & Range, Nevada, by Charles J. ViTrench, by Roland von Huene.
dite type, by David H. Chipping.
diano and Dororhy B. Vitalimo.
Late
Mesozoic
evolution
of
the Wesltern Pore fluid and mineralogical studies of
Bathpetry, magnetic anon~!alie, a d
Pacific Ocean, by Roger L. L a w n
Recent marine sediments: Bauer Deplate teatonic hidory of the mouth of
and
ammt
G.
chase.
p
m i m region of East Pacific Rise,
the Gulif of California, by Roger L.
by
James L. Bischoff a d F. L Sayles.
World-wide
correlation
of
Mesozoic
h n .
a
a
g
n
d
c
anomalies,
and
its
implicaMagnetic anomliw and fracture-zone
THE JOURNAL OF GEOLOGY, vol.
tions, by Roger L. Larson and Walter 80,no. 6, November 1972
in the Gulf of California, by Peggy
C. Pitman I11
John D. Mudie and Roger
A. h,
Continmtal Drift, V: Proposed hypoDueterium as a tracer of regional
L. L m n .
thesis of earth ttectanics, by A. A.
ground-water flow, Southern Great
Genesis of garnet skam, Calaveras
Meyerhoff, Howard A. Meyerhoff,
Basin, Nevada-California, by Isam
County, California, by Kenneth J.
and R. S. Briggs, Jr.
J. Winograd and Irvin Friedman.
Brock.
Paleogmgraphic significance of meta- Potassium-Argon agm of lavas from the THE ORE BIN, vol. 3 4 no. 11, Novern. Geology and
tuff boulders in MiddJe Tertiary s a Hawi and Pololu Volcanic Series, bar 1972 (Oregon D ~ x of
ta, Sanjta Ana Mountains, California,
Kolhala Volcano, Hawaii, by Ian Mc- Mineral Industries)
Caastal l a n d f o m between Tillamook
by A. 0. Woodford, T. H. McCulloh,
Dougall and D. A. Swanson.
Bay and the C o l d i a River, Oregon,
and J. E. Schoellhmer.
Major , r l ~ o t ~ abreak
l
behewn Paleoby Emwt H. Lund.
Pediments and terraces almg the M o a p
zoic and Mesozoic rocks in the EastValley, Clark County, Nevada, by
ern Sierra Nevada, Caiifomia, by
CALIFORNIA GEOLOGY, vd. 25, no.
Leonard Robert Gardner
Benjamin A. Morgan and Douglas W. 12, DeceanbeJ 1972
Resume od oil, gas and
field
Rdin.
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERIoperations in 1971, by California Diof the Inyo
CA BULLETIN, vol. 83, no. 11, No- Nature and signifivision of Oil and Gas.
Thrust Fault, Eastern California, by
vember 1972
Calvin
H.
Stevens
and
Robert
C.
01BIRDSALL
LUCY
Kink bands along the Denali Fault,
son.
Alaska, by John R. Kid.
T r a m e n t and transform 'faults: A Ages of zircons from the Northern &cade Mountains, Washington, by
problem of tehdw, by Z. GarJ m m M. M a m k m .
funkel
The low state of exploration for natS
o
d e r n Continental Borderland, Baja ural
Comments on tho distribution and gage
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GUEST EDITORIAL . . .

COURAGE, CONVICTION, AND CONCERN
THE BASES FOR SCIENTIFIC PROFESSIONALISM
THE BASIS FOR SCIENTIFIC PROFESSIONALISM

"The great end of life is not knowledge, but action." - Thomas Huxley
We must assume that the
who join A.I.P.G., A.A.P.G. Profmiona1 Division, and/or S.1.P.E.S - and the
geophysicists who wish to develop a
certifying arm for their geoscientists,
.A.E.G. for their, and A.I.M.E. the same,
are scientists first and professionals second. These scientsts are charged with
searching for the truth about the eanth
in a business-like way, and at a profit.
I believe that explmation scientisk are
the most courageous of all wientists because they have convictions that are
continually being tested, not only for
"rightness' of their theories, but also
for the profitability of their endeavors.
Yet W. E. Wickenden, f o m r President
d Case Institute, o n e said in The Seeond Mile,
"Every calling has its mile of
compulsion, its daily round of tasks
and duties, its sbandard of honest
craftsrnmbp, its code of =-toman relations, which one must oover if he is to survive. Beyond that
lies the mile of voluntary effm,
where men strive for excellence,
give unriquired service to the cornman g o d , and seek to invest their
work with a wide and endwing significance. It is only in this second
d e that a calling may attain to
the dignity and the didnetion of a
profession."
Our work
thug be
with the good we can do for
= urge that 'prings from the
depths of fewer gemientists than we
m y hol~e.
Tarred with the brush of industrialism, we have
shrinking violets in

hudv-

Alaska
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ivory towers (to mix two trite phrases) ;
fearful of the I.R.S., the O.P.E.C., the
N.E.A., the F.P.C., the F.T.C., and every
other acronym emanating from governments. Industry has risen to fight. So
have many geololgists, but not enough.
A concern unfollowed by conviction and
unfortified by couraga is a hollow concern. The scientific professional is hampered by lack of numbers and inadequate financing b u s so many will
n d join in the fray ("The dues are too
high." "I don't have time." "My wife
says we can't afford it." "Why should I
do anything for the profession? Look
what it's done to me, or what has it
done for me.").
The apathy of the scimtid is legion,
but what about the professional? To
be concernad is an acquired social trait;
to be overly concerned without the scientific facts is dangerous. Witness the
nuTI1.ber of ridiculous statements by
preservatimists who wish to correct social wrongs by one bold unscientific disfactual stroke. I place in exactly the
same category the geoscientist who says,
"I've got mine, buster, too bad about
you. Why should 1 join A.A.P.G?"
The answer is not just education, but
the courage to evince our convictions
and then pursue rigorous action via cooperative effort.
Sir Francis Bacon once said, "I hold
every man a debtoT to his profession ;
from which as men of course do seek
to receive countenance and profit, so
ought they of duty to endeavor themselves by way of amends to be a help
d
,
orn,me,t thereunto?
Sure it's unpopular to be a non-confo-st
when so many
are
confonnisb holding jobs rather than
pursuing goals. We must seek not only
the solution to difficult scientfic riddles
but also the betterment of mankind.
Would that we could all see the great(Continued on Page 2)

CONVENTION
SPEAKER
The only geologist to walk on the
moon, Dr. Harrison "Jack" Schmftt,
will be a featured speaker at the annual convention of the American Associatiorr of Petroleum Gedogists in Anaheim, Cal., May 1416.
Schmitt, a long-time member of
AAPG, was a member of the three-man
crew of A p l l o 17 which made a 300hour flight to the moon December 6-19,
1972. He was pilot of the lunar module
"Challenger" and spent 22 hours exploring the moon's surface with fellow
astronaut Eugene Cernan, Commander
of the mission.
The geologist-astronaut will speak at
the All Convention Luncheon on Tuesday, May 15, at which time he will be
given a special AAPG award and plaque
for Lunar Geological Exploration. He
will discuss his observations of the
moon's geology and a s contributions to
a better understanding of how our
earth was formed.
Schmitt, whose hometown is Silver
City, N.M., is a 1957 graduate of California Institute of Technology and has
a Ph. D. in geology from Haward. He
was named a scientist-astronaut by
NASA in 1965 and instructed other astronauts in lunar navigation, geology,
and feature recognition. Prior to joining the Manned Spacecraft Center,
Schrnitt was on the staff of the Astrogeology Center of the U. S. Geological
Survey at Flagstaff, Ariz., engaged in
photo and telescopic mapping of the
moon.
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to me that a person would appear more two copies of tkz Newsletter you receive
professional if he paid his own A.A.P.G.
resulted from the decision of gur Execudues and then have his company, uni- tive Committee to send the Newsletter
versity or state survey pay his way to $0 the 65 oficers of AAPG associuted
the meetings. The second item involves societies throughout the U.S. If you, as
copies of the Pacific Section Newsletter Past President of National AAPG can't
a difficulty in which I have received two change things, what can I, a mere peon,
every time it is published. I have re- do to grind to a halt the wheels of traported this to the Section at least six dition. Try bein,g a Hester and don't
times. Could you arrange to have just pay your dues. No, that won't work.
one sent?
He still got tlw Newsletter. Hell, I don't
I
1
An additional item - if I did not pay know. Burn one copy.
Dear Editor:
my dues far this year, I want a bill sent
It may be of interest to readers of the to me. This is in resDonse to Dick HesPacific Petroleum Geologist to note the ter's very funny summary on page 3 of
Guest Editorial
end of an era.
the March iesue.
(From Page 1)
The Tips h t a i c Junction was offiI still think your Newsletter is one
cially c l m d as of the first of the year, of the best of many I receive, and I a m ness and goodness of the profession of
1973.
convinced that newsletters are read very exploration for natural resources and
This meeting place for many oil peo- quickly and paid attention to by any- their wise conservation through diligent
ple has seen the drilling activity of b one with a shred of professional atki- action. I challenge every one of you to
taic H i l 4 Gstaic Junction, Dell V d e , tude. I look forward to the Anaheim stand up and be counted-now!
H6nor Rancho, Nmhall Potrero, Oruk Convention !
"The only way to achieve true success
Canyon, and Ramona to name just a Most sincerely yours,
is to express yourself completely in servfew of the adjacent oil fields.
SHERMAN A. WENGERD
ice to society."
-A&
ode
The original spot was the old "Beacon" cafe and in June lM, Tips opm- --Thank you for the kind words. The SHERMAN A. WENGERD
ad. Later this restaurant was to be
known as Tips Castaic Junction or Tips
#l.
Progress meant the building of a new
highway which by-passed the Tips CasAlong the California coastline hdfMorrow translates "headland"; the
taic Junction, and the name changed to way between Santa Barbara and Mon- rock is 576' high formed of durable
Valencia.
terey in the San Luis Valley a linear traohyte and has often been called the
Thus, as of 1973, gone is the meeting series of prominent dark hills align Gibraltar of the Pacific. Tons of buildplace of many oil men, "halfway" to themselves with the surface trace of a ing materials have been removed from
Bakerdeld or Ventura from Los Ange disturbed zone known as the West Havs- the outcrop in the past.
Cabrillo paased through the area in
les.
na fault.
Gone are the memories of standing
These plugs of Tertiary intrusives 1542 leaving behind a wealth of Spanish
in line far a seat a r table for lunch, protrude through a mishmash of Fran- place names.
those Chistmas buffets and the m y ciscan rocks, thin veneers of Pleistocene
Few California landfalls have a more
employees of the Tips organization marine beds, terrace deposits and dune prominent si,pa.ture than this lonely
which always had a smile and a hello sands.
seastack sentinal standing guard at one
Bishop Peak, Cerro Romavldo, Holli- end of the thin sand bar which mparates
be it 3:00 A.M. or after pulling a DST
with 3000' salt water.
ster Peak and Black Hill march straight Morro Creek and Morro Bay from the
R. J. HINDLE
out to sea in line with m d e r knobs oflarge coastal indent called Estero Bay
District Developmerut Geologist
volcanics punctuated hy Morro Rock. between Points Bu~honand Estero.
S u m o , Newhall
W e might arEd the El Tejon, company
cars and core parties to the list. Illst
proves that nothing is forever.

...

MORRO ROCK

Dear Editor:
For some years now I have been a
member of the Pacific Section A.A.P.G.
and enjoy your Newsletters very much,
particula~lythe humor, some of which
is quite as oblique as my own.
Congratulations on including Andy
Alpha's sketches in your Newsletter. In
1969 he did a great n&
of them for
us in the New Mexico Society for a now
famous Guidebook of a field trip south
of the border.
My letter, however has two other purposes; one is to say how much I a p p m
ciate the feelings e x p d to Art
Spaulding in his survey of A.A.P.G.
memberihip and who should pay for
what. Both sides of the question appear logical but it has always seamed

CALENDAR for
April
SlMITIWlTIFlS
1 2 1 3 / 4 ) 5 1 6 1 7
2 BAKERSFIELD COLLEGE GEOLOGY SEMINAR. 7:30 p.m. %once & Engineering 56. Ronald
Kolpack, USC. "Sediment Transport On the Southern California

Co&."

3 NOON LECTURE SERIES. lEc
Swuffer Science Lscture Hall 100.
Andre Sarna, USGS, Menlo Park.
"Tephrachrmology : Correlation of
of California Coast Range Deposits
By Trace Hemmts."
11 LOS ANGEUS BASIN GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY BARBEQUE.
Standard Pipeline Station, La Mirada Speaker: D m Lande, D.O.G.
"Geothennal Resourm in California." Happy H o u r 4 p.m.
17 COAST GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Dinner Meeting. Paul Siemon,
Continental Oil. " D e c o 11m e n t
Blocks of the Eastern Vantura Basin." Admirals Table, Venture
21-22 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
GEOLOGY TEACHERS. Far Western Section Meeting, California
State Glleqe, Bakersfield.
24 NOON LECTURE SERIES. USC
Stauffer Sience Lecture Hall 100.
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Manley Natland, kapuna Beach.
"New Classifications of Water Laid
Sediments."
'FIELD TRIP - SEG Trip #1 "Seismicity of the Los Angeles Ba25 S.E.G. DISTINGUISHED LECsin."
TURE, Bakersfield. Bill Lee's Bamboo Chopsticks. Noon.
14-16 TECHNICAL P A P E R S 26 S.E.G. DISTINGUISHED EECAAPG. SEPM, SEG.
TURE, Los Angeles. Taix RmtauWOMENS ACTIVITIES.
rani. Noon. See S.E.G. for details.
17-18 * FIELD TRIP - AAPG Trip
27 NORTHERN CALIFORNIA GEO#2 - "Imperial Valley, Regional
LOGICAL SOCIETY. USGS, MenGeology and Geothennal Exploralo Park, 3 p.m. Dr. Tim S. O'Dristion."
ooll. "Basement Tectonics and Fold
"
FIELD TRIP - AAPG Trip #3
Patterns - Kinematic Models Ap"Santa Barbara Channel R e-i o n
proach."
Revisijted."
28-29 NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA
'FIELD TRIP - SEPM Trip #2
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Spring
"Sedimentary Facies Changes in
Field Trip. Mother Lode Country.
Tertiary Rocks, California Transverse and Southern Coast Ranges."
3 T LOS ANGELES BASIN GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. AAPG Distin- 22 NOON LECTURE SERIES. U!X
guished Lecturer kllilott T. S.
Stauffer Sciencen b c t u r e Hall 100.
O'DriscdL
Basement Tectonics
F. A. F. Berry, Geology and Geoand Fold Patterns - Kinematic
physics, U.C. Berkeley. "Origins
Models Approach."
of Abnormal Pore Fluid Pres30 BAKERSFIELD COLLEGE GEOLsure3."
OGY SEMINAR 7 :30 p.m. Science
and Engineering 56. Dr. Lowell
Redwine, Union Research. "Tertiary Princeton - Submarine Valley
System Bemath the Sacramento
See April Calendar for dates and bValley, California."
cations of lectures.

May
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1 NOON LECTURE SERIES. USC.
Stauffer Science Lecture Hall LOO.
John Crowell, U.C. Santa Barbara.
"Ice Ages Through Time."
3 COAST GEOLOGICAL §O@IETY.
Luncheon. Hang Kong Inn, Ventura.
4-5 SOUTHERN C A L I F O R N I A
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. Cal.
State Long Beach. Symposia Urban Geological Problems.
10 NOON LECTURE SERIES. USC
Stauffer Science Lecture Hall 100.
Cuchlaine A. M. King, SUNY,
Bine-hamton. "Coastal Process

DISTINGUISHED LECTURE TOUR
The Society's Spring 1973 Distinguished Lecture Tour will feature Paul
L. Lyons, former President of SEG and
an Honorarv member of the Societv
since 1%7. 'His subject will be "Gpanding Horizons of Geophysics." The
following is the abstract of his paper:
EXPANDING HORIZONS OF
GEOPHYSICS
PAULL. LYONS

Improved methods, knowledge, and
application are cumu1,ative in exploration geophysics. Increasing costs are
more than matched by the increasing
resolution of mineral p r o s e s BOW
possible, provided that expenditures are
used to best advantage, and provided
our background of knowledge is used
to the fullest extent. New insights pro~oduels.~' '
10 COAST GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. mote increasingly bettter usage of gravity and magnetic field measurements.
Luncheon, Olde Timer, Venltura.
12-18 AAPG N A T I O N A ~ CONVEN- Currently in seismic exploration, continued breakthroughs are possible
TION - Anah_eim, Qlif.
12 SHORT COURSE - "Turbidites through the use of velocities both in
& Deep Water Sedimentation Pro- processing and interpretation Also,
velocities provide a better liaison with
cesses." SEPM.
13 * SHORT COURSE - "Diagenis In geology, so that the geophysicist is ever
closer to the goal of resolution of result5
O~ganicSediments" - AAPG.
into geology. It is predicted that in* FIELD TRIP - AAPG Trip #1Metropolitan Oil Fields and Their creasing effectiveness of the seismic tool
will evolve in the delineation of more
Environmental Impact.
stratigraphic traps, and that significant
* FIELD TRIP - SEPM Trip #1"Miocene Sedimentary Environ- approaches will be made to the direct
ments and Bio Facies, Southeastern finding of oil and gas in porous and
permeable rocks.
Los Angel% Basin."
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S e c t ion

PACIFIC
SECTION
CANDIDATES
It is that time again to choose oficms
for the Pacific Sectwn. Hester and his
committee came up with another slate
of top candidates which make the choosing part most dificult. W e hope that
our summaries (supplied by the candidates) makes your decision a little easier.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS:
Sigma Gamma Epsilon (Honorary).
AAPG, SEPM, AIME , (SPE)
AAPG PACIFIC SECTI0,N
AAPG ACITIVITIES
ACTIVITIES (Assoc. '48;
1960, 1961 Vice PresidentfiesiM&r
'53) :
dent, San Joaquin Geological So1961
Chairman Spring Field
ciety
Trip.
l%d
San Joaquin District
1962
SPAgField Trip LeadRepresentative, AAPC
er.
1971, 1972 Secretary, Pac%s !%c1964-5
Distrid Representative.
tion AAPG
1%7
Convention Committee.
1972, 1973 Membership Commit1!2@
!5peaker, Pacific Section,
tee Chairman, Pacific Section
Annual Meeting.
AAPG
1970
General Chairman,
Spring Meeting & Field
Trip.
For President
1 9 8 1 - 2 - 3 Environmbtal Gedogy
Committee.
1971
Vice President.
1972
Speaker, Pacific Section,
Annual Meeting.

For Vice President

For President

KEMPTON B. ("PETE") HALL
Consultant, Ojai, California.
BORN :
June 30, 1916, Los Angeles, M i f o r 1934~41U C M ; B.A. Geology.
MILITARY SEXVICE:
1941-46 U.S. Army; Major CXC.
EXPERIENCE:
1947-66 Richfield Oil Corporation
and Atlantic Richfield _Company;
S c o u t - G e o l s t - c t GedogistExploration Supervisor-Coast Dis-

ERNEST I. RICH
Associate Professor, Gedogy and
Associata Dean far Student Affairs,
School of Earth Scienm, Stanford University.
N R N:
BORN :
October 5,1922
December 1% 1925, Duluth, MinneBUSINESS ADDRISS:
trict.
SQta
Schod of Earth Sciences
1966 C o d Geologist.
ACADEMIC TRAINING :
Registered Geologist ; States of GalStandford UIliversity
19461948 Duluth Jr. College
Stanford, Calidornia 94305
ifarnia #700.
1W1950 Univer~ity of Chicago,
Certified Professional Geologist HOlME A D D E S :
B.S., Physical Sciences
120 Emma Lane
AIPG #217.
1950-1951 University of Minnesota,
M d o Park, Ca. 9 0 2 5
PUBLICATIONS :
Graduate Work, Geology
Ventura Basin-Santa Barbara Gan- EDUCATION :
MILITARY SERVICE:
B.S.
University of New Mexiw,
nel-Guide b k s - A A P G Cross Sec194-1% U. S. &r Force
tions and Correlation Sections.
1949
EXPERIENCE:
M.S.
U.C.LA., 1953
1951 - Standard Oil Company of PROFESSIO-NAL
Ph.D. Stanford University, 1968
AFFILIATIONS &
Womia
EMPLOYMENT :
1951-1956 Geologist, Taft and Bak- POSITIONS HELD:
U.S. Air Force, 1941-45
AAPG; Santa Barbara D&at Repersfield, California
Geologist, U.S. Geologid Survey
resentative.
1956.1957 Geolcgkt, Sacramento,
AIPG; Charter Member - Executive
195CblW
California
Committee - Coast District RepreAsst Dean, %h,wtl of Earth Sciences,
1957-1%e Geologist, Bakemfield,
Stanford Univ., 1960-68
sentative.
Galifornia
Coast Geological Society; President
Assoc. Prof. d Geology and Assoc.
1 W 1 9 7 3 Geologist, La Habra,
and Treasurer.
(Continued on Page 5)
California
ROBERT G. LINDBLOM
Development Geologist, Standard Oil
Company wf California, San Francisco,
California.

Pacific Section
(From Page 4 )

...

Ilea+ Student Affairs, 1971-present
KESEARCH INTERESTS :
Sedimentation and &morphology/
Photc~geology
PUBLICATIONS:
17 articles and papers in p r o f m i o d
journals and numerous company
reports

For Vice President
JOHN A. CARVER
BIRTHDATE :
March 16, 1932.
BUSINESS ADDRESS:
Occidental Petrdeum Corporatison
5000 Stockdale Highway
Bakersfield, California 93309
PRESENT POSITION :
Senior Staff Geologist
Latin America / Caribbean Exploration.
EDUCATION :
Bachelor of science, Stanford University - 1955
Masters, UCLA - 1960
EXPERIENCE:
195660 - Wellsite Geologist for
Richfield
1960-64 - Development Geologist for
Shell
1%-73 - Geologist for Occidental
with exmrie&e throughout California, Arizona, New ~ e x i c oand
Oklahoma as well as South America.
OTHER ACTIVITIE3:
General Chairman for Pacific Section
Convention held in Bakersfield in
1972.
-

--

-
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Bakersfield, CA. 93303
PRESENT POSITION:
Parnter
Argonaut Oil & Gas Consultants
EDUCATION :
B.S., Stanford, 1949
EMPLOYMENT:
There's a scarcity of news to report
Independent Exploration Co., 1949- this time, kind of like the drilling activ52
ity up this way.
Miller 8: York Drilling, 1952-53
Wednesday, March 14, Sacramento
Oceanic Oil Co.,1953-59
Petrdeum Association members viewed
Nontgomery Drilling, 1959-61
the film "Pipeline to Japan." This is a
Consultant. 1961-present
documentary film showing how natural
ACTIVITIES:
gas produced in Alaska is processed into
AAPG member since 1952. Past a liquid and then transported to Japan
President & VP, San Joaquin Geo- by specially designed ships. It is availlogical Soc. Vice-Chairman, Paci- able from Phillips Petroleum Co. on a
fic Section Convention, Bakersfield, loan basis-don't miss it.
19'72.
'4
*
*

Sacramento

For Secretary

z

*

H

The tentative date of June 8, 1973
has been set for the annual Sacramento Petroleum Association's Golf Tournament and Barbecue. This event will
again be held at the Yolo Fliers Club in
Woodland. Green fees, dinner costs, etc.
will be given at a later date.
TERRY PLUMB

JAMES C. EENZLEY

JAMES L. O'NEILL
BIRTHDATE :
J,anlu~ary31, 1925
BUSINESS ADDRESS:
Argonaut Oil & Gas Consultants
P.O. b x 2012

The A.P.I. held a dinner meeting
March 20, at the El Rancho Hotel, 1029
West Capitol Ave., West Sacramento.
There was a no host aocktail hour from
6:30 - 7:30 p.m., dinner at 8:00 p.m.
The speaker for the evening was Mr.
Edward J. Taafe of Standard Oil Co. of
California. Mr. Taafe's topic was "The
Impact of Proposition 20 on the Oil and
Gas Industry."

BIRTHDATE :
Decemlber a,
1914
BUSINESS ADDRESS :
Gulf Oil -Co.rp.
P.0,. Box 1392
Bakedeld, CA. 93302
PRESICNT POSITION:
Distriot Production Geologist
EDUCATION :
B.S., Utah State, 1937
Graduate Studies
EMPLO'YMENT:
Union Oil, 1 9 3 7 - 1 W
Amerada, 1940-1953
Gulf Oil, 1953-present
ACTIVITIES :
AAPG member since 1942. Member
of various committees on Local,
Regional and National level.
PUBLICATIOlNS :
Contributions to various Guidebooks
and Company reports.

For Treasurer

WILLIAM A. ARD'ENT
BRUCE M. BARRON

CONTINUING
EDUCATION
The San Joaquin Geological Society
Continuing Education Committee is
planning a seminar for early fall, 1973,
on "The Geology, Production, Legal
and Environmental Aspects o,f Geothermal Energy." It is planned to have
three lecturers. Two of these will be
eminent academicians covering the geology and exploration for geothermal
deposits plus the engineering and economics of production. One lecturer
will be concerned with the legal requirements of bringing the energy to the
public. The lecturers will discuss the
environmental aspects of Geothermal
Energy.
The committee has chosen this topic
for the fall of 1973 believing that in
this energy crisis every practicing geologist should be upto-date on every facet of the energy picture.
DO'N WM. REYNOLDS,
Chairman
WILLIAM L. D'OLIER,
Member
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CONVENTION ACTIVITIES
MORNING

M Y

AFTERNQBN

FEE $20.00

SEPM

REGISTRATION

SHORT COURSE
AAPG

S

I

FIELD TRlP

"DIAGENESIS IN ORGANIC SEDIMENTS."
[GB]

- "METROPOLITAN
AAPG

FIELD TRlP

-

N
G

CGBl

-

OIL FIELDS AND THEIR ENVlRONlMENTAL IMPACT."
TRIP 1

"MIOCENE SCD:MENTARY ENVIROMENTS AND BIOFACIES, SOUTHEASTERN LOS
SEPM
TRIP 1
ANGELES BASIN."

FIELD TRIP - "SEISMICITY OF THlE LOS ANGELES BASIN."
HOUSE OF DIELEGATES MEETING

AAPG

SEG
[GB]

RESEARCH COLLOQUIA

I

S E PM

MAJOR DISCOVERIES IN HOSTILE
CAR]
ENVIRONM.ENT - Joint Sessio8n

[AR]

PRESlDENlTlAL ADDRESSES
Joint Session - AAPG - SEPM - SK;

TRIP 1

N
D

PR0,FESSIONAL GEOLOGISTS
D,ivision Session - AAPG

[=-a]

COASTAL SEDIMENTATION - SEPM

[SA-I]

DOLOMITIZATION

- SEPM

~

4

1

STRUCTURAL INFLU'ENCE ON
[SA-21
SEDIMENTARY PROCESSES - SEPM

I

I

LADIES ENTERTBINlMENT

15 1
T

I

ENERGY' MINERAL ECONOMICS

- QUEEN MARY TOUR & SUPER - LUNCH

- AA PG

ACCUMULATION AND DIAGENlESIS OF OlRGANlC MATTER IN SEDIMENTS
OIL lNDlCAT0,R ANID HIGH-PRESSURE [GG4]
SHALES
AAPG

REMOTE SENSING

I

[An]

AAPG

[ma]

- AAPG

TECHNICAL SESSION
AAPG
Miscellaneous Papers
GEOCHEMISTRY AND DEEP
WATER DIAGENtESIS

ALL CONVENTION LUNCHEON

[SA-I]

I

,1

[GG-41

~0~31
SEPM

A ~ TA

GLANCE

FIELD TRIPS
CALIFORNIA

GEOLOGY

AAPG

ION

-

[SA-21

SE
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At Dr. Robert Sharp's talk on "Gaological Problems, Mariner IX, Mars
Photographs", the following students
were guests of industry :
Audrey Curry, U.S.C.
Dave Carter, U.S.C.
Cyril Lob4 U.S.C.
Jack Jones, U.S.C.
Jo Laird, Cal Tech
Don Henson, G
l Tech
Mike M d h Cal Tech
The Oil c o m b y hosts were Humble,
Union, Shell, S i g n 4 and Texaco.

*

8

*

Dr. E. S. T. O9Driscoll, Senior Consultant for Wwtern Mining Corporation, Western Australia, and a Distinguished Lecturer sponsored by The
American Association of Petroleum Geologists, will address a meeting of the
Las Angeles Bask Gedogical Society
on April 30, 1973. The meeting will be
held at 12 noon in Roger Young Center.
Dr. O'Driscoll will be speaking before
approximately 25 geological societies
and *university groups in the United
States between April 9-27, 1973. The
title of his leoture is ''Basement Tectonics and Fold Patterns - Kinematic
Models Approach".
9

b

0

The first 1M3 b a r b a p e wiU be held
on Wednesday, April 11, 1973, at the
Standard Oil Pipeline Northam Station,
La Mirada. k i a l Hour starts at 6:00
p.m. with steaks and wine starting about

7:OO p.m.
Don Lande, E e e e r for C a l i f h a

D.O.G. wil! give a-paper entitled "Geothermal Remuroes in W o m i a " .
Hosts for this outstanding social event
will be Shell Oil G.,
one of the few surviving oil mrnpani* in the L.A. Basin.
I

+?

S.

The last of Standard Oil's La Habra

Geological St& will depart shortly.
Joining the Bay Area commuters to
downtown San Francisco will be Bob
Lindblom, John Jacobson, George
Yeckl, and Art Gilbert. (Be sure to
check with Don Sutton before buying
a house.) G e t Love will join Aramco's
staff in Saudi Arabia and John Spangler
will join Amoseas staff in Lybia.
TOM REDIN

C.lr

sast

Forthcoming evenb include April's
dinner talk on "Decobmen~t Blocks of
the Eastern Ventura Basin" by Paul
Siemon of Continental Oil in Ventura,
on Tuesday, April 17. There will be no
May meeting in deferenm to the AAPG
National Convention in Anaheim. On
Tuesday, June 12, Art Spaulding of the
City of Los Angela will speak on "The
Impact of P~oposition20 on the Oil Industry." Both talks will be at the Admirals Table, Ventura. Cost is $5.50,
and includes a steak dinner. Reservations should be made by the preceding
OFFSET OF MIOCENE MINT
Monnday by contacting either A1 HanCANYON FORMATION FROM
son in Ventura at (805) 643-21%, or
VOLCANIC SOURCE ALONG
John Curran in Santa Barbara at (805)
%5-8055. Happy hour is at 6:I)O; dinSAN ANDREAS FAULT,
ner at 7:W. A special invitation is beSOUTHERN CALIFORNIA"
ing extended to local area students in
PERRY
L. EHLIGund
the Earth Sciences to attend these talks,
omitting the dinner,' if they wish to
KEITH W. EHLERT,
economize time.
Department of Geology,
Our thanks to Dr. Perry Ehlig of Cal
California State College,
State Las Angeles, for his talk on "Offset of the Mint Canyon and Caliente
Los Angeles, California 90032
Formations along the San Andzeas and
The upper Miocene Mint Canyon San Gabriel Faults." The Mini Canyon
Formation was dopmited in a westward Fm., of Upper Miocene age, was deplunging trough in the Soledad Basin to posited in an east-to-west trough in the
the west of the San Andreas fault. Flu- Sdedad basin west of the San Andreas
vial sediments along the flanks of the Fault. Fluvial deposits along the flanks
trough are of local derivation, but con- of the tidough are of local derivation, but
glomerate along the axis of the trough conglomerates along the axis of the
is d d v e d from volcanic terrane east of trough are derived from volcanic terthe San Andreas fault. In addition to a rane east of the fault. In addiGon to a
wide variety ad andesitic to rhyolitic wide variety of rhyolitic to andesitir
clast types, the conglomerate contains clast types, there is found a unique
clasts of a unique quartz latrite p r - quartz latite porphyry. The. p!yhyry
phyry with abundant rapakivi textured ~on~tains
feldspar crystals exhibiting raglomeropo~hyriticphenocvsts of feld- pakivi texture (this is igneous petrolospar, 5 to 15 mm. long. K?feldspar is g e e for K-feldspar penocrysts which
commonly mantled by plagioclase but are somewhat rounded and cfincentrialso occurs as mantles on single crystals cally mantled with sodic plagioclase).
and crystal clusters of plagioclase. Ac- Such a rock type, along with other Tercessory minerals include biotite, horn- tiary volcanic rocks are to be found in
blende and allanite. The ground mass the northern Chocolate Mountains, 140
is cc~mmonlygranophyric.
miles south east of the Soledad basin,
A Tertiary volcanic field contain the suggesting that amount of right lateral
same rock types, including identical movement on the San Andreas system
rapakivi textured porphyry, occurs 140 S i a r clast types have been found in
miles southeast of the Soledad Basin in the Caliente Fm, acrosa the San Gabriel
+e northern Chocolate Mountains east Fault from the Mint b y o n Fm., sugof the San Andreas fault. This indicates gesting dewti'onal contemporaniety of
140 miles of right-slip along the San them two units, and right lateral disAndreas fault since the upper Miacene plaoeanent of some 35 miles.
and supports Crowell's (1%2) correlaA summary of Mr. D. H. Shouldice's
tion of other rack units between the two AAPG Distinguished Lecture, athibutareas.
ed to me in the March Newsletter, was
Volcanic terranes near Rosamond and derived from a summary provided by
Barstow in the Mojave D m , previ- the Distinguished Lecture Committee,
ously considered possible source areas and originating, presumably, with Mt.
for clasts in the Mint Canyon Forma- Shouldice. I don't wish to take credit
tion, were examined and found to con- for a g d summary, which I didn't
write.
R. L. STEWART
tain different rock types.
Sorry about that. I t was m y error.
"Presented to the Los Angeles Basin Geolo-

GEOLOGICAL
REVIEWS

gical Society January 17, 1973.

Ed.

sari gaaquin
Word has it that Walt Harris of 0 ~
is now with Cleary Oil in Oklahoma
City. Okies gain is Gal's 1H

H

4

The slate of nominees for the April
election of officers in the San Joaquin
Geological Sooiety is as follows:
PRESIDENTBen Leverett, Consultant
Frank Weagant, Consultant
VICE PRESIDENTDon Taylor, Tenneco
Les Hill, Div. of Oil & Gas
SEWTARYBob Morrison, Oxy
Phil Ryall, Consultant
TREASURERDon Reyndds, Union
Dennis Shea, @ o n d t a n t
For representative to the Pacific Section we have Jack Cage of Gulf and Bob
Atwill of Oxy.
4

4

ley System. Bakersfield College Geology Seminar will host Dr. Redwine April
30. The seminar was moved to an earlier date to avoid conflict with the Naitional Convention.
4
a
9
y
J. B. Senteur De Boue is always in attendance at meetings where Hy Seiden
is the supplier of wine and beer from
his lofty perch at Panorama Liquors.
J. B. does his Kern River soouting from
Hy's ammanding view of the oil field.
J. B. had to be restrained when he
learned that Paul Siemm's talk to the
S.J.G.S. on April 10 is titled "Decollment Blocks of the Eastern Ventura Basin". When it was explained that decollment meant a sheet of sedimentary
rocks that b ~ e a kloose from underlying
formations and fold independently, and
not a plunging neckline, J. B. stated that
he will search for d'colhete' in other
places and along with his many colleagues he will be at the April meeting.
HAROLD SUGDEN

4

Results of the recent SJGS election
are that we now have a con~titutionand
the new S.J.G.S. repreimntative to the
national APG is Ed Borglin of Union.

The Northwest Geological Society
will hold their April m e i n g j o i d y
The S.J.G.S. March meeting was at- with the Association of Engineer Geoltended by over 150 people. We know ogists on the 26th in Tacoma at the
that is true because the kitchen ski3 Poodle D- Cafe. Dr. Stewart Smith,
didn't get to sit to eat those great steaks Chairman of the Geophysics Departprepared by Chuck Edwards, J e n y Wil- ment at the University of Washington,
ley, and the Central California (Pi1 will speak on the very timely subject
Scouts. Please get reservation cards in "Earthquakes: Prediction, Control or
am& if you are out of town t r y to call Hazard Reduction." We look forward
one of the SJGS officers through the to a most interesting and enlightening
morning of the meeting SO we can have evening.
Your corrmpondent recently learned
an idea of a~endanoe. Don Taylor demonstrated the viability of 15,000' plus of an organization called SMOG (SoSan Joaquin plays and the interest in ciety of Miscellaneous Oregon Gewcithe 12 deep holes to be drilled in the entiets). It is understood that this
next several years will be i n c r d as group has been meeting quarterly for
a result of Don's talk. If he gives it the last three years or so. Currently,
Ernest Lund of the University of Oreagain, don't miss it.
H
H
t
gon, is president, Bob Van Atta-pf PortDon (Politico) Rogers, Ferguson & land State University is vice president,
Bosworth, won a sweeping victory for and Julius Dasch of Oregon State UniBakersfiield's third ward council seat versity is secretary-treasurer. There are
last month. Don soundly defeated the nro dues and everyone is we1cov.e to atincumbent councilman, which t m k some tend. Therefore, those wjshing t o get
doing, since none of the other challen- acquainted with Oregon geologists may
gers were able t o unseat the incumbent find this t o h e an excellent opportunity.
of their wards. Rogers p ~ o v e sagain The last meeting was held on March 6
that geologists are concerned with other in Salem, Oregon, at which time a Dr.
problems as w d as thwe of the petro- Jack Diamond of the Department of
Oceanography of Oregon State Univerleum industry.
After B a k e d i e l d and Sacramento, sity talkad on "Geochemical Studies in
s o m d a y Don may be working on the the N A Z U Plate Project." From now
energy problem in Washington. Go get on we will try to keep you islfemed on
future meetings of this organization.
'em Tiger, we're behind you.
H
4
h
WELDON W. RAU
Does the governor know about this
Lowell Redwine will present his excellent paper on the Sacramento V a b y group? We are told there is no smog
Gorges - oops, I mean Submarine Val- in Oregon.
4

4

H
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SEPM
The 1973 Technical Program in Anaheim as usual includes a broad range of
interesting subjects, N-hich will be of
interest t o the generalist or the specialist; to the geologist engaged in academic
pursuits, in industry or in a state or federal survey.
The R ~ e a r c hSymposium this year
was organized by W. R. Dickinson.
Stanford University, who has assembled
14 papers dealing with the relationship
between Tectonics and Sedimentation
for a number of well stlidied sequences
in North America representing a variety
of tectonic settings. The session on
Structural Influence on Sedimentary
Processes has papers along the same
lines, but covers a broader geographic
are% For example, there are six talks
dealing with Europe and Africa, one
each for Mexico and Venezuela.
The Coastal Sedimentati,on Session
brings together a series of talks dealing
with shallow water processes, and only
one is concerned with ancient sediments.
The Sedimentology session has six papers concerned with deep marine sediments, and two dealing with very shallow water carbonate deposits.
The session on Turbidites and Deep
Water Sedimentation has eight papers
which discuss ancient turbidites from
North America, Cyprus, Italy, Mexico
and Morocco. For the turbidite "aficionado", you will also find papers dealing
with turbidites in several of the other
sessions.
Two short sessions entitled Sedimentary Petrology and Stratigraphy and
Sedimentation cover a variety of subjects such as 'Mechanism for large
scale ddormation in teolian sand
dunes,,' ?Studies of quartz grains by
Cathodoluminescence", and "Bonner
Formation (Precambrian Belt of Montana) as braided-stream sequence".
Ron Kolpack of U.S.C. has organized
a Symposium on Environmental Geology which includes contributions from
experts in several different facets of
this subject.
The all day Paleontology session has
been divided into Foraminifera (A.M.)
and Miscellaneous Fossil G r o u p s
(P.M.). The morning -ion
includes
talks on ancient biostratigraphic studies,
ecologic studies of living populations,
and statistical models. The afternoon
session includes such varied topics as
Carboniferous colonial Corals, correlation of Pliocene deposits by tephrochron'ology, facies distribution of trace
fossils, and paleo bathymetr~ by fish
otolith.
The session on Geochemistry and
(Continued on Page 10)

For the Ladies
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Ladies
National
May will
do.
Jeanne

coming to the AAPGSEPM
Convention in Anaheim in
find lots of things to see and
Burns and her committee have

CORRECTION
Recently, I was dismayed t o discover
that a periodical, widely circulated
among geologists, had given me credit
to which I was not entitled. The misunderstanding evidently arose from the
fact that the Executive Committee of the
Pacific Section of A.A.P.G. saw fit to
honor me by establishing, in my name, a
cash award to students to help defray the
expenses incurred in attending geological convention. My first knowledge of it
was when President Richard L. Hester
informed me of it, and offered me a
choice as to the type of award. Evidently, the writer of the published item
construed it as a fund donated by me,
which is not the case.
Naturally, I was g r d y pleased with
this expression of respect and goldwill
on the part of the Executive (=ommittee
and I am sorry this d of generosity
was not understood. I hope the above
explanation leaves no d d t as to where
the credit belongs.
The reason this correction was not
made earlier was that when the publication arrived on my desk, I laid it aside
for later perusal, and only read it in the
last few days.
MARTIN VAN COITJVERING
Boy, ak I glad the PPG Newsletter
didn't make the mistake. That is the
only one we haven't rn,a.de.

NEWSLETTER
Pacific Section A.A.P.G.
P.O. Box 17486 Foy Station
10s Angeles, California 90017

tc& Marina Tower
planned an exciting tour and luncheon
T a u s of Ship at your convenience
aboard the beautiful, Queen Mary.
L m h m n , 12:00 noon, Queen Mary
There will be something new this year
G r a d Salon
in the form of an environmental semiBuses load at Queen Mary 2:45 PM
nar where the ladies will hear exce1len.t
Buses Depart for Disneyland Hotel
speakers and participate in interesting
3:00 PM
field trips to learn more about ecology,
energy, and the petroleum industry's Environmental Seminar:
positive approach to protecting the en- Tuesday, May 15, Esneyland Hotel
8:W AM- 4:30 PM
vironment. As always, the hmpitality
Complimentary @ontin.entalBraakfast
room will provide a welcome place for
8:00 - 8:45 AM-Magnolia
Room
meeting frends and relaxing.
Keynote Address - 0:00AM - hDon't forget the Icebreaker Cocktail
bassy Room
Party and the fun Neptune's Ball and
Wcprkshops
Hunt Breakfast, and don't forget DisLuncheon - Magndia Room
neyland, and Knott's Berry Farm, and
Buses for environmental tours leave
Japanese- Deer Farm and Movieland
Disneyland Hatel - 1:30 PM
Wax Museum and the sun and the blue
return to Hotel - 4:30 PM
sky a n d . . . and . . a n d . . . don't
forget, conventions are fun for ladies!

.

SCHEDULE OF
LADIES CONVENTION FUNCTIONS
Registration:
Esneyland Hotel, Marina Tower
Saturday, May 1210:W AM- 4:OO PM
Sunday, May 131O:OO AM- 6:OO PM
Monday, May 148:00AM- 5:00 PM
Tuwday, May 1%
8:00 AM-12:00 noon
Hospitality Room:
Disneyland Hotel, Marina Tower, Palm
court
Sunday, May 1310:00 AM- 4:00 PM
Monday, May 148:QOAM- 6:OO PM
Tuesday, May 158:OO AM- 5:OO PM
Wednesday, May 1 6
8:W AM-12:W noon
Queen Mary Tour and Luncheon:
Monday, May 14' 9:W AM-4:00 PM
Buses load 9:00 AM, Disneyland Ho-

SEPM
(From Page 8)
Deep Water Diagenesis includes talks
on various phases of diagenesis and
pore water chemistry; including four
papers which discuss deep mlarine diagenesis.
Don Zenger of Pomona College is the
prime mover for the Special Session on
Ddomitktion; the papers include both
recent and ancient examples. There are
two Carbonate sessions; the Wednesday
morning session is entitled Ancient Carbonate and Evaporites and is concerned
mainly with basin studies and r-rvoir rock e v a l d c m which should appeal to those in the oil game.
The Wednesday a f t e r n ~ nsession is
called Carbonate Wirnentdogy and
includes papers on sedimentation, stratigraphy and diagensis of carbonates
ranging in age from Cambrian to Recent.
JOHN R. CASTANO
SEPM Technical Program
Chairman
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CONVENTION AWARDS
Gordon I. Atwater, New Orleans consulting geolo,&t, will receive the highly prized Sidney Powers Memorial Medal at the Awards Banquet to be held
during the annual convention of the
American Association of Petroleum Gedogists in Anaheim, Cal., May 1416.
Annornuncementof plans for presentation of this and other awards was made
by AAPG President James E. Wilson.
Senior member of the geological consulting firm of Atwater, Cowan, Carter,
Miller, and Hefner, Atwater is widely
recognized as an authority on the salt
domes, petroleum resemoirs, and geology of South Louisiana and the offsbore
areas of the Gulf of Mexico. He has
authored many scientific papers and
has been active in AAPG affairs for
many years.
The Sidney Powers Memorial Award,
represented by a gold medal is named
for a pioneer geologist who did much
to &lish
petroleum geology as a recognized profession. It is the highest
award the AAPG bestows.
The Human Needs award, a new honor first given last year,will go to Hollis
D. Hedberg d Princeton University,
Princeton, N.J., in recognition of his
work in teaching students to find energy
resources needed to fill human needs.
will h t o w honorary memmbrships on six veteran m&rs
who have
made outstanding contributions to the
profession of geology. They are Carl E.
Branson, University of Oklahoma, Narman, Oh.;William H. Curry, Jr., m n sulbant and past president of AAPG,
Caqer, Wyo.; Norman E Falmn, British Patroleurn CQ., Surrey, England;
G o r g e R Gibson, consultant, Midland,
Tex.; John 6. Hazzard, consultant, Los
Angela, Cal.; and Robert M. Kleinpell,
University of California, Berkeley, Gal.
The annual Public Service Award
will be presented to Ian Campbell of
San Francisco, in reconition 04 a lifetime of didnlgubhed public service, including California State Geologist and
a m&
of the faculty of the California Institute of TTechnology.

Two members will receive Distinguished Service plaques for their special contributions to the AAPG: Leslie
consultant; and
Bowling, New 0~ltya.n~
John D. Haun of the Colorado School
of Mines, Golden.
A special award for Lunar Geologioal
Exploration - the first and perhaps the
last for some time - will be given to
member Harrison (Jack) H. Schmitt,
geologid-astronaut of the crew of Apollo
17, who will be one of the featured
speakers at the Anaheim convention.
George C. Matson trophies will be
prmnted t o Harry E. Cook 111, University of California, Riverside, Cal., and
to R. P. Nixon, Mobil Research & Development G.,
Dallaq Texas, in r-nition of the outstanding nature of papers
which they presented at the 1972 Annual
Convention held in Denver, Col. The
President's Award will be given to Mason L. Hill in recognition of the paper
judged to be the best published by the
A m i a t i c m during 1971.
The 57th annual meeting of AAPG
will be held at Anaheim, Cal., in conjunction with the Society of Economic
Paleontologists and Mineralogists and
the Pacific Section of the Society of Exploration Geaphysicists. About 3,000
are expected to attend.

I was really surprised to receive the
April Newsletter and find that the editor didn't receive any report from
Northern California. The correspondent
must have been asleep under a tree or
else we had little news to report. If we
had sent in a report you wouldn't have
had space for it anyway. Your No. 4
(Continued on Page 2)

WELCOME TO

There is an amusing story which ends,
"Once a year, and tonight's the night!"
It may also be said of national AAPG
conventions, "Once every five years on
the Pacific Coast, and May 14, 1973 in
Anaheim is the date!" A more lugubrious remark in view of recent attrition
among geologists might be, "Let's make
the last one on the Coast the best one!"
For better and not for worse the Pacific h t i o n of AAPG is delighted to
play the role of host for the 58th Annual Meeting of AAPG, the 47th Annual
Meeting of SEPM and the Annual Meeting of the Pacific S s t i o n of SEG. We
V a c i f i c S e c t i o n urge all readers d this newsletter to attend and thereby prevent a financial disSPRING FUNCTION
The Pacific Section A.A.P.G. is now aster. In return for their attendance I
firming u p plans for its Annual Spring and Art Weller promise them abundant
B.B.Q., Golf Tourney and Field Trip to rewards.
The theme of the meeting is "Major
be held Friday, June 1, 1973, under the
Chairmanship of John Eke, Texaco. A Discoveries in Hostile Environments"formal announcement and request for the Pacific Palisades somehow escaped
r e m a t i o n s will be mailed to all Pacific notice. Otherwise, there is something in
Section members in the near future. As the meeting for everyone, including environmental information for the ladies.
now planned :
With any luck even Mickey Mouse may
B.B.Q.To be held at Valencia Golf Driving provide light entedainment.
Range, Golden %ate Freeway (Hwy. 9- Will you please be in Anaheim May
Interstate 5) and Magic Mountain Park- 14 - 16, 1973.
way, located on east side of highway be- ARTHUR 0. SPAULDING,
hind Ranch House Inn. Snacks start at President
(Continued on Page 3 ) Pacific Section, AAPG
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Northern California
(From Page 1 )

...

was loaded! (Are you sure your editor
uiasn't loaded?)
Here are some items for May and
June.
The Northern California Geological
Society is planning to hold its annual
meeting and election of oficers on T u w
day, May 22, at the L e q a r d Cafe at 140
Front Street, San Francisco. Although a
speaker is p l a n n d there are no details
at present and the name and topic will
be announced later. Plan to be there by
11:30 A.M. to mest d d friends and
luncheon will be served promptly at 12
noon.
3

r,

Q

President h b Carter recently appointed a Public Service Committee consisting of the following members:
Alice R. Fyten - Chairperson
Ralph B. Kraetsch, Jr.
David Bushnell
Deane Oberst - Lehn
This committee held its first meeting
in March and are planning and developing programs in the public interest.
1. The committee is eager to have observers and alternates to represent
the Society at the the Northern
California Coastal h e & n m a tioa Commission meetings a n d
County Planning Gmmissioions.
2. A sbtement (&r study) about the
new Dumbarton Bridge will be
forthcoming.
3. Any h i e t y member who is interested in participating a s o k m
and/or study may conhot A. Fytan,
3479 Ross Road, Palo Alto 94303.
Q

Cr

MOUNT WHITNEY
Josua Dwight Whitney wouldn't buy
Muir's thesis that the Yosemite Valleys
and the rest of the California Sierra
were carved by glaciers. California's
highest mountain peak, 14,495.881', was
named for this first Director of the Geological Survey of California in 1W by
Clarence King of the Brewer Survey
partyRearing its hunched back only a few
feet above its towering neighbors, Mts.
Williamson, Tyndall, Langley, Muir and
Russell, this massive chunk of Mesoeoic
granite with its pink flutes and chimneys
carved into steep rubble-strewn slopes
was first climbed by white men 100
years ago this coming Aug. 19.
John Muir climbed the mountain, the
crown d his "Range of Light" two
months later.
A stone's throw away-almost straight
whitnq
down the 8,000 foot scarp-is
Portal on the East side, but eleven miles
by steep trail. The peak in recent years
has become a Mecca for hiking enthusiasts. On summer weekends, the excellent
resemblm the disorganized
trail
mayhem along a high-schml hallway bef
be traversed - up
tween
and down - in a long day.

-

-

Whitney is the uppermost block of the
Sierra Batholith thrust out of the Owens
Valley and mingles with other fra,pents
of an ancient peneplane surface showing
westward tilting.
Mount Whitney Patrol Station at up-

per Crabtree meadows nestling among
dwarf Pinus balforiuna near timberline
at an elevation of 10,720', is one of the
country's high& Park Ranger Stations,
only eight miles away by trail on the
west side.
Gedogist Clarence King thought he
had climbed Whitney in June 1871, but
he had climbed Mt. Langley instead and
was not the first to do so.
The government orginally reserved,
but did not utilize Mt. Whitney for
weather observations. It was later used
as a base for solar radiation and Mars
spectrum studies; the stone hut which
still stands on the summit was built in
1W9 by Langley of the Smithsonian.
In 1919, a radiation study was made of
the earth's atmosphere by Angstrom.
Lake Tahm was originally named
Bigler Lake SO it's not surprising that
thr" s o h i s t i c a t d Owens Valley
lers who first climbed Whitney in 1873
called it "Fishermans Peak".

Q

The Northern California Gmlogioal
Society will hold its June meeting on
Tuesday, June 5 at the L e o ~ dCafe,
at 140 Front Street in §an Francisco.
Meet at 11:30 A.M. for a drink b e f o e
the noon lunch. The speaker w
ill be
Wendell D d e l d of the USGS and the
title of his talk is "Plate tectonics on
an active lava column", with movies
and slides.

*

Q

.b

A n u m b of members of our M e t y
are involved in planning and prepmation for the Cimum-Pacific Energy and
Mineral Resources Coniferenm to be
held in Honolulu, Hawaii, on August
26 - 30, 1974. The Conference will be
jointly sponsored by The h r i c a n Association of Fmdeum G-1(AAPG) and The Committee for Cocardination of Joint Prospecting for
Mineral Resources in Asian Off&Arears (CCOP) . More informlation will
be forthcoming.
J. H. SAWYER

I

Sketch- by A. Alpha

Pacific Section
(From Page 1 )
4:30 P.M. with the main B.B.Q. at 6:30
P.M. Total c m t for this event will be
$5.75. An open bar, game room and
r d e will also be available.

Golf-Starting times from 9:O A.M., to
12:W N m n at Championship Valencia
Course. A $6.00/pema f e e includes all
golf, beer, and Grous/Net prizas. Arrangements for foursomes inoluded in
the mail-out.

Cireum - Pacific
Map Project
CIRCUM - PACIFIC ENERGY AND
MINERAL RESOURCES
CONFERENCE
Honolulu, Hawaii
August 26 - 30, 1974

MICHELT. HALBOUTY

General Chairman
Geologic, mineral, and energy resources maps of the Pacific region are
to be compiled under a project being
Field Triporganized by the American Association
An informal, narrated trip by deluxe of Petroleum Geologists. The map probus is planned t o traverse the Ridge b- ject will be camed out in connection
sin and Basement Complex north of Va- with a Circum-Pacific Energy and Minlencia and to &oursome of the state and eral Reslomces Conferen* to be held in
E. A. City facilities of the California Honollulu in August, 1974, which will
Water Project. The trip will d e p d be s p m o r e d jointly by the AAPG and
from the Valencia Driving Range area the Committee for Coordination of Joint
(same as B.B.Q.) at 9:00 A.M. sharp Prospecting for Mineral Resources in
with registration beforehand. A fee of Asian Offshore Areas.
about $6.00 will include lunch, bsen;
The Circum-Pacific map project will
trip and road log. The trip will return be one of the largest cooperative map
in time for the B.B.Q.
projects ever attempted. It will cover
Any Questions? Contact Mr. Dave m'ore than half the earth, extending
Pasta, C/o Texaoo, Inc., 3460 Wilshkre from Malaysia and Thailand on the
Blvd., Los Angeles 90010. Telephone: West to the Andes Mounftains on the
(213) 380-5830.
E k t , and from the Amtic Circle south to
the edge of Antarctica. It will involve
the cooperation of national and international organizations throughout the
Pacific region, and the collective efforts
of a large number of scientists, researoh
NO REPORT.
institdons, and companies in the Pacific countries. More than 35 countries
are within the region to be covered by
these maps.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
President
A R T H U R 0 . SPAULDING
Purpose of the projeot, which will require several years o,f cooperative work,
Vice-president ...... WILLIAM F. EDMONDSON
(805) 322-0337
is .tobring together in a single, integraSecretary.
JAMES R. WEDDLE
ted series of m a p the l&& inform-rution
Treasurer .................... LOUIS F. VlLLANUEVA
on geologica~lfeatures, mineral, geother(805) 399-2961
mal, and hydrocarbon resources of the
Past President
RICHARD L. HESTER
(213) 249-9187
Pacific region. In doing so, the AAPG
Editor
STANLEY "ED" KARP
and cooperating organizations hope to
NEWSLETTER STAFF
better integrate the geologic structures
...STANLEY E. K ARP
Editor
Membership Secretary
JUDY HUGHES
on land with those newly-discovered beASSOCIATE EDITORS
neath the ocean through offshore reAlaska .................................. I
E. ATCHISON
s m h : to relate the known mineral and
Coast
RICHARD L. STEWART
energy resources to these structures; and
(805) 642-0376 or 963-6404
Los Angeles ................................ . T O W. REDIN
bo show possible targets for future ex(213) 482-7600
ploration. Major resources such as copNorthern California
J. PI. SAWYER
per and tin districts in the Andes MounWELDON W. RAU
Northwest ...............
tains and Southeast Asia; the iron in
Sacramento............................... T R Y PLUMB
Austrialia; the oil and gas fields in Indonesia; and the gecmthermal fields in
Son Ioaqtah
HAROLD SUGDEN
(805) 399-2961
New Zealand, Indonesia, the PhilipRecommended Reading ........LUCY E. BIRDSALL
pines, Taiwan, Japan, and California
NEWSLETTER of the Pacific Section-American
Association Petroleom Geologists is published
will be shorn in relation to major geomonthly by the Pacific Section.
logic struotum both onshore and beMaterial for Publication and requests for previous
copies should be addressed to STANLEY E.
neath the Pacific. Major zones of v d KARP---GEOLOGY DEPT., BAKERSPTELD
canic and earthquake activity will also
COLLEGE, BAKERSFIELD, CALIF. 93305.
Ma#eriol received by the 1Sth of each month will
be shown.
be included ia the followiag issue.
The Circum-Pacific countries have
CHANGE O F ADDRESS, subscription and
membership inquiries should be directed to
some of the world's most productive
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,
PACIFFC
SECTION AAPG, P. 0. Box 17486, FOY
mineral and energy resources, but also
STATION, Los Angeles. Ca. 80017.
some of the world's most destrudve

Coart
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earthquake and volcanoes. Through
the compilation of these maps the
AAPG hopes to encourage more research on problems of the inter-relation
between the Pacific region's resources
and the deformation of the earth's crust
as exemplified by the major belts of
volcanic and earthquake activity encircling the Pacific. It is a h hoped that
the compilation of these maps, together
with the Circum-Pacific Conference itself, will help foster closer cooperation
between all organizations and earth mientists in the Circum-Pacific countries
in efforts to find, explore, and develop
resources for the benefit of the entire
world.

I

1

Dear Mr. Karp:
Mike Rector and Pete Gardett are to
be commended for the employment tips
in recent issues of the Newsletter, but a
word of caution is suggested in seeking
a job with a national 011 company such
as in Libva or Al~eria.
u
Gross salary offering may sound attractive and lure the unwary. Behind
this enticing facade is, more often than
not, a much higher living cost if you
want to live like you do at home. It's
all too easy to get in an income tax
cross-fire between the United States and
the other countrv. Some countries restrict the amount of money you export.
Schooling can be mast expensive. The
management is generally composed of
political appointees who are expert in
taking full credit for all technical
achievements and gratefully reward the
foreign technical personnel with the
blame for their mistakes. And that's
what you are - a foreign technician.
You are hired and thought of in the
same way you would hire a janitor or
ditch digger. You will be under surveillance, investigated for CIA connections and have all the social acceptance
of a a t b a c k .
Still, foreign work is a great experience. I recommend to any geologist who
still has some adventure left in his system that he give it a try. Just protect
your financial flanks and concentrate on
rat-holing a nest egg during a two or
three year contract rather than going
as a conquering hero.
Best regards,
ANTHONY E. L. MORRIS
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dence, and employment. The report
basically showed that most members are
in the 40-50-year age group, are male,
and work f o major
~
oil companies. It is
hoped that this d a b will be useful in
finding new members. A. Weller pmpased that -the profile be published in
the Newsletter.
Legislative
The Executive Committee held i.ts
D. Allen reported that there will promonthly meeting on March 16, 1973 in bably be a continuing education bill inRoom 1005, City Hall, h Angeles, troduced, and that the p r o f d m &odd
California.
arrive at some workable program that
The Treasurer's Repo~rt noted that would protect the members from unrea$122 was received in dues. It was sonable restrictions on their activities.
agreed that a notice of dues with a A discussion concerning various systems
clipout coupon be pout in the Nmsletter ensued. J. h z l e y handed out a quesin addition to the notice mailed with the tionnaire which was prepared for the
ballot as was done last year.
San Jaaquin Geological Society to detennine their feelings on this problem.
ANAHEIM MFXTING
A. Weller. Chairman of the National J. Curran agreed with the concept of the
Convention in Anaheim, repofied that questionnaire-and felt it should be m t
arrangements are progressing satisfac- out to other member swiaties. D Allen
torily. It appears that the convention reported that they are looking into the
should be a succes with about 3,000 at- possibility of hiring a lobbyist to look
tendees. Exhibirt sales are greater than after our legislative interests.
were anticipated in the budget. All spe- Planning and OrganizaAon
cial events a p p r to be in good shape in
J. Curran reported that the student
terms of preregistration.
membership campaign is going well and
they have received 12 applications for
SPRING PICNIC
J. Eke, Chairman of the spring picnic, junior or student membership. He also
reported that golf will be at the Valencia reported that the committee is looking
course; tee off will be between 9:00 a.m. at a number of changes that would asand 12:W noon m Friday, June 1, sure th Pacific Section remaining a vi1973. The fee will be $6.50. There will able organization serving its members.
be beer at the 6th and 13th hales. (Do Among these are:
you expect us to go from the 6th to the (1) Going to a president-elect system,
which would require a comtitu13th without Beer? That's cruel.)
tiom1 amendment.
J. Eke reported on the field trip for
J. Maytum, Chairman. The trip will be (2) Establish a two-year term for the
Treasurer as, for tax purposes we
a geological excursion of the M a i c
are on a calendar year, but for
Basin and the Department of Water Rebusiness on a fiscal year.
sources aqueduct facilities. Gost will be
$6.00, which will include bus and lunch. (3) Prepare an operations manual,
outlining the duties of all 05cers,
There will not be a guidebook this year,
committees, and explanations of
but a road log will be p u b w e d and
the various awards. He recomthere will be handouts from the Departmended that all 05cers give him
ment of Water R e s l o m . Time is from
some information on what they
9:00 a.m. to 5 :00p.m.
consider their jobs to be.
There are still some problems surPresident Spaulding reported that he
rounding the barbeque. The GO&wants to hold it at the Valencia Golf has checked into the concept of issuing
Course on the driving range rather than certificatas of swrvice to oficers, includthe clubhouse, which is considered too ing all past o f f i m . He proposed to buy
d a t e for g m l o g i s ; however, in the 500 certScates in two colors and reevent of inclement weather, the club- quested a n authoriz&cm to spend up to
house will be available. Cost of the bar- $300 for this p v . A motion wa9
d to that effect.
beque will be between $5.00 and $5.50, made and p
including horn d'oeuvres and beer. h-Publications
tributions will be solicited only from
President Spaulding reported that
service companies.
there was a very poor response to the
preprint request for the 1973 convenCOMMITTEE REPORTS
tion.
There was disxssion as to wheActivities
ther
or
not we shoulld publkh in spite of
Sig H m n n has been a~ppointedthe
It was the consemus
new Aativities Committee fiairmm, re- this poor &&g.
that
we
will
print
those
&at we &e,
placing J. Dume.
and we will notify all authors that we
Membership
R Lindblom, C .
, has camplet- will do so.
ed a membership profile 04 about 1,550 AFFILIATED SOCIETY REPORTS
R Hindle of the Coast Geological Soindividuals, which covers sex, age, resi-

txecutlve
Committee
Meeting

ciety reported that they have been inviting students to their dinner meetinp;
they received a good response. They
have an all-out &ort to get paid-up
members4 and in a recent campaign received dues from 57 recalcitrant m a bers.
W. Hunter reported that the Los Angeles Basin Geological Society was also
trying t o get student members; 9 or 10
came to the last dinner meeting as guests
of the Society.
R. McLennon, with SEPM, reported
that their membership is up, particularly due to their awarding student m a berships, and that they had contacted
colleges for recommendations for desewing students; 18 memberships were
ganted last year, they expect to lirnit it
to 10 this year. They are planning a
field trip in the fall that will examine
the Cretaceous section of the Simi Hills.
T. Baer, reporting for the National
Committee, said that they had voted
down a dues increase this year, but the
Association will run a deficit of $40,000.
Management is trying to cut expenses;
one suggdion was to hold the national
convention every other year. The publication program is to put out about four
books per year, but although they are
moving well, the printing cost is going
up. He further felt that a dues increase
next year is probable.
1974 SAN DIEGO MEETING
J. Minch, Chairman for the San Diego
meeting, reported that all his committees
are essentially filled and that progress is
satisfaotory. He reported that the Ition of the field trip has not been definitely decided, but they are considering
a trip to El Rosario in Baja CaJifornia.
This is now possible as a good road has
been constructed. The trip would afford
an excellent opportunity to review the
marine and nonmarine Cretaceous section. Ideally, the field trip should take
two days because of the four to five
hours driving time. This will be worked
out later. J. Groom wanted to know if
the SEG is going t o be invited to participate in San Diego, and he was assured that they will be.
A m t i o n authorizing the Pacific Section t o issue preplints f o the
~ San Diego
conventim for AAPG, SEPM, and SIX
was 4

NO REPORT.

NO REPORT.
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"Santa Barbara Channel Region
Revisited."
* FIELD TRIP - SEPM Trip #2
"Sedimentary Facies Changes in
Tertiary Rocks, California TransveEe and Southern Coast Ranges."

CALENDAR for

The following students were guests of
the oil industry at the last Los Angeles
Basin Geological Society luncheon at
1 NOON LECTURE SERIES. U%
Roger Young Auditorium:
Stauffer Science Lecture Hall 100.
CALIFORNIA STATE, Fullerton
John Crowell, U.C. Santa Barbara.
Sally Widhelm
"Ice Ages Through Time."
Don Schaefer
3 COAST GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Tim
Welch
Luncheon. Hong Kong Inn, Ven- 22 NOON LECTURE SERIES. USC
Noel Henderson
100.
Stauffer
Sciencen
Lecture
Hall
tura.
F. A. F. Berry, Geology and Geo- USC
4-5 S O U T H E R N C A L I F O R N I A
Doug Poole
physics,
U.C. Berkeley. "Origins
ACADEMY O F SCIENCES. Cal.
Terry
Shackelford
of Abnormal Pore Fluid PresState Long Beach. Symposia Schmitt
Valerie
sures."
Urban Geological Problems.
Warren Everson
7 GEOLOGY SPEAKERS FORUM. 22 NORTHERN CALIFORNIA GEO. UCLA
Cal. State Univ., IDSAngeles. 4
Gordon Moir
LOGICAL SOCIETY. Luncheon.
p.m. Physical Science 158. Dr.
Roy Budnik
140 Front Street, San Francisco.
Ivan Colburn, CaL State Univ., h
Ken Gawford
''Cretaceous Basins In
The oil company hosts were Texaco,
Southern Califomia".
Exxon,
Shell, Signal, S~andard,Mobil,
June
7 NOON LECTURE SERIES. USC
and Union.
E
*
*
Stauffer Science Hall 100. Dr.
S I M I T I W I T J F I S There will be no meeting of the
Fritz Steininger, University of Vienna. "Geological Reconnaissance
1 1 2 LABGS in May. Another barbeque is
of Austria."
5 NORTHERN CALIFORNIA GEO- tentatively planned for July. A geologi8 SAN JOAQUIN GEOLOGICAL
LOGICAL SOCIETY. Luncheon. cal talk and entertainment in keeping
SOCIETY. American Legion H d .
140 Front Street, San Francisco. with the stature of this outstanding soJohn Mathews, Supervim of D.O.
Wendell M e l d , U S S , "Plate cial event will be provided. Jim Groom,
G. "LePislation Concerning the
Tectonics On An Active Lava b l - Craig White and Duncan Robinson may
P&ol&
Industry."
lead a group to the Bull Pen after the
u11111".
8 NOON LECTURE SERIES. U X .
talk for those geologists requiring more
Stauffer Science Hall 100. Dr.
variety with their evenings entertainFritz Steininger "Geology of Amment. Even a few Union Oil PaleontoMartin Van
trim Gas and 03fieldsin
logists might rise to the occasion and
tag along.
10 NOON LECTURE SERIES. U!X Couvering Award
*
9
*
Stauffer Science Lecture Hall 100.
Many thanks to Shell Oil for hosting
Cuchlaine A. M. King, SUNY,
W e are pleased to announce the reciBing-hamton, "Coastal Process pients of the Martin Van Couvering the LABGS's first b,arbeque of the year
~Jels."
Award for 1973. The six geology ma- at the Standard Oil Northam Station,
10 COAST GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. jors have been chosen as worthy of fi- La Mirada. Mr. Don Lande, Engineer
Luncheon, Olde Timer, Ventura.
nancial support to attend the convention for California D.O.G., was received
12-18 AAPG NATIONAL CONVEN- at Anaheim. We hope other societies most graciously and gave a fine paper
cm Geothermal Resources of California.
TION - Anaheim, Cgli.
will establish similar awards.
(How about an abstract, Tom?)
12 SHORT COURSE - "Turbidites
TOM W. REDIN
& Deep Water Sedimentation Pro- UCLA
Philip G. Behrman
cesses." SEPM.
1672 Colby Avenue
13 * SHORT COURSE - "Diagenis In
Did You Know
Lm Angeles, Ca. W 2 5
Organic Sediments" - AAPG.
At the recent AAPG convention in
Kenneth
S.
Shay
* FIELD TRIP - AAPG Trip #1Denver, Paul H. Dudlev, Jr., a geologist
500 Landfair Ave., B-17
Metropolitan Oil Fields and Their
now director of public relations for
Loe Angeles, (;a. 900%
Environmental Impact,
Humble Oil & Refining Co., urged geol'FIELD TRIP - SEPM Trip #1- US@
ogists as individuals, at least, to take a
"Miocene Mimentary EnvironJohn E. John&on
more
active part in public affairs affectments d Bio Facies, Southeastern
1 1 m E. Dmlan
ing the petroleum industry,
Los Angela Basin."
Whittier, Ca. W5Ol
a r of action to
The current ~ o ~ u lwave
* FIELD TRIP - SEG Trip #1
David E. Lincoln
protect the environment is stopping pe"Seismicity of the Los Angeles Ba11713 Arlee Ave.
troleum exploration in many areas of
sin."
Norwalk, Ca. %50
the United States, he pointed out. By
14-16 T E C H N I C A L P A P E R S
backing the oil industry's campaign to
CAL STATE NORTHRIDGE
AAPG, SEPM, SEG.
educate the public of a n impending enWilliam C. Richmond
WOMENS ACTIVITIES.
ergy gap, geologists can improve the
Cal State University
17-18* FIELD TRIP - AAPG Trip
industry's credibility by lending it their
Nodmidge, Ca. 91324
#2 - "Imperial Valley, Regional
scientific standing and at the same time
Richard R. Redfern
Geology and Geothermal Exploraprotect opportunities to practice their
G I State University
tion."
profession, Dudley said.
Northridge, Ca. 91324
* FIELD TRIP - AAPG Trip #3
21 GEOLOGY SPEAKERS FORUM.
California State University, Los
Angeles. 4 p.m. Physical Science
158. Dr. K m r a d Krauskopf, Stanford Univ. (Topic to be announ-
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GEOLOGICAL
REVIEWS
DECOLLEMENT BLOCKS O F THE
EASTERN VENTURA BASIN"
BY PAUL
S,IEMON
Continental Oil Company, Ventura
The area discussed is some 30 miles
east 0.f Ventura, south and ead of the
town o$ Piru. The decollement blocks
are located on either side of the Santa
Clara River.
The Santa Clara depositional trough
i s a major depositional basin that probably originated during late Miocene
and mntinued subsiding throughout the
Pliocene and Pleistocene. Deposition
continued during subsidence at a rapid
rate with large volumes of shale, sands
and conglomerates. This can be demonstrated by the 10,000 feet thickness of
Pliocene section within the trough compared with 1,000 feet outside and adjacent t o h i s trough on the srouth. Pleistocene nonmarine sands and conglomerates that interfinger into a marine section westward total a n d m 10,000 feet.
This subsiding trough is bounded on the
north and south by large faults that
formed the boundaries during d-ition. h e n t i a l l y then, the basin is a
graben, not a syncline, with continual
relative downward movement during deposition. After deposition of the Pleistocene, north-sonth compreesive forces
changed the b u n d i n g faults, the Oakridge on the south and the San Cayetano
on the north, from primarily passive depiositicmnal faults into active reverse and
thrust faults.
This review of the geological history
of the Santa Clara troughs sets the stage
so that during the late Pleistocene or
early recent time the d e c o l l ~ e n blocks
t
under discussion were aotivated. The
geologically recent compressive activ*
would cause extreme topographic relief
and high angle attitude ~f the sediments, along with considerable fracturing m d d i s l d o n .
On the south side of the Santa Glara
Valley, south d the t o m of Piru, there
is one large detachment block and two
smaller areas wbich will be referred to
as the Eureka D m l l a n m t and one large
area on the north side of the Santa Clara
Valley, east of Pim, the hulas h d lement. On all previous maps, the beds
within these blocks were considered to
be overturned and attached to the formations at depzh. This interpretation of
the geology wodd indicata &e formations are not overturnd and dip directly opposite t o the regional dip. When
topographic relief b e c o m oversteepen-

ed by one process or another, a block of
dim&
is detached by the force of
gravity and s l u m p valleyward with a
rotational movement which results in
the block dipping in the opposite direction.
Faulting has always been interpreted
along the high edge of the blocks because of the discordance of beds across
it. This is the position of maximum displacement of a detached block. Subsequent normal erosion has eliminated all
evidence of cxzrpments of cliffs developed by the giant slumping with the
final effeot of younger beds preserved
vdeyward
- from and adjacent to older
beds.
Wells within the old Eureka Field indicate dips ojf approximately 35" to the
youth at their total depth which is the
same as at the surface. Deeper tests indicate an abrupt change of dip to 75O
and 80" below the field depth. Consequently the field probably is completely
within the giant slump block.
Application of this interpretation results in considerable changg in the eastward projections of the San Cayetano
and Oakridee Faults. The San Cavetan0 Fault Lould not extend eastwkd
into the hills east of Piru a s that break
wodd be the upper edge of the Gamulos
detachment block. The Oakridge Fault
surface tra_ce dom not arc into Wiley
Canyon area and would not extend into
the hills adjacent to the Torrey Canyon
Field, for these surface expressions
would be the upper edges of the Eureka
daoollement block. The so-called Smith
Canyon Fault, that has been mapped
north of the Eureka Canyon Field is not
an Oakridge type but the lower expression of the leading edge of the Eureka
decollement fault.
Thus a minor gsdogic incident can
mask and lead t o an erroneous interpretation of a major geologic event. This
dmonstrates that there is still considerable study required before we can interpret correctly all the geologic structure and stratigraphy of California. It
also f o l l o w then, if major changes can
be made even in the interpretation of
areal geologic attitudes, prospects for
new oil and gas fields are still good.

won't be able to keep engineers away.
Chuck Edwards did a FANTASTIC
job with the prime rib. Aided by the
aonsultants to set up, and J e n y Willey
(Union) and Ron Waddell (Tennecu)
in the kitchen, the Society produced
another gourmet dinner of the month.
Next month steak.
For those of you who aTe m&rs
and receive this newletter, this is a reminder that your friends in g e v h y d y
and engineering might be interested in
becoming s u b d i n g members of the
Pacific Section. Membership in the
AAPG is not required to receive the
newsletter and notices of meetings, golf
tournaments, B.B.Q.'s, field trips, and
other meetings of interest. They can
send $5.00 foe a subscribing membership to the Membership Secretary, Pacific Section AAPG, Box 174% Foy .%ation, Los Angeles, CA m 1 7 . Two d d lars of that membership wmes back to
the local society.

"Presented to the San Joaquin Geological Socity April 10, 1973.

The S.J.G.S. May 8 meeting will feature John Miuthews, Supervisor of the
Division of Oil and Gas, who will speak
on legislation (3onmmhg the ail indue-

Thinking over Don Taylor's talk on
the deep tests and pruduotion in the San
Joaquin Valley, the question comas up
as to what is the shallowest producing
well in the San Joaquin Valley, or the
State for that matter. If you know, send
the name to Harold Sugden, Getty Oil
Company, Route 1, Box 197X, Bakersfield, CA 93308. It should have casing.
1'11 publish the data when I get it; so,rry
no prizes.
k

X-.

New officers in the San Joaquin Geological Society are:

Vice-PresidenitDon Taylor, Tennem
SecretaryBob Morriscm, Oxy
TreasurerD.m Reynolds, Union
Pacific Section Representative-Jack Cage of Gu~lf

w-

E-

Paul Sieman's (Ccannoco, Ventwa)
talk to the S.J.G.S. was well attended
and received. Don't miss it when it is
given again. The abetract is in the
Newsletter. Hy Seiden supplied an extra b o d e to make it four for the drawing. John h,
engineer w i h Gemy
0% won again. Keep this up and we

h

E-

e

In k q i n g with the Los Angeles Basin Geological Society, the San Joaquin
Society hosted Allen Waggoner, geology
major at Bakersfield College at their
I& meating. Allen was the first recipient of the Martin Van Couvering
Award last fall.

HAROLD SUGDEN

Editor: Newsletter
The following, or a portion thereof,
might fill a comer in some future thin
volume.
I. A mass olf concreted earthy material perenially rotating on its axis will
not accumulate an accretion d byrophy.
tic vegetation.
2. A superabundance of talent skilled in the preparation of gastronomic
concoctions will impair the quality of a
certain patable solution made, by immersing a gallinaceous bird in ebullient
Adam's ale.
3. Individuals who perforce are constrained to be domiciled in vitreous
structures of patent fragibility should
on no account employ petrous formations as projectiles.
4. The pmdent aves which matutinally desert the coziness of its abode will
ensnare a vsniculate creature.
5. Everything that coruscates with
effulgence is not ips0 facto akrous.
6. Do not disspiate your competence
by hebetudinous prodigality lest you
subsequently lament an exiguous inadequacy.
7. An addle-pated bettlehead and his
special divaricate with startling prematurity.
8. It can be of no other t h a faleficent horizontally propelled current of
gaseous matter whose portentous advent
is not the harbinger of a modicum of
beneficence.
9. One should hyperasthetically exercise macragraphy upon that situs which
one will eventually tennant if m e propels oneself into the troposphere.
10. Aberration is the hallmark of
homo sapiens while longanimous placability and condonation are the indicia
of supermundane obniscience.
11. When one unintentionally allows
dissolution and dispersion of lactiferous
fluids, it should not engender lachrymatory activity.
12. Gambolation and riantation will
be rampant among the venninity when
the resident filidea is in absenteni.
13. An unwed mace will result in a
vitiated scion.
14. If one is a5ioted with t h e m thesia one should never enter the cookery.
15. Ted when sol glitters.
16. If one's locus is equidistant from
the aqua-terra interface one should never attempt t o make an equine transmigration.

17. Employing lucifers as trinkets
will result in singed digits.
18. One may maintain an ennead by
affecting an exigent d e h i m t cloture
via a picot.
19. The signficance of an awi resident near ones terminal physiological
entity desotes a merit the equivalent of
a duad around the bosk.
20. Only animate invalidation combined with an impost can be co_nsidered
to be indubitable conclusions on the
third planet.
21. In order to conform to homo sapiens aspirations of physical agility, nabobness, and sagacity, one should be
couchant betimes, and likewise be alacritous in matutinal aotivity.
22. A strepitant rundle obtains petrolic unctions.
PS: My typing is enough to make
an editor atrabilious.
BOB HACKER
LEE McFARLAND
Boy, youse guys sure got away with
words.
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MF 446: Metallic mineral resources

map of the Unalaska quadrangle,
Alaska, compiled by E. H. Gobb 50c
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA BULLETIN, vol. 84, no. 1, January
1973
Sediment distribution in the oceans:
The Atlantic, by Maurice Ewing,
George Carpenter, Charles Windisch
and John Ewing
Granitic rocks of the White Mountains
area, California-Nevada : Age and regional significance, by Dwight F.
Crowder, Edwin H. McKee, Donald C.
Ross, and Konrad B. Krauskopf
Tectonic elements of the northern part
of the Gulf of California by Thomas
L. Henyey and James L. Bischoff
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA BULLETIN, vol. M,no. 2, February
1973
Chemical variation related to the stratigraphy of the Columbia River Basalt,
by Thomas L. Wright, Maurice J.
Grolier, and Donald A. Swanson
Lead and Strontium isotopic studies in
the Cascade Mountains: Bearing on
andesite genesis, by S. E. Church and
G. R. Tilton
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Professional Paper 428-C: Geology and Ironside Mountains, Oregon: A Late
Tertiary volcanic and structural enigoil resources of the western Puente
ma, by T. P. Thayer and C. Ervin
Hills area, muthem California, by R.
Brown
F Yerkes ...................................... $3.10
Professional Paper 655-G: Channel Steady plate motion and episodic orogeny and magmatism, by James Gilchanges of the Gila River in Safford
luly
Valley, Ariz., 1846-1970, by D. E.
Burkham ......................................
$2.00 Thermal and mineral waters of nonmeteoric origin, California Coast
Prosfessional Paper 787: The Borrego
Ranges, by Donald E. White, Ivan
Mountain earthquake of April 9, 1%8
Barnes and James O'Neil
......................................................
$6.25
Professional Paper 8043-A: Geological Space-time relations of pelagic limestones and volcanic rocks, Olympic
Survey Research, 1972, Chapter A
Peninsula, Washington, by Robert E.
.....................................................
.$3.25
Garrison
Professional Paper 817: Summary peCretaceous
continental margin sedimentroleum and selmted mineral statistics
tation, Southewestern Alaska, by J.
for 120 countries, including offshore
Gasey Moore
areas, by J. P. Albers, M. D. Carter,
A. L. Clark, B. G u r y , and S. P. Rate and direction d spreading in Dixie
Valley, Basin and Range Province,
Schweinfurth .............................. $2.10
Nevada, by George A. Thompson and
Bulletin 1314-G : Cadmium in plants,
Dennis B. Burke
4Oc
by H. T. Shacklette ....................
Bulletin 1559: Geology and mineral re- Sedimentary structures in base-surge desources of the northern part of the posits with special reference to crossbedding, Ubehebe Craters, Death ValNorth Cascades National Park, Wash.,
ley, California, by Bmce M. Crowe
bv M. H. Staatz, R. W. Tabor, P. L.
and Richard V. Fisher
Weis, J. F. Robertson, R. M. Van Noy
Pinnacles-Neenach correlation: A reand E. C. Pattee.
striction for models of the origin of
Circular 670 : Fluvial-sediment disthe Transverse Ranges and the big
charge to the oceans from the conterbend in the San Andreas Fault, by
minous United States, by W. F. CurVincent Matthews I11
tis, J. K. Culbertson and E. B. Chase.
17 pages ........................................ Free GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA BULLETIN, vol. 84, no. 3, March
MAPS
MF 430: Solid-waste disposal in the 1M3
San Francisco Bay region, Calif., by Age and Environment of allochthonous
Joseph Goss ................................
5Oc
peat clasts from the Bogachiel River
Valley, Washington, by Caliv J. HeusMF 433: Metallic mineral resources
map of the Craig quadrangle, Alaska,
ser
compiled by E. H. Cobb ............ 50c
(Continued on Page 8)

RECOMMENDED
READING
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Recommended Reading

Recommended Reading

U. S GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Professional Paper 440-N-1: Data of
geochemistry, sixth edition, Michael
Fleischer, technical editor.
Chapter N: Chemistry of igneous
rocks-Part
1: The chemistry of the
peralkaline oversaturated ob&dians,
by Ray MacDonald, and D. K. Bailey

(From Page 7)
Equatorial Pacific, Lag 16, Deep Sea
Core from a Creatac&us h a l t , Central
Drilling Project, by Robert S. Yeatg
Warren C. Forbes, Kenneth F. S h e i degger, G. Ross Heath, and T. H. ban
Andel
Gustose coralline algae: A m-evaluation of the geological sciences, by W.
H. Adey and I. G. Macin.tyre
Evidence for Quaternary movement on
the McKinley Strand of the Denali
Fault in the Delta River area, Alaska,
by J. H. Stout, J. B. Brady, F. Weber
and R A. Page
La Naciw Fault system, San Diego, California, by Ernest R. Artim and Charlea J. Pinckney
WASHINGTON DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES
Bulletin 65: Distribution of Copper andl
other metals in gully sediments of
part of Okanogan County, Washington by Kenneth F. Fox, Jr. and C.
Dean Rinehart .......................... ..$2.O(B
Bulletin 64: Geology and mineral dep i t s of the Loomis quadrangle, Okanagan County, Washington, by C.
Dean Rinshart and Kenneth F. Fox,
Jr. ................................................ $4.00
TRE ORE BIN, v d 35, no. 2, February
1973
The mineral industry and the envircvnmnt, by John D. h u l i e u
CALIFORNIA GEOLOGY, voL 26, no.
2, February 1M3
Sea-cliff erosion a t Sunset affg Sari
Diego, by Michael P. Kennedy.
Earthquakes and f a u h affecting Sacramento, by J. F. Meehan
LUCY E. BIRDSALL

NEWSLETTER
Pacific Section A.A.P.G.
P.O. Box 17486 Foy Station
los Angales, California 90017

Profesic~nalPaper 582-C: Transverse
digusien of solutes in natural streams,
by Nobuhiro Yotsukur and E. D.
Cobb ............................................ 55d
Professional Paper 710: Jasproid in
oharacteristics,
the United States-Its
origin, and economic significance, by
T. G. Lovering ............................ $1.75
Professional Paper 746: Cenozoic rocks
of the Santa Rita Mountains, southeast of Tucson, Ariz., by Harald
Drewes ........................................ $1.50
Professional Paper 800-D: Geological
Survey Research 1972, Chapter D
...................................................... $4.50
UPS
GQ 979: Geologic map a1 the McCarthy C-6 quadrangle, Alaska by E. M.
MacKevett, Jr. 1972 .................. $1.00
MF 429: Geologic map otf Late Cenozoic deposits, Alameda County, California, by E. J. Helley, K. R. Lajoie,
and D. B. Burke ........................ 506
MF 481: Generalized gmbgic map of
the Carlin, Dixie Flats, Pine Valley,
and Robinson Mountain quadrangles,
Elko and Eureka Gou.nties, Nev., by
J. F. Smith, Jr. and K. B. Ketner
......................................................
506
The following MF maps (on Alaska)
are priced at 50&/copy, and are Metallic mineral resources maps, on a
d e of 1:250,000, compiled by E. H.

Cobb.
MF 454:
MF 455:
MF P67:
MF 457:
MF 458:
MF 459:
MF 460:
MF 461:
rvlF 462:
MF 463:
MF3464:
MF 465:
MF 466:
MF 467:
MF 468:
MF 469:
MF 470:

Ambler River
Bethel
Bristol Bay
Chandalar
Hughes
Karluk
Kodiak
Mount Katmai
Mt. Michelson
Nom
Port Alexander
Saint Lawrence
Seward
Sitka
Trinity Islands
Wiseman
'
Afognak

U. S. BUREAU OF MINES
1C 8557: Offshore petroleum studies.
Historical and estimated future hydrocarbon production from U. S. Offshore areas and the impact on the onshore segment of the petroluem industry, by L. K. Weaver, C. J. Jirik and
H. F. Pierce. 1972. 168 pp. (GPO-Stock No. 24.04=01205: priced at
$1.75).
JOURNAL OF GEOLOGY, vol. 81, no.
1, January 1973
Three-dimensional beach changes, by
G o u l e J. Sonu
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE, vol. 143, no. 1, January 1973
This changing ea&
by Samuel W.
Mashews
California's San Andreas Fault, by Thomas Y. Canby, and James P. Blair

&eramento
NO REPORT.
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HAROLD SULLWOLD
w e of geologist. In other words, he
is somewhat autobiographical, and is
drawn from experience as well as with
a pen. At least starting as my assistant
and working for my boss at Wilshire
Oil Company gave a good sound basic
position for a start; there was no place
to rro but uw. Down had alreadv been
fuI& achievkd.
And so up Sully did go. He went to
the U.S.G.S. for a few years, mostly in
Yew Mexico, then to Ross Cabeen,
where by dint of ferretting out some new
oil patches among the old, he joined the
select group of c a r r i d interest operators
and royalty owners. Membership in this
club permitted him to go back to U.C.
L.A. for a PhD and to continue on &me
teaching the course in Petrdeum &logy (this course has been replaced by the
new
one in Ecofreakdogy). He rose
They laughed when Sully sat down to
high
in doing Helicoptm-bourne Geolosketch and they have continued laughgy
for
Sunray in Alaska and finally being ever since, when ever one of his
came
one
olf the Associates in the firm
works appeared in the Pacific Petroleum
of
Geurge
Roth and Associates. TheTe
Geologist. Sully really did n d set out
he
skratched
out a few more discoverto be the world's foremost geological
cartomonist- at least I don't think that ies and is now at l a d semi-retiring. This
was his intention - it just came out semi-retiring means that you only get
that way. I am told that we are about work which is very difficult, pays poorly,
to be treated with a republication of is inconvenient, and no one else will do.
While doing all of the above listed
some of his past gems and also t d d
that I should write a kind inboduction things, as well as a number I have for(intraducement? ). which. of course is gotten to mention or didn't know about,
I;ot needed becaGse you 'a~1knaw him Sully took time to do a great deal for
and have seen some of his artistic d- the Pacific Section and AAPG in genforts, but not as many lately as you eral. He was Vice-President of the !kcwould have liked, because I have known tion in 1952 and was Chairman & Field
him a lo'ng time and would be presumed Trips for the National Gnventio-n in
to know some nice things to say about 1958. He also lent a hand here and
him and would say them with an air there when and where it was needed.
of plausibility. (Nolw, while you are un- He was practically "Dougtraxlerian" in
raveling that sentence, I will be think- this respect. And not the least, he furnished the many cartoom that enlivened
ing of what next to say.
the
newsletter.
Sully started his professional career
I took great pleasure in miting this
(geological, not b o o n i n g ) as my assistant at Wilshire Oil Company in Los w e e d e d introduction and I am sure
Angela. The fact that this company is that alil of you join me in wishing &at
no longer in existence and can't sue Sully would resume his cantmning cagives me a certain freedom of eexpes- reer.
sion in explaining how it came about FRANK S. PARKER
that Sully's hero, Andy Cline, is pore May 6, 1973
trayed as the overworked, underpaid,
I'll drink to that.
misunderstood, unlucky, unappreciated

While thumbing lhru past issues of
the Pacific Petroleum Gedoaist I was
impressed by the &umber of cartoons
that had been printed. A quick count
showed that in the tulenty seven year
history of the PPG, Harold Sullwold
had submitted more lhan 90 sketches.
His first cartoon appeared in the December 1948 issue (Vol. 2 , No. 1 2 ) .
Andy Cline first made his way into our
hearts in September 1949, and who
among us does not have a complete empctthy with Sully's hero?
This year we mark Sully's twenty fifth
year of association with the Pacific Petroleum Geologist. We wish to express
our deep appreciation for his many
contributions by dedicating this issue
to HAROLD H . SULLWOLD JR.
u

EDITORS
REPORT
It's that time for a change. After two
years and 22 issues, it seems appropriate
to turn over the reins of editor to someone else. I have no idea who he (or she)
will be, but I hope he will not be restricted by his previous editor. If he
wishes to change the name or foremat,
more power to him. My fervent wish is
that he does not adopt the p l i c y "This
is the way we did it last yen."
In reviewing the past two years, 1
have a feeling of pride and frustration.
I wish we could have continued the
series - ''Accent the Positive". Eiht
"Accents" hardly seem adequate for an
industry that has worked so hard to
meet the needs of our nation Several
companies and government agencies
promised to suhmit artiolea, but failed
to do so. The "change of address
stamps" will be discontinued and the
new Membership Directory will become
obsolete the day it is p~inled. Many of
our profession's advities went unnoticed because chairmen failed to keep us
informed in time for publication. College leotures, meetings, barbeques
(Pyles Boys Camp) were ignored because we were not informed by the
ohairman or interested m e k .
(Continued on Page 2)

EMINATION
Examinations will be given by

The Californ'ia State Board of
Registration for Geologists as

REGISTRATION
October 12, 1973
CERTIFICATION O N
ENCIN'EERING GEOLOGIST
October 13, 1978

FINAL FILING DATE
JULY 16, 1973
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(From Page 1)
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Twenty abstracts of talks were printed but many more will be lost to the
members for various reasons. It's been
five months since we received a change
of address, and we all know tbat is not
normal.
On the positive side, the N e w s l e ~ ais
becominc the voim of the members.
The ten "Guest Editorials", gave the officers an olportunitv to reaoh e v e n member of the Pacific Section. The 48 "Letters to the Editor" allowed the members
to speak back - even if mmt of them
noted the mistakes in the Newsletter
The questionnaire (now a year d d )
will finally bear fruit and the N d d ter can r-nd
to the wishes of the
Pacific Section.
Putting the Newletter together is like
cooking a roast, the finished product
daesn't reflect the work that goes into
it. What you read in the Newsletter, is
for the most part, what you the membars contribute.
Letters, abstrads,
recommended reading and sectional
news was written and submitted by the
Associate Editors and the members at
large. I do very little with the reports.
you ask some one to do a job,
you donet change his effortsto suit your
own interests.
In the past two years, we have printed 22 issues ( 160 pages) plus seven
Dages of stamps. This could not have
been
without the efforts
of the following dedicated people. ROD
COLVIN and TOM REDIN made all
but one issue, keeping us ~ o s t e don that
most active area - the Lo5 Anreles
Basin. T,FON EARKEST and HAROLD SUGDEN kept us knowledgeable
ahout the action in the San Joaquin
Vallw. Sacramento Valley news, alt h o u ~ hsvarce at times. was well reported bv ROLAND BAIN and their new
vrwidmt TERRY PLUMR. HERR
SAWYFR did a voemans iob covering
t h e f a r flunc activities in the Bay Area.
WFLDON RAU v o l u n t e r d his services

men

to the Newsletter reporting about an
area that has long been ignprecl - the
gmat Northwest. DICK STEWART,
who faithfully submitted reports and
abstraots, occasiondy missed the deadline. It's not his fault - we get b r
mail service from Alaska than we do
from V m t t ~ a - Speaking of Alaska,
DI@K AT@HISON'S " m E E "
reports were enjoyed by all if not mplately understood.

LUCY BIRDSALL bless her, faithfully made every issm with her ''%lectecl Reading". We ran out ob space on
several issues and deleted L q s d e c -

tions, but she accepted this with grace.
No one b a DICK HESTER and I
wiU ever know the amount of work and
support that he gave to the Newsletter.
If I live t o be a hundred, I will never be
able ,to repay him. The actual layout of
each k u e was pm£ormed by Hunter
Printing of Bakersfield. Their super
professional touch put it aU together.
So now my confession is complete. Being editor is not much of a job when
others do the work.
Well, thatYs thirty. matever that

-.,

ED KARP

MT. SHASTA
Xorthem California's Fire mountain
emerges from a softly sculptu~ad4UW'
lava plain to stand in solitary grandeur,
a colossal snow and iceclad mne 14162'
high.
shasta anchors the
end of
~
~u~~~~~
i of~~ i ~ hy t " . ~ snow and
rain-fed waters seep inltothe light volcani@ flanks and ~ ~ - - ~i~~
l ~ ~merges
d
swiftly in full force as the Big Spring of
the sacramento ~
i
~
~
~

pounded by sudden thunderous winter
storms which add weight to its peremnial glacires but softens in summertime
to abaund in lush greenery and blossorns tended by a tmmendous local bee
~o~dation.
Timberline is near W' and roamed
by many Bighbm Ovis montana, i2zmf-w
masf of whom are born around the
12000' Alpine zone. Vegetation surrounds
.
the mountain in great erratic
patches subject t o water, protection,
Pit River, M~Cloud and M d o c 1x1- sun w m t h and root bedding mndidians a111 held the giant mountain in tions.
Weat awe but inhabited many of the
Using past history as a ~ i d e l i n e ,
lower lava-tube natural cavesthere is no doubt that sometime in the
Geologically youthful in age, Shasta near future activity will resume along
is still bailing with internal forces. this California portion of the CircumSudies of trees have dated the most re- Pacific Volcanic Belt. Vineyards, garcent flow activity to be 150 yaars ago. dens and homes are sprinkled around
The lonely austere mountain is often Shasta's flanks, waiting.

California
NO REPORT.

NO REPORT.

M. SHAST'A

1972 QUESTIONNAIRE REVISITED
The Pacific Petrdeum Geologist of
September, 1972 carried the results of
the questionnaire which had been submitted earlier to all members of the Pacific Seztion. The purpose of the questionnaire was to develop trends and reactions to various i s s u e which may be
popular or of concern to the geologic
community and to permit the Seotion to
be more responsive to its members.
Several questions were answered by
overwhelming response, overwhelming
being defined as in excess of 67%. It
is the view of the Executive Committee
that those measures which have received
such acclaim should be implemented before they are f o r g a n .
The final tabulation d the following
quetions was prepared by John F. Curran, to whom the projeot had been assigned, and here are the results:
r 1 ) Would you favor the establishment of a "Speakers' Bureau"
- a list of s p e a k e ~
who would
be available to Clubs, S o u @
etc. for the purpose of "popularizing" Gmlogy ?
YES - 232; NO - 3 1
(21 Would you favor a Pacific Section Distinguished Lecture Tour
for the Western States? Papers
would be of Regional interest
and receive financial support
from the Pacific Section.
YES - 169; NO - 79

-

PACIFIC SECTION
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
President ................... A R T H U R 0 . SPAULDING
(213) 485-2121
Vice-president ...... WILLIAM P. EDMONDSON
(805) 322-0337
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(916) 445-9686
Treasurer .................... LOUIS P. VILLANUEVA
(805) 599-2961
Past President
RICHARD L. HESTER
(213) 249-9187
Editor
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Los Angeles ................................ . T O W. REDIN
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(916) 482-6457
San Jaaquin ........................ HAROLD SUGDEN
(805) 399-2961
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NEWSLETTER of the Pacific SectiobAmeriffln
Association Petroleum Geologists is published
monthly by tbe Pacifio Section.
Materiel for PnMication and requests for previons
copies should be addressed to STANLEY E.
KARP--6EOMGY DEPT., BAKERSFIELD
COLLEGE, BAKERSFIELD, CALIF. 93305.
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be included in the following issue.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS, subscriptmn and
membership inquiries should be directed to
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
PACIFIC
SECTION AAPG, P. 0 . Box '17486, POY
STATION, Lo8 Angeles, Ca. 90017.

Should the Pacific Section work
toward improved employment
practices?
YES-170;
KO-72
( 4 1 Should the Pacific Section work
toward improving the enviro-nmmt?
YES-183;
KO-65
(5) Would you favor a "Want Ad"
column for Positions Wanted,
Positions Available, etc?
YES - 177; NO - 66
Would yo-u object to "Limited"
I6 1
advertisements in the Newsletter to help defray printing and
mailing coars?
YES - 45; NO - 207
The implementation of these projects
remains largely with the members of the
Pacific Section In the case of KO. 1
above, through the medium of the Newsletter we are soliciting a list of speakers
who would be interested in carrying out
h i s mandate. The same is true with respect to Question No. 2. If the Pacific
Sestion should devolte its energies toward improved employment practices.
our impression is that it's in trouble, as
h a t is rightfully the province of other
organizations, and, in our opinion, such
efforts are calculated t o antagonize tho'se
who are presently fond of the Pacific
Section, namely members of the oil industry. The comment of one respondent in this connection is pertinent:
"How in hell could this be worked out unless the Pacific Section
enlisted Caesar Chavez to work for
them"
It should be noted that the Pacific Section has invariably been at work trying
to improve our environment, and, in
fact, two years ago the Section organized a new committee for this purpose.
Although that committee was very diligent in pursuing its activities, the net
r ~ u l t of
s its work amounted to virtually
nothing. According to the Executive
Committee's view a commitment to environmental improvement is inherent in
the Section's activities, and unless there
is a more specific reaction to this cornm t , the Section will continue to proclaim its environmental consciousness.
Another respondent's comment is germane:
"What kind of reputation would
the Pacific Section have if it worked towards dedroying the environment?"
With regard to Questions No. 5 and
6, there appears to be no reason why the
Newsletter should not mmrnence irnrnediately to include space for positions
wanted, situations available and advertising. In fact, on the basis of our experience in recent months, the inclusion
of such advertising would have provid-
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ed the means for disposing of a number
of employment inquiries which in its
absence were given special treatment.
Would the membership kindly respond with offers of help and advice to
questions 1 through 4, and we'll commence the advertising as soon as rates
are determined.
ARTHUR 0. SPAULDIKG:
President
Pacific Section, AAPG

This coming Fall, Bakersfield College
will offer Petroleum Geology on Monday
evenings, 7-10 p.m. The course is designed to prepare students for employment in the Petroleum and allied industries. The content would be especially
helpful to exploration and production
secretarias: draftsmen and field personnel wanting a better understanding of
how oil structures are explored, formed
and produced. This two unit course will
be taught by Ed Karp, Bakersfield College Gmlogy Dept.
HAROLD SUGDEN

Base Price On A Cow?
When a midwestern farmer went into
the local town and bought himself a new
car, he was considerably put out by the
way the salesman kept adding cost to
cost to cost.
When, a few weeks later on a bright
spring morning the salesman showed up
at the farmer's farm all eager to buy
himself a new cow, the farmer took a
stubby pencil, a large sheet of paper,
and a lot of time to draw up a bill of
sale.
What he presented to the salesman ran
something like this. Basic cow, two
hundred dollars. Two-tone exterior,
forty-five dollars. Extra stomach, seventy-five dollars. Product storage cornpartment, - sixty dollars. Dispensing devise, four spigots at ten dollars apiece,
forty dollars. Genuine cowhide upholstery, one hundred and twenty-five dollars. Automatic flyswatter, thirty-five
dollars. Dual horns, fifteen dollars. Total, five hundred and ninety-five dollars.
The salesman was so put out by aU
this. that he promptly changed his mind
about buying that cow.
Lifted from "The Labor Journal",

August, 1972, issue.
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"As I've indicated in earlier columns,

I believe the Pacific Section of AAPG
is o d y as strong as its membership. At
meetings around the country, I've had
the ominous impession that the Section
gets older every year and that its
strength is ebbing.
"When Bob Lindblom volunteered cm
his membership renewal card t o work
for the k t i o n in any capacity, 1 t d d
him I wanted a searching study of the
membership t o confirm or deny my impression.
"Look at Bob's work done with BiU
Huntm and B N C ~Barron, and draw
your own conclusions. When those of
my vintage are phased out, the Pacific
Section will have lost as much as one
fourth of its members."
ARTHUR 0. SPAULDING,
President,
Pacific Section, AAPG
REPORT OF THE
MEMBERSHIP COMNIITTEE
PACIFICSECTION,AAPG
June 1973
Shortly after A r t h u ~ 0. Spulding
was elmted president of the Pacific Section of AAPG, he indicated that his primary concern was for the membership
d the organizatio~~Subsequently he
invited the Membership Committee to
piamre a prohle olf the Section's membership as a means for making recommendations for increasing the Section's
numbers with special emphasis upon the
conununi~tyof younger geollogists.
The first job of the membership commititee was to r e b the membership to
predetermined paramdem What follows below is a rather terse summary of
FACUIC SECTION A A R G
MEMBERSHIP PROFILE

4m
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.AGE

RGL,VUHbBB

Pzc
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the Committee's investigation.
The two figures which accompany
this report display the fabric of the
membershiap - age, employment, reaidence, and sex. We have used as sources
of data the membership direotory of the
Section, National AAPG lists and the
rolls of local geolugical societies. Altogether 1575 names were studied.
The Committee has drawn the following mnclusions:
(1) The Section will face significant problems in future years as
the large percentage (54% ) of
current members in the age group,
40-50, retires or leaves the profee
sian. (See Figure 1.) Only 16%
of the membership is made up of
members younger than 40 years of
age. Thus if the present trend is
not radically changed, the h t i c m
lnay evolve into a small luncheon
society;
(2) Aside from the prominent
number of members in the 40-50
age group, the profile does not
show o h m anomalous features although it is noteworthy that 15%
of the membership lives outside of
the four Western states. (See Figure 2.) We &ribute the latter statistic to the f a d that many geologists may have lived in the four
Weststates at one time and for
the sake of comunication have
maintained t h e i r memberships.
Them is dso the possibility that
others may be interested in the activities of the Pacific W o n as a
consequence of our vitality;
(3) The e m p l o y m e n t polfile
shows that 77% of the membership
work either for an oil company or
are independently employed. The
balance is made up p d y of the
teaching pd-ion ;
(4) Ninety-nine percent (W%)

of our members are men. There appears t o be sub&antial o p p h n i t y
for feminine achievement and expansion.
The Committee makes the following
recommendati~ns
:
! 1 A concerted effort musit be
made to increase membership in
the Pacific Section in order to off&
the impact af the eventual retirement and depaaure of the age
group now between 40 and 50;
1 21 The management of companies employing geolo,@ts must be
encouraged to promote the fortunes of local and national AAPG
organizations especially through
the medium of membership;
I 3 1 The Pacific Section and its
ackivities must be constantly re-examined so that they provide continuing appeal to the membership;
(4 1 A program should be devised
to encourage Pacific Section members to take an active part in the
Section's affairs. This means accepting committee appointments
and elective offices and participating in Section's events of all kinds.
A final report by the Membership
Committee will be submitted to the
President by the end of June.
R. G. LINDBLOM,
Chairman.
embers ship Committee
W. J. HUNTER,
Member,
Membership Committee
B. BARROX,
Member,
Membership Committee

CALENDAR for
June
SIMITIWlTjF'S
I I I 11112

5 NORTHERN CALIFORNIA GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Luncheon.
140 Front Street, San Francisco.
Wendell M e l d , USGS, "Plate
Tectonics Qn An Active Lava b 1 umn".
8 SACRAMENTO P E T R 0 L E U M
ASSW. Gdf Tounament & Barbeque. Y d o Fliers Club in Woodland.
20 L 0 S ANGELES BASIN GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Noon Luncheon. Holly C. Wagner, USGS, Mmlo Park, "Gmogic Reccrnnaissance
of the Santa Maria Basin."

July
S/M/TIW/TIFIS
11 2 1 3 / 4 1 5 1 6 ) 7
1-31 GOiNE FISHIN'.

-

Recent prospeoting in the area has
PAGE 5
been carried on by the University of
California, utilizing a small rig. A hole
is drilled from 200 to 1,000ft. deep,
.. oasing
is
run,
and
a
temperature
survey
The Coast Society did not have a taken. Anomalies in temperature gradimeeting in May due to the AAPG Naents are noted and contoured. The nor- U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
tional. June's speaker is Art Spaulding.
mal gradient of l oper 100 k. elsewhere -Professional Paper 747: Pennsylvanian
H e will speak on June 12 on "The Imcan
be contrasted to gradients in the
carborates, paleoecology, and rugose
paot of Proposition 20 o n the Oil IndusSalton Sea area of as much as 10' per
co1,onial corals, north flank, eastern
try". It all will happen a t the Admiral's
100 ft. A number of previously unBrooks
Range, arctic Alaska, by A. K.
Table, Ventura; c& $5.50 per person known gradient highs have been found
Armstrong
.................................. $1.00
for a &ak dinner. Make reservations
in the area from this work and similar Professional Paper 771 : Chemical comby contacting either A1 Hansom in Ventura at (805) 643-2154 or John Curran work conducted by the Bureau of Recla- ....p osition of sedimentary rocks in Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington,
in Santa Barbara at (805) 965-8055. mation and the D.O.G.
compiled by T. P. Hill and M. A.
Happy hour is at 6:00 p.m., dinner at
Dry steam, such as that produced at
Werner ...................................... ..$4.50
7:00 p.m.
the Geysers, can be used directly to run
a turbine generator. The steam is then Bulletin 1356: Placer gold deposits of
Nevada, by M. G . Johnson ........$2.00
Our March speaker was Mr. Don
passed through a condenser: and the
Bulletin 1362 : Neogene marine molLande of the Geothermal Unit of the
California Division of Oil and Gas. He condensate re-injected. In localities
lusks of the Pacific coast of North
where hot brine water is also produced,
America: an annotated bibliography,
spoke on Geothermal Resources.
the steam is separated before being
1797-1969, by W. 0. Addicott ..$1.50
Geothermal power sources currently p a s 4 t o the turbine. The condensate Circular 601-H: Role of water in urban
account for 0.5% of power generation is then reunited with the brine and inplanning and management by W. J.
deliverability in California. This is pro- jected. The above systems are characSchneider, D. A. Rickert, and A. M.
jected to grow to 8% by 1985. Use of terized as open systems, as a certain
Spiekder ........................................ Free
fos4sil fuels for this purpose, currently amount of steam is vented to the air. Circular 673: Lithium in surficial maat 6 3 % , will decrease. Hydroelectric
terials of the conterminous United
The "closed system" being developed
power, currently at 24% will grow.
Smtates and partial data on cadmium,
by Magma Power Co. involves a heat
Other current sources of power include
by H. T. Shacklette, J. G. Boerngen,
exchanger, which transfers the energy to
nuclear (1.5% I and imported hydroJ. P. Cahill and R. L. Rahill ........Free
an isobutane system which runs the turelectric and fossil fuel-derived power
bines. The steam and water are directly MAPS :
(ll$%,).
1-810: Shaded relief map of Mars. 856
re-injected.
MF 431: Map showing ranges in probaMany major geothermal areas are
For any development of steam reble maximum well yield from waternear continental plate bound,aries; exsources in the Imperial Valley, subsibearing rocks in the San Francisco
amples are the west coast of the United
dence is a major worry. With surface
Bay region: Calif., by D. A. Webster
Stat- Iceland, Japan and the Philip.................................................
506
pines. Areas of geologically recent vol- gradienits of as little a s 1 foot per mile,
any subsidence could not only disrupt MF 432: Map showing areas in the
canism are frequently gwthermally acdrainage and the water distribution
San Francisco Bay region where nitive also.
system, but cause inundation of certain
trate, boron, and dissolved sdids in
In California, geothermal aotivity has areas. The whole area has been intenseground water may influence local or
been noted near Glass Mountain, Sur- ly surveyed and a series of bench marks
regional development, by D. A. Webprise Valley (which has been drilled, established to enable detection of any
ster .............................................. $1.50
Mono and Long Valleys (also drilled), early signs of subsidence.
MF 472 : Geochemical map showing disThe Imperial Valley (drilled), The Geytribution and abundance of arsenlc in
The Bureau of Reclamation has plans
sers (producing) and the Sespe Hotsilicified rocks, Goldfield mining disto
establkh
steam
planbs
f
w
power
genSprings. The latter is i n a m w i b l e due
trict, Esmeralda and Nye Counties,
eration in the Imperial Valley. The tail
to the faat that Condors and d'rilling are
Nev., by R. P. Ashley & W. J. Keith
water will be de-salted and piped into
supposedly not compatible.
......................................................
50C
the Colorado River to improve its saliniMF
4.73
:
Geochemical
map
showing
disGeothermal areas are frequently t y (about which the Mexicans have retribution and abundance of bismuth
noted on gravity maps since the p m c e cently complained ) .
in silicified rocks, Goldfield mining
of deep-seated magmatic rocks near the
district, Esmeralda & Nye Counties,
At the Geysers, between 1 0 and 15
surface will tend to create a gravity
Nev., by R. P. Ashley and W. J. Keilth
wells supply steam to each generating
anomaly. This is particularly true in
......................................................
509
plant, which produces about 110 mw. of
the Salton Sea area. However, steam
power. Plants have been completed at MF 474: Geochemical map showing diswas discovered there in a well drilled f m
tribution and abundance of copper in
the rate of about one per year. By 1980,
oil and perf'd into a steam zone. Since
silicified rocks, Goldfield mining dispower output is expected to total 1,m
then, batween one and two dozen wells
trict, Esmeralda & Ney Counties,
mw.
which
is enough to supply San
have been drilled in the area. Mmt were
Nev., by R. P. Ashley and W. J. Keith
drilled during World War I1 as a source Francisco.
......................................................
50$
of COz. Wells in the area are very high
Depl&m studies at the Geysers have MF 475 : Geochemical map showing disin dimdved salt content: as much as been made, but resullts are generally not
tributio,n and abundance of gold in
300,000 ppm. Some wells drilled since available. The Salton Sea area has resilicified rocks, Goldfield mining disWorld War I1 have been for salt. Most serves estimated to last 500 years.
trict, Esmeralda & Nye Coun'ties, Nev.,
wells in the area can be made tto flow,
by R. P. Ashley and W. J. Keith 508
Our thanks t o Mr. Lande for a most
either by swabbing or by bubbling in
MF 476: Geochemical map showing distdk.
interesting
nitrogen. One such well is intermittanttribution and abundance of lead in sily flowed and calcium chloride water
(Continued on Page 9)
DICK STEWART
recovered and sold.

RECOMMENDED
READING
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acramento

Drilling activity in the Sacramento
Valley appears to be on its way, and
fram all indications should mntinue
through the summer months. Thirteen
rigs are presently active in the valley.
Geothermal activity is high also, with
four rigs drilling in the Lake - S o n m a
County area.
9

+

e

The Sacramen~toPetroleum Association will h d d its weekly Wednesday
meetings at The Refectory, 2989 Arden
Way. The lunch and meeting will begin at the usual time - 12:30.
I

'a

a

Sacramento was recently the meeting
place f w the Geothermal Shart Course
sponsored by the Geothermal Resources
Coundil and the California Division of
Oil and Gas. The meeting was held May
7 - 9, and the program consided of a
presentation of papers by noted individuals throughout the geothermal field.
Plate Teotonics and Geothermal Prov i n c e ~Legal and Institutional Relationships, Field Performance and Well Life
Expzctancy, and Exploration Stratgy
were some of the topics presented. A p
praximatdy 170 people participated in
the course, with rqresentation fram
Hawaii to France.

House of Delegates are as folIo\~s:
Delegates 197475
Bill Polski
Howard Kinsey
Bernard Pipkin
-Uternate Delegates 1974-75
Curtez Hoskins
Butch Brown
Bill Bedford

m&ing as 4 a n the 4th Thursday
od the month at noon in the Anchorage
Westward Hotel. We've had some good,
interesting speakers over ad, but less
than the usual intellectual pugalidcs.
Probably everyone is saving up for the
AGS 1973 Symposium Saptanher 18,19
and 20. More about this later, but save
those dates. The subject is ''Resource
-s
~r
a
Development and Environmental ConAt noon an Jum 20, 1973, Roger servation". Several outstanding speakYoung Auditorium, the LABGS will ers have already committed, unique field
have Holly C. Wagner, USGS aMenlo trips planned, and we've even arranged
Park, California as peat speaker. The with the weatherman to have Fall that
title ctf his paper krill be "Geologic Re- week. This promises to be a real brushconnaissance of the Santa Maria Basin." cutting, gully-washing downpour of conTOM W. REDIN
troversy. And where else could vou expot to l e a n more about the -subject
than in the Environmental Capitol of
the World.
DICK E. ATCHISON
Alaska Associate Eldi,tor
Howdy Again Y'all:
And ,peetings from Alaska National
Park, hnvironmental CapLtol of the
World, where the moo.se, gaose, and
caribou play and not much else is goilig
April 12, 1973

NATIONAL

on.

TO: Affiliated Society and Section
Sorry about the record &ring of
reparts" lately. Guess it was just an off
President, AAPG
year for writing as well as leasing, shootmg-, drilling and pipeline building. We FROM: Daniel A. Busch
Alaskans seem to be enjoying a gizzard
full of chronic "Sierra Asproxmyeli~is", RE: AAPG Committee Appointments
which is an environmental malady caus- GENTLEMEN:
ing the natural resource economy, men,
The 1973-74 fiscal )ear of AAPG ac-s
e
and iron t o go to rust. According to the tivities begins July 1. One of the reThe Sacramenho Petroleum Associa- mass media, the most profound qualifi- sponsibilities of the President-Elect is
tion will hold its annual Golf Touma- cations t o diagnose the p r o b h and to make numerous committee appointment and Barbecue Friday, June 8, p r m r i b e cures are to be a c h e e c h a k ~ ~ments prior to taking office. In making
1973. The event will be held at the Yolo domiciled in the social a d environmen- such appointments, it is my desire to:
1. Have a wide geographic spread
Fliers CUub in W d l a n d . G s t s include: tal pollution-frm area south of the 49th
parallel and east of the Mississippi.
2. T o appoint an appreciable numGreen Fees . . . . . $ 7.50
S a much for the good news. Oncc
ber of the younew members of
cart . . . . . . . $10.00
again,
a d just a tad early, it is springOUT hsoociation.
Dinner (steak) . . . $ 6.50
time in Alaska . . . provincially known
In order to accomplish these two ob(in~ludestax and tip)
as breakup. This is when the ice and jectives, I am soliciting your suggestions
TERRY PLUMB
snow t u r n into mud and with any luck of names of individuals from your Soat all you find aU of the canine calling ciety or Section who, in your jud-gment,
cards piled around since Ootober. Ob- would be both capable and interested in
viously &me overlooked and down- serving. You might wish to solicit your
trudden are the problem. .%& osf a E x e c d v e Board and/or membership at
The following students were g u m of warmup hula for the W e r season. large for s u g g 4 c ~ n sand possible volthe oil industry at the last LO.BAn'geles Also during breakup tha roads and u m .
This is one of a number of ways to
Basin Geological Society luncheon at streets vie for the Chuckhole of the Year
Award, which is a gold plated bent make our n a t i o d Association truly repRoger Young Auditorium :
shock h r b e r ~ n m t e don a busted reaentative of the membership at large.
Seth R Davie - U.S.6.
spring. The &eats between my house Commhtee involvement, also, has been
Robert Rice - U.S.C.
and town seem to be particularly wm- h t m i d y a means of maintaing a resLinda Ssekims - U.S.C.
Richard Redfern - Cal State Uni- petiSive. According to most Alaskans ervoir of potential o5cer candidates.
the chuckholes are
by frmt
versity Northridge
Would you kindly send me your sugb b Countryman - Cud State Uni- heave, but one highway department gestions of names, and possible commithigh shot assues that &y are caused tea preferemas, by May 31. Appointversiky N&dge
Steven Van Wagoner - Gal State by studded tires and that <weshould go ments will be made shortly thereafter.
back to putting on and taking cvff chains
University Northridge
A copy of &is letter a& is being sent
The oil company boats were Texam, all winter. This &odd qualify him for to the Society News Letter Editors with
Shell, Signal, Standard, M~biland Un- honorary lifetime membership c m i d e r - the &ought that they might wish to pubd o n in several progreziaive mganiza- licize this call far voiunteers.
ion.
4
ti=.
Mean~rhile back at the ranch, th6 DANIEL A. BUSCH
The results of the recent LABGS election of delegates to the National AAPG Alaska Geological Society has been President-Elect
Q

GEOLOGICAL
REVIEWS
BMEkMENT TECTONICS AND
FOLD PATTERNS KINEMATIC MODELS APPROACH
In the study of fold patterns in relation to bamment tectonics, the e v i mental-model approach followed by
Mead, (300sand &as has been elaborated in the development of relevant
kinematic models. These models are
displayed in motion and have the advantage of arbitrary mechanical reversibility, as wed1 as the capability of sehowing
the effects of deformational influences
in both h e "before" and "after" stages.
In the application of model results to
field examples, the influence of transcurrent basement shearing is invoked to explain the development of extensively repditive folding over large areas of layered rocks. Thus, pervasive shearing,
rather than the application of external
lateral stress at a didant point, produrn
the widely distributed deformation. In
this context the kinematic models demonstrate "skin tectonics" and "wrinkle
folds".
Various effects in fold patterns can be
explained in terms of the varying ratio
of horizontal to vertical movement in
the :hear systems. If the resistance of
flexible layers to ductile compression is
considered, it may be demonstrated that
dilatational areas tend to develop at
points of maximum flexure, particuhly
at crests and troughs of folds. Gravitational stress then augments crestal dilatations amd depletes or prevents cozrresponding dilations in troughs.
If differential movements occur unevenly within a wide zone of shearing,
the effect will be relative reverals of
movement (or of sheer sense) that
would not n d l y involve any aclzull
reversals in h e direction of m a r i a l
movement relative to geographic c m r dinates. This circumstance would be
analogous to the manner in which a
body may undergo
positive and
negative acmlerationsl while maintaining
positive velocity.
The effect of relative reversals of
moveanent is equivalent to that of oscillatory shearing, for which the terms
"forwaml" cycle and c'reverseyy cycle
may be used t o describe the relative
differential movements. A s u m i o n of
oscilmlatims reaults in the superimposition of two' approximately orthogonal
defoimmtion allipsoids. The e l l i p i d
generated by the forward cycle maintains a degree of unrecovered strain m
which the cross-deformation ellipsoid
of the reverse cycle is then superimpos-

ed. This process is advanced as an explanation of cross=fold phenamena in
which dilatational maxima are located
at the t o p of domes which mark the int e r d o n of struotural cross-trends, or
which are aligned en echelon along one
particular trend. Where layers are steeply dipping as in an iscpclind sequence,
the cross-defolrmation effect is expressed
in the form of steeply plunging buckles
and "drag folds" with intervening tensional ruptures.
Block tmtonics may be simulated by
introducing discontinuities of shape and
v i d t y into kinematic models. In this
way, oscillatory shearing may be seen to
generate "intracratonic mobile belts" in
which successive shear cycles produce
r e e d increments of unrecovered
strain which are compounded within the
belt. This compounding gives the effect
of a deformation that is disproportionately large for the evident amount of net
movement between blocks.
The worldwide prevalence of conjugate systems of croesing shear zones or
cross-dislocations that lie in the quadrantal northeasterly and northwesterly
directions is seen as a result of accelerations and decelerati~nsin the rotational
movement of the earth. The effects may
be simulated in the appropriate kinematic model.
Presented to the Los Angeles Basin Geological Society April 30, 1973.
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lication with considerable interest.
Best Regards,
PAUL H. DUDLEY JR.
Guilty on all three counts. Your
"news" item was to be w e d as "fiUerY'
when space became available, which
happened to take a year. The printer
had set the type and was to use it when
needed. To usurp a now famous quote
- "Who you guys gonna kick around
when Karp is not around?" Just kidding.
h

r Editor:
While going through a period of
reminkence of my days with Standard
Oil Company of California (then Calco)
in Jackson, Mississippi, I ran across this
li7ttlep m by Bud Ogle which according to the details with it was originally
published in the Rocky Mountain Geological Society Bulletin. If you have not
published it previously. maybe the group
that reads the Newsletter would appreciate reading it. It certainly outlines
our woes as hard working ( ? ) explomtion geologists whose talents ( ? ) often
seem to go unrewardsd. I certainly enjoy the Newsletter.
Sincerely yours,
MAURICE FISHBURN
Geologist
~avalPetroleumReserve No. 1
Elk Hills
P. S. The invitation still exists to
come out and visit the "hills"
sojmetime.
~.
Bud's poem is certainly a clossic and
like many classics, much too long to
print. If our readers want a copy 1'12
be glad to send them a Xerox print.
Perhaps our new editor will have space.
Hope so.
- -

-

Recommended Reading
Dear Ed,
It has been a long time since our
paths c r d but since I note that you
dipped a brief reference to yours truly
in the May P.P.G. Newletter, I thought
that I would drop you a line.
Regarding the article on Page 5, this
ex-public relations expert doesn't know
whether to chide you first for being
about ten months behind on job assignmen- as I have now returned to the
fold or second, putting in an article
from the "recent AAPG Convention"
twelve months late or third, failing to
edit your text to reflect the fact that
Humble is now Exxon.
All kidding aside, I meant what I
said at the time and now as a geologist,
I have to live up to my own words. The
other obvious comment that might be
made is that many of us who have been
away from Pacific Coast for sometime
still retain our membership in the Pacific Section and read your excellent pub-

(Continued from Page 5 )
licified rocks, Goldfield mining district, Esmeralda and Nye Counties,
Nev., by R. P. Ashley & W. J. Keith
......................................................
504
MF 477: Geochemical may showing distribution and abundance of mercury
in silicified rocks, Goldfield mining
district, Esmeralda and Nye Counties,
Nev., by R. P. Ashley & W. J. Keith
......................................................
506
MF $78: Geochemical may showing distribution and abundance of mmdybdenum in silicified rocks, Goldfield mining district, Esmeralda & Nye Counties, Nev., by R. P. Ashley and W. J.
Keith .............................................. 50#
MF 479: Geochemical map showing distribution and abundance of silver in
silicified rocks, Goldfield mining district, Ekmeralda and Nye Counties,
Nev., by R. P. Ashley and W. J. Keith
............................ .
.
.................

504

(Continued on Page 10)
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Recommended Reading
(Continued from Page 9)

-

MF 480: Maps showing areas of potential inundation by tsunamis in San
Francisco Bay r e i o n , California, by
J. R. Ritter and W. R. Dupre ....$1.00
U. S. BUREAU OF MINES
(purchase from the Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. -20402)
Information Circular (IC) 8557: Offshore pztroleum studies. Composition
of the offshore U. S. petroleum industry and estimated costs of producing
~etroleumin the Gulf of Mexico. bv
L. K. Weaver, H. F. Pierce, and C.-J.
Jirik. 168 p., (1972)
JOURNAL OF GEOLOGY,
vol. 81, no. 2. March 1973
Deep earthquakes, surface subsidence
and mantle p h z e changes, by W. S.
McKerrow and R. St. J. Lambert.
Mounds in Lake Tahoe, California-Nevada: A mode1 for landdide tbpography in the subaqueous environment,
by N. J. Hyne. C. R. Goldman, and J.
E. Court.
The thermal effmt of a basalt intrusion
on fission tracks in quartz monzonite,
by Lewis C. Calk and Charles W. Naeser.
JOURNAL OF SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, vol. 43, no. 1, March 1M3
Petrdogv and &ratiera$y of the Epitah Dolomite (Permian) in the
Tombstone Hills, Cochise County,
Arizona. by Susan Patch.
Textural changes as an indicator of sediment dispersion in the Northern
Channel Island Passages, California,
bv .Tames S. Booth.

CALIFORNIA D.IVISION OF MINES
A4NDGEOLOGY

Map Sheet 19: Geology of the Lake~iew-Perris quadrangles, Riverside

NEWSLETTER
Bacif ic Section A.A.P.G.
P.O. Box 17486 Foy Station
los Angeles, California

90017

County, California, by D. M. Morton
...................................................... $3.50
WASHINGTON DIVISION OF MINES
AND GEOLOGY
Washington Geologic Newsletter, vol. 1,
no. 2, April 1973
Landslides: An expanding problem for
the Puget Lowland, by Ern& R. Artim.
ARIZONA BUREAU O F MINES
(Tucson, Arizona)
Bulletin 186: Geology olf the Virgin
and Beaverdam Mountains, Arizona,
by Richard T. Moore ................$2.00
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Professional Paper 689: Sedimentary
processes and distribution of particulate gold in the northern Bering Sea,
by C. H. Nelson and D. M. Hopkins
............................................
754
Professional Paper 698: Petrographic
and chemical reconnaissance study
of some granitic and gneissic rocks
near the San Andreas fault from Bodega Head to Cajon Pass, Calif., by
D. C. Rass ................................ $2.25
Professional Paper 714: Mineral resource evaluation of the U. S. Forest
Service Sierra D'emonstration Project
area, Sierra National Fore&, Calif,
by J. P. Lockwood, P. C. Batemian
and J. S. Sullivan ...................... $1.00
Professional Paper 738: Silurian Ngcwe corals of the Klamath Mountains
region, California, by C. W. Merriam
..................................................... $1.00
Professional Paper 742 : Characteristics
of estuarine sediments of the United
States, by D. W. Fdger ............$1.25
Professianal Paper 749: Distribution
of the Middle M o v i c i a n Copenhagen
Formation and its trilobites in Nevada, by R. J. ROSS,Jr., and F. C. Shaw
...................................................... 70d
Professional Paper 755 : Calorimeters
for heat of solution and low-temperature heat capacity measurements, by

R. A. Robie and B. S. Hemingway
......................................................

4m

Bulletin 1314F: Trace-element contents
of some plujonic rocks of the Sierra
Nevada batholith. by F. C. W. Dodge
. 55C
.
Bulletin 1377: Bibliography and index
of U. S. Geological Survey publications relating to coal, 1882-1970, by
Paul Averitt and Lorreda Lopez
. 75$
Circular 671 : A land-use classification
system for use with remote sensor
data, by J. R. Anderson, E. E. Hardy
and J. T. Roach. 16 pages ........Free
Circular 672: Ground motion values
for use in the &mic design o,f the
trans-Alaska pipeline system, by R. A.
Page, D. M. Boore, W. B. Joyner and
H. W. (loulter. 23 pages ............ Free
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
Geothermal resource investigations, Imperial Valley, California, January
1972. Developmental concepts.
CALIFORNIA D'IVISI0.N OF
MINES AND, GEOLOGY
Special Report 103: Trace elements in
the Plumas Copper Bel't, Plumas
Guntty, @alifo.rnia, by Arthur R.
Smith ........................................ --$3.00
Map Sheet 17: Geology and mineral
deposits of the M e d Range quadrangle, San Bernardino County,
Calif., by James R Evans ........$1.50
San Luis 01b:kqm Gravity Map, scale
1:250,000 (1971) ...................... $2.00
NEVADd BUREAU OF
MINES AND GEOLOGY
Bulletin 77: Geology and mineral deposits of Sauthern Nye County, Nevada, by Henry R. Cornwall ....$6.00
Bulletin 79: Erionite and other associated zeolites in Nevada, by Keith G.
Papke .......................................... $3.00
LUCY E. BIRDSALL
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GUEST EDITORIAL.. .
LOS ANGELES FACES
In April, 1972, Mayor Sam Yorty,
speaking in Bakersfield to the Independent Oil and Gas Producers of California said:
"Last year we saw the disappearance of reserve (oil) producing
capacity in the states of Texas
Louisiana, and it was then that
the bell tolled for the future energy supplies of the U.S. It is now
clear that the U.S. is no longer
self-sufficient in petroleum production (and therefore energy)
and must depend on foreign supplies in the absence of an energy
policy promulgated to stimulate
a resurgence in the domestic industry."
The former Mayor's interest in energy matters derives in part from what
was happening to the oil industry in
Los Angeles. He had noticed the departure of several large companies
from the City to more economic climes.
Superior and Signal had gone to Houston; Marathan, Mobil, and Exxon to
Denver. Now Shell is off to Houston
and Getty to Bakersfield. Only ARC0
has reversed this exodus. The departure of ihese companies and the decline of the oil business in California
since 1969 has meant the loss of more
than 8,500 jobs and a payroll of $300
million. The present outlook is that
current statewide oilfield production
will approach zero in less than 20
years, and the formidable property
tax base which yields $68 million in
property taxes annually will disappear as a result of the disenchantment
of the oil industry with California.
Now let's examine the effect of the
energy crisis on the everyday operatioa of the city. On April 5, 1973, the
Board of Water and Power Commissioners adopted a resolution declaring
it was urgently necessary to allow the
De artment to compete in the free
an open market for fuel oil supplies.
A few days before, the Department
had found that its traditional practice

!

THE ENERGY CRUNCH
of tendering its requirements in comBeing the corresponder and not
petitive bidding yielded disappoint- knowing yet who (make that whom
ing results. The Department had ob- since I'm writing from the BP buildtained only one-third of its requisite "gL is going to take Ed Karp's place
fuel supplies in bid tenders, and with- as e comespondee - I11 just aim this
out the halance the Department would epistol your way and hope it will
be forced to curtail electrical service ricochet in the right direction in time
in May.
for the September NEWSLETTER.
The h s t foray into the open market
First th;ug4 Ed Karp deserves a
produced one-half million barrels of hearty "much obliged" from the land
fuel oil at prices ranging up to $6.60 of long shadows for a job well done
per barrel. Since April, 1973, the De- and for stirring u the circulation with
partment has been buying whatever an apt verbal stic now and then. Also
it can find and now has s&cient sup- for not misspelling none of my Texplies to last into 1974. The highest acalaskanese. If he ever needs a recprice which the Department has had ommendation for a "Dear Eddie" or
to pay has been $6.85 per barrel or "Stan Meanders" column he can just
more than 50% above the previous give me a honk. While I'm passing
year's prices. One offer, not yet for- out bouquets, I'd also like to la one
mally made, was for a five year su - on the groups and individua s reP ~ Yof Nigerian low-sulphur
e sponsible for the success of the Na(not fuel oil) at $6.00 per banel, or tional Convention. The Alaska conalmost
a barrel more than cur- tingent wasn't very large, but speaking
rent impart postings on the Gulf for the fortunate few-we had an
Coast.
[continued on page 2)
On another front in City Hall, the
energy crisis was materializing in an
entirely different way. The City, in Opportunities
the conduct of its governmental function, annually uses about 12 million FOP Employment
gallons of gasoline to provide police
Jean R. Okel, Manager, Business
and f i e protection, sanitation, and
various other essential services. Nor- Development, informs us that the
mal practice, like that of Water and CLEM Corporation is searching for
Power, has been to offer gasoline re- eight or 10 qual%ed people for twoquirements in competitive bidding in year assignments in North Africa.
April. This year m Purchasing Agent
reported the receipt of no bids and his
GEOLOGISTSIRESERVOIR
bewilderment that su ply conditions
PRODUCTION
ENGINEERS
had changed so radica y.
Upon restructuring our specificaNORTH AFRICA
tions to make our requirements less
10 t o 15 years experience in oil and gas
production. Location - ALGIERS, with
restrictive and therefore more appealsome travel t o desert operations. Twoing to prospective bidders, we again
year assignments. Housing furnished.
offered our needs in competitive bidMarried status okay. Opportunities for
ding and still received no bids. We
early retirees. Send resume, or call:
next engaged in personal entreaties to
CLEM CORPORATION
our suppliers with no success. We
P.O. Box 2574
were told to apply for credit cards and
Palos Verdes Pensinula, CA 90274
buy our gasoline like everyone else.
(213) 377-9780
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[continued on page 31
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(from page 1)

elephant time and enjoyed ourselves
rhinocerosly. It was sorta like old
home week seeing booooo of the ole
Bakersfield bunch, and real old home
week seeing some Gulf Coast hosses
that I haven't swapped lies with since
bull-wheel and walking-beam time.
For those that might be wondering,
Doc Adams did recover from the goggle-e e strain ( Wahini bakiniitis ) suff e r d o n the return trip by Waikiki,
and Tom Wilson did get back to
Anchorage without going back around
by Chicago ( a week late, tho). Also
the dog that Ernie Lian escorted back
turned out not to be a wolfhound, but
since E m runs a home for lost, strayed,
and wayward cats, he claims all dogs
look like a face full of teeth to him.
Just for the record, and especially
for Lou Villanueva, we had an election and the Alaska Geological Society
Officers for the '73-'74 meeting year
are as follows:
John McKeever, President
Amoco Production Company
P.O. Box 779
Anchorage, Alaska 99510
Tom Wilson, Vice President
Marathon Oil Company
P.O. Box 2380
Anchorage, Alaska 99510
Margaret Erwin, Treasurer
U.S.G.S.
508 - 2nd Avenue
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
Tom Miller, Secretary
U.S.G.S.
1209 OTca Street
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
Also for information or orders regarding Alaska Geological Society
Publications and stray cats contact:
Ernie Lian
Box 2380
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
The AGC Nomenclature Committee chaired by John Leverson has
compiled a list oh over 600 Alaskan
stratigraphic names together with the
latest reference including an analysis
of the age, system or series, and area
to which the unit is assigned. I understand the USGS is nearing completion
of a similar project. Thomse like me
that can't tell the Ivishak from the
Itkilyariak or Kekiktuk without a programme, may address your inquiries

concerning availability of thenomen- EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
clatural list to:
Tohn Leverson
MEETINGS
APRIL 25, 1973
h a s h Division of Oil and Gas
The Executive Committee held its
3001 Porcupine Drive
monthly meeting on this date in Room
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
1005, City Hall, Los Angeles, CaliforJust happen to have time for one nia.
more beat on ye old Tom-Tom for the
AGS Symposium on Resources De- COMMITTEE REPORTS
velopment and Environmental Con- Legislative
servation to be held Se tember 18-20
In answer to the questionnaire
with Field Trips in e Anchorage mailed out by the Los Angeles Basin
Area the 17th and from Anchorage to Geological Society, members listed, in
Glenallen and Valdez the 21st and order o,f preference, the following
22nd. We are also going to have items as demonstrating a continuing
Moose season and the beautiful Alas- geological education:
kan fall colors that week too - the
1) Work in the profession
weatherman promised. If he goofs
on the 17th we will just start taking
2 ) Membership in a national
our weather from the Chamber of
technical society
Commerce. The array of speakers 3 ) Attendance at technical
outstanding, and the subjects - timely.
meetings
Unfortunate1 there remains some
4) Attendance at short courses
doubt that t e d e n t Jean B. Senand seminars.
tuer de Boue will be able to present
There was a big jump between numhis dissertation on "The Introduction
to the Ecological Signseance of a bers 1& 2, while numbers 2 & 3 were
Statistical Analysis of Alces amer- very close and may indicate that both
icana (Moose) Coprolites as an En- are of equal importance to. the members responding.
vironmental Index Fossil."
True scientist - that he is - Jean B
From comments accompanying the
was last seen departing with great returned questionnaires, it was obenthusiasm from an im romptu cri- vious that if too much time and money
tique with an Urms h r iiilis concern- were required to meet continuing eding temperament and more particu- ucational standards, many members
larly diet, at least that's the word from would drop their registration.
Sidewinder 4 long rings.
John Curran reported that the State
Reckon that about flanges every- Board of Geologists feels that no presthing up for this month except for a sure should be brought to bear to reY'all come.
quire proof of continuing education
DICK E. ATCHISON
as a requirement for reregistration.
At the recommendation-of President
Spaulding, John Kilkenny was apUNDERGROUND
pointed to succeed Tom Baldwin as
Advisory Councilor to the AAPG.
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WASTE SYMPOSIUM

An Internatiod Symposium on Planning and Organization
Underground Waste Management and
J. Kilkenny, Chairman, reported the
Artificial Recharge will be held in New following recommendations by the
Orleans from September 26 through Committee :
30. The meeting will focus on the dis1 ) A reminder of delinquency on
posal of industrial pollutants safely dues payment shall be mailed by June
into underground reservoirs by arti- 30th of each year.
ficial recharge.
2 ) The F i n a n c e C o m m i t t e e be
The Symposium, sponsored by AAPG charged
with the preparation of an
the USGS, and the I n t e r n a t i o n a l
operating
budget for the coming year.
Association of Hydrolo ical Sciences,
3
)
Commence
ap ropriate ste s to
will consist of eight tec ical sessions
ce of Presii;entand two concurrent field trips on a ) establish the
Elect,
b
)
establish
a
two-year
term for
Tuesday, Se tember 25th, the day beTreasurer, and c ) establish the folfore the tec cal program begins.
Additional information, housing ap- lowing as Standing Committees: Fiplications, and advance registration nance, Membership, Planning and Organization, Legislative, Publications,
forms may be obtained from:
Directory, Fall Field Trip, Spring
1973 UWM I1 Symposium
Picnic, and Convention Advisory.
c / o AAPG
4 ) Investigate and implement the
P.O. Box 979
establishment of a one-day symposium
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101
(continued on page 4)
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C oart

New officers for the Coast Societyto take office July 1- are:
President .................... .. Roger Hubbell
Continental Oil, Ventura
Vice President .................. Bob Merrill
of MerriU, Ogle, Babson & Wallis,
Consultants, Santa Barbara
Secretary ........................ Dick Stmart
Union Oil, Ventura (yours truly)
treasure^ .................... Nick Nicholeris
of Anderson & Nichderis, Paleo
Consultants, Ventura

The topic of our June talk was "The
Impad of Proposition 20 on the Oil
Industry." Art Spaulding was unable
to come, but Mr. Phillip D. Brown, an
analyst in the office of the Chief Legislative M y s t , City of Los Angeles,
filled in and gave a most interesting
and informative talk. Our thanks to
Mr. Brown. (A summary of Mr.
Brown's talk will be published later.)
The Coast Society will resume dinner meetings in the fall. Our weekly
informal Thursday luncheon meetings
will continue (see Calendar for dates
and location).
DICK STEWART

PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS
Executive Committee

Treasurer ......................
WILLIAM A. ADENT
( 2 1 3 ) 435-6681
Past President ........ ARTHUR 0. S P A U W I N G
213 485-2121
Editor ..............................
S. H. LRoLBERGER
(213) 3805830
Newsletter Staff

Editor ..............................
S. H. BROMBERGER
Assistant Editor ............
JOHN W. LIDSTROM
Membership Secretary .............. JUDY HUGHES
Associate Edltors

DICK E. ATCHISON
( 9 0 7 ) 272-5417
Coast ........................ RICHARD L. STEWART
(805) 642-0376 or 963-6404
Los Angeles ............................ TOM W. REDIN
( 2 1 3 ) 945-1221
Northern. California .... DAVID C. BUSHNELL
( 4 1 5 ) 894-0687
Nurthwest ..........................................................
Alaska ..............................

Sacramento ..............................

TERRY PLUMB
( 9 1 6 ) 482-6457
San Joaquin ...................... HAROW SUGDEN
805) 399-2961
Recommended Reading .... L U C J E. BIRDSALL
( 2 1 3 ) 688-2850
NEWSLETTER of the Pacific Section-American
Association Petroleum Geologists is published
monthly by the Pacific Sect~on.
aterial for publication and requests for previous copies should be addressed to S. H.
BROMBERGER TEXACO INC 3460 WILSHIRE BLM., 'L.A.,CALIF. 95010.
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Undaunted, we applied to the Shell
Oil Company for 5,500 credit cards
and were told they could not be issued
until a searching investigation was
made of the City's credit.
It was about this time that William
Simon, Deputy Secretary of the Treasury, announced a scheme for the vduntary allocation of petroleum supplies, and Mayor Yorty promptly dispatched a letter to Mr. Simon to
complain about improper allocations.
The essence of Mr. Simon's allocation
system is that those companies who
were historic suppliers during the base
period should once again be the City's
current suppliers. The City's problem
was that its current supplier was not
its supplier during the base period,
and, as a result, the City was being
rebuffed by all suppliers.
As in every fairy tale, help arrived
in the nick of time. First, Shell offered
the City two million gallons of gaasline spaced evenly over the entire
year. Then, in a gesture of friendly
cooperation, Standard volunteered
1,785,000 gallons in the hope that such
cooperation would prompt others to
do likewise. Ultimately Prince Channing, in the form of Standard Oil Company, agreed, in a gesture of extreme
goodwill, to make available 10,500,000
gallons at prices on1 a few cents per
gallon higher than J o s e of last year.
Now that the initial impact of the
energy crisis has swept over the city,
we have a breathing spell in which to
take stock of our future. It should be
expected that, along with all other
governmental jurisdictions, we should
be concerned with measures aimed at
both conserving and developing energy supplies. Such obvious objectives
as the adsption of building regulations
to provide better insulation and reduce energy waste and the usual programs for fuel economy are well within the grasp of the City to accomplish.
And, uniquely, the City of Los Angeles, which has permitted oil well drilling for years, has the capability of
fostering the discovery of new energy
reserves to ward & future crises.
Unhappily, public understanding of
the nature of the crisis in energy will
never be as swift as it was, for example, in the case of another crisis Pearl Harbor, 1941. Instead of wringing its hands or casting about for
someone to blame, government should
be engaged in more constructive action to eradicate the shortage. All of
which proves that Malthus was right
and that ignorance and superstition
are not always overcome by science
and skill.
ART SPAULDING

The Joint Central California Oil
Scouts and San Joaquin Society's Barbecue and Golf Tournament will be
held Friday, September 7 t h at the
Kern River "Lake Ming" go'lf course
and picnic grounds. God tee off time
is from 7 to 11 a.m. A donation of $5
is payable at the course. Call or write
Jerry Willey, Union Oil Co., 2700 F
Street, Bakersfield, Calif. 93301, (805)
324-6571, for golf reservations and
news about the prizes.
Refreshments and snacks by E. Edwards of Ferguson and Bosworth will
start at 3 p.m. for those who have
made their $6 donation for the steak
barbecue. The steaks, etc. come off
the fire, between 6:30 and 7 p.m. and
the sheep herders bread will be
washed down by beer, all for the
same donation. For barbecue reservations call or write the following barbecue chairmen:
Dale Rushing
Mobil Oil Co.
P.O. Box 2207
Bakersfield, Calif. 93303
805-327-1814
or
- Les Hemdon
ARC0
P.O. Box 147
Bakersfield, Calif. 93302
805-831-1600
[continued on page 5)

T H E PRESIDENT'S CORNER:
My hat is off and my heart is grateful to Past President Art Spaulding
and all who generously gave of their
time and energy in so ably guiding
the Pacific Section to new pinnacles
of glory and achievement. Theirs is
indeed a tough act to follow, but a joy
to inherit.
In assuming the awesome duties of
president, I am humbled by the stature of those who have preceded me.
I fervently hope, in accepting the
duties, responsibilities and honor of
this office, that I may be as steadfast
in devotion and capable in execution.
An organization is as strong as its
membership. In this I am blessed.
With your support, I look forward
with anticipation in the months ahead,
to continued success for the Pacfic
Section in this era of challenge and of
change.
K. B. "PETE" HALL
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
[from page 2)

and discussion session on a selected
topic with informal discussions among
students, industry geologists, and management.
Publications

Concerning the publications for this
year's Convention, Chairman Hallinger reported that we have six new
guidebooks, ranging in size from 32
to 76 pages.
Because of the poor response by
authors in sending manuscripts in time
for publication, it was decided not to
publish a selected paper volume in
time for the Convention. Instead, a
volume of California gedogy papers
will be prepared later in the year.
A report on the returns from the
Section's Questionnaire was made.
Most popular was the suggestion that
a Speaker's Bureau be formed. There
was opposition to Continuing Education Legislation but approval for the
formation of a Pacific Section Distinguished Lecture Series.

Daniel A. Busch, President
August Goldstein, Vice President
Bemold M. Hanson, Secretary 2 yrs.
Frank E. Kottlowski, Treasurer
Robert Gutru, Chairman of Home
of Delegates
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Legislative

D. Allen reported that the hiring of
a lobbyist is still under consideration.
He mentioned a number of bills that
affect the geological profession that
are pending before the State Legislature.
1974 Convention-San

Diego

J. Minch, Chairman, reported that
all plans are progressing on schedule.
The field trip will be to El Rosario to
visit the Tertiary and Cretaceous sections and will be either one long day,
or for those so desiring, two days.
Frank Kilmer, Humbddt State College, who originally mapped this area,
will be on the field trip. Some Mexican oil geologists will also be invited.

EOCENE STRATIGRAPHY
O F THE
SAN DIEGO EMBAYMENT
Fossiliferous sedimentary clastic
strata of marine, estuarine, and nonmarine origin crop out along the southem California continental margin between San Diego and Oceanside. Two
major transgressions and regressions
are recorded here by nine lithologically distinct rock units. Regional uplift
of the Peninsular Ranges and subsidence of the adjacent coastal platform and continental shelf area provided an environment in which these
sedimentary facies developed. The depositional cycle includes an early-middle Eocene transgressive event that
was recorded by continental shelf,
nearshore, barrier beach, lagmnal, and
deltaic deposits that prograde over a
basal conglomerate of early Eocene
age. A major regressive event followed
[continued o n page 51

JUNE 20, 1973

The Executive Committee held its
monthly meeting on this date at the
Petroleum Club in Los Angeles.
The Treasurer's Report noted that
$1,020 was disbursed in connection
with the reprint of Kleinpell's "Miocene Stratigraphy." It was further
stated, as per prior agreement, that
the SEPM will pay one-fourth of all
such expenses.
President Spaulding reported that
Sam Bromberger, with Texaco in Los
Angeles, has volunteered to be the
NEWSLETTER
editor. It was agreed that
the Past Editor, S. Karp, had done an
outstanding job and had stimulated
interest in the N E W S L E ~ R .
President Spalding, reported on the
Anaheim meeting, noted that there
was a $6,000 profit. Letters from Ian
Campbell and National President Wilson were read commending the Pacific
Section on a great meeting.
New officers of the PacSc Section
were present and introduced. Regrets
were expressed on the untimely death
of Jim Benzley, who had been elected
Secretary. New officers are:
Kempton B. "Pete" Hall, President
John A. Carver, Vice President
James L. O'Neill, Secretary
William A. Adent, Treasurer
The National officers were announced. President-elect Merrill Haas
will take office in July 1974. The officers for 1973 are:

James C. Benzley

Duncan B. Robinson

James C. Benzley passed away May
31, 1973, in Bakersfield, California.
His career in the oil business included three years with the Union Oil
Company, 12% years with Amerada
and 20 years with the Gulf Oil Corporation, first as Area Exploration
Manager in the Los Angeles Basin
where his efforts brought Gulf into
the Yorba Linda oil field, and then as
District Production Geologist in
Bakersfield.
His passing was a great loss to all
of us who knew him.
JOHN GATES

All Pacific Section AAFG, SEG, and
SEPM members were greatly saddened by the sudden passing of Duncan Robinson on July 9, 1973, at his
home in Whittier. Duncan, who had
been at Santa Fe Springs since 1966,
when he was transferred from Alaska,
joined the Union Oil Geophysical st&
in 1956.
TOM REDIN

PROGRAM

Friday Evening, Sept. 1 4 t h
Saturday, Sept. 1 5 t h
8:OO

-

-

Executive Committee Meeting

AM

9:15

Registration

9:30

Opening Address, P r e s i d e n t H a l l i n g e r

9:30

-

9:50

"The P r o f e s s i o n a l Geologist Today - What Direction?",
H. H. Neel, Consultant - Chairman Goals & S t r a t e g y Ad
Roc Committee AIPG

9;50

-

10:OO

9;20

D i s c u s s i o n Period

"The Geologist & H i s Obligation t o Society - The P r a c t i c a l
Aspects of P r o f e s s i o n a l Ethics",
F. L. Stead, Chairman,
E t h i c s Committee AIPG

-

Discussion Period
"Outlook f o r Developments i n t h e S o l i d Mineral ~ u e l s " , Robert
P. Blanc, Operations Manager, Minerals Explor., Getty O i l Co.
Discussion Period
"Independent and Consultant Geoloaists: Are They i n Business
P r a c t i c i n g Undiagnosed Bankruptcy, o r Involved i n an
Unacknowledged Hobby?" - B. A. Ogle, Vice-president, Merrill,
Ogle, Babson & W a l l i s , I n c . , P a r t n e r , Argonaut O i l & Gas Consultants
Discussion Period

-

Report on Division of Mines,
LUNCHEON - Speaker: '%hat's New
and Geology", - Wes Bruer, C a l i f o r n i a S t a t e Geologist
Sept. 1 5 t h PM
1:45

-

2:15

" S t a t e Geolopist Board Report on Current A c t i v i t i e s & S t a t u s
of Continuing ducati ion", - J. F. Curran, Consultant, Member
S t a t e Board of R e g i s t r a t i o n f o r Geologists and Geophysicists
Discussion Period
"Future Education f o r P r o f e s s i o n a l Geologists", - D r . Clemens
A. Nelson, P r o f e s s o r of Geology, U n i v e r s i t y of C a l i f o r n i a a t
Los Angeles
Discussion Period
"Geologists i n P u b l i c S e w i c e " , - Gordon B. Oakshott, R e t i r e d
Deputy Chief, Division of Mines and Geology
Discussion Period
Open Membership Business Meeting, C a l i f o r n i a S e c t i o n AIPG President Hallinger
Cocktails
DINNER - Speaker: "Energy Crisis i n California", - J. F.
Matthews, Jr., C a l i f o r n i a S t a t e O i l and Gas Supervisor

A.I.P.G.

TO MEET I N V

E

~

~

A l l g e o l o g i s t s a r e i n v i t e d t o t h e C a l i f o r n i a Section-American i n s t i t u t e of

P r o f e s s i o n a l G e o l o g i s t s ' annual meeting Saturday, September 1 5 , a t t h e Holiday I n n
i n Ventura.
The meeting w i l l f e a t u r e s t i m u l a t i n g timely t a l k s and d i s c u s s i o n s r e l a t i n g
t o "The Business of Being P r o f e s s i o n a l Geologistsq1. The f e a t u r e d speaker w i l l be

J. F. Matthews, Jr., S t a t e Supervisor of O i l and Gas, whose t o p i c w i l l b e "The
Energy Crisis i n California".

M r . Matthews w i l l be dinner speaker.

The meeting w i l l be i n t h e P a c i f i c Room of t h e b e a u t i f u l new Holiday I n n i n
Ventura, a few dozen s t e p s from t h e beach.

R e g i s t r a t i o n w i l l be from 8:OO-9:15

a.m.;

c o s t : $5.00 p e r person (wives o r s t u d e n t s , no charge f o r r e g i s t r a t i o n ; A.I.P.G.
membership n o t r e q u i r e d ) .
c o s t : $3.50.

Talks w i l l begin a t 9:20 a.m.

Luncheon speaker w i l l be Wes Bruer, S t a t e Geologist, w i t h a r e p o r t on

"What's New i n t h e D i v i s i o n of Mines and Geology".
c o s t : $8.00.

Luncheon i s a t 12:OO;

Dinner i s a t 7:00 p.m.;

(Free garage parking i s a v a i l a b l e ) .

If you make your l i v i n g a s a g e o l o g i s t , d o n ' t m i s s t h i s one!
t h i s one-day seminar and h e a r i t l i k e i t i s .
e u s s i o n a f t e r each speaker:

Plan t o a t t e n d

There w i l l be ample t i m e f o r d i s -

s o come prepared t o v o i c e your o p i n i o n s o
SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR PROGRAM

_ _ _ _ _ - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Cut
- - -Here
- - -.- - - - - - ADVANCE REGISTRATION FORM

A.I.P.G.

CALIFORNIA SECTION AEJNUBIL MEETING

Holiday I n n , Ventura,

C a l i f . , Sept. 1 5 , 1973

Name

Telephone

Address
A.I.P.G.

Member

Guest

*

ADVANCE REGISTRATION
(No f e e f o r spouse o r s t u d e n t s )
LUNCHEON SATURDAY NOON @ $3.50 each

PRIME R I B DINNER SATURDAY EVE. @ $8.00 ea.

*

Student
$5.00

Hake checks payable t o
C a l i f o r n i a S e c t i o n A.I.P.G.
Mail t h i s form and checks t o
Harry Whaley, Getty O i l Co.
Ventura, C a l i f . , 93001

Two f r e e d r i n k t i c k e t s given t o those r e g i s t e r i n g i n advance.

ABOUT THE A. I.P.G.
ENCLOSURE
Please note the enclosure concerning the annual meeting of the California Section of AIGP. The information was provided for Pacific Section
readers by the
AAPG NEWSLETTER
local section of AIPG in the ho e that
the meeting will be well atten ed.

f

LEDINGHAM RETIRES
We have received word from Pete
Hall that Glen Ledingham, the elder,
Vice President, Exploration and Production for Gulf Oil Co.-Asia has retired from Gulf and has set up a company in Tokyo. It is known as Ledingham Consultants Ltd. (Petroleum
Specialists.) Glen is President and
Representative Director and can be
reached at:
305 Azabu Embassy Heights-11-12,
Akasaka 1-Chome Minato-Ku,
Tokyo 107, Japan
Tel: 585-2322
GEOLOGICAL REVIEWS

.. .

[from page 4)

in the middle Eocene and is marked
by regressive lithologic counterparts
of the onlapping sequence. During
middle and late Eocene time another
transgressive-regressive cycle occurred as recorded by fluviatile, lagoonal
and nearshore deposits that form the
uppermost part of the succession.
Fossil coccoliths, mollusks and mammals occur in continental shelf, littoral
to lagoonal, and nonmarine parts of
the section respectively. The interrelationships between the fossils and the
trans gr essive-regressive rock units
have provided a key to the reconstruction of the Eocene palmnvironment.
In the lower part of the section an
artiodactyl fauna of Uinta B age is
correlative with a Domengine molluscan fauna and a Lutetian mcolith
flora. In the upper part of the section
mollusks of Tejon age, mammals of
Uinta C age and coccoliths of questionable Bartonian age are also time
correlative. These relationships show
that the middle-late Eocene boundary,
as defined by coccoliths in the Paris
Basin, falls within the Uintan "Mammal Age" (based on the fauna of the
Uinta Formation of Utah) and the
west coast (California) "Transition
Stage."
Abstract of talk given to the Los Angeles
Basin Geological Society July 18th, 1973.
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Gacrarnento
On Wednesday, June 6, the Sacramento Petroleum Association was
privileged to have as guest speakers
Mr. Emmett Hyde, Materials Flow
and Purchasing Manager, Western
Region, and Mr. Roland Bussell, Pipeline Operations Manager, both of Dow
Chsmical Company. A discussion with
accompanying slides gave the pipeline
route and gathering lines, present purcashing practices, inherent problems,
and future development for the system. Dow's main pipeline presently
runs north from its Pittsburg plant, 60
miles southwest of Sacramento, to
Davis, 12 miles west of Sacramento.
Future plans call for extension of the
pipeline to the north. Indications are
positive on behalf of Dow for purchase of future reserves and contract
negotiation.
Friday, June 8, saw Sacramento
Petroleum Association members and
guests gather at the Ydo Fliers Club
in Woodland for the 20th Annual SPA
Golf Tournament and Barbecue. Approximately 50 golfers participated in
the tournament. More than la0 were
present for the happy hour and dinner. The event was a tremendous success, although the golf scores weren't,
and gratifying to see new friendships
made, old friendships renewed, and
even a few "friendly" oker games.
Appreciation is extend to Mr. Jim
Cogbill, Chairman of this year's event,
and to all the companies and individuals which made donations to the SPA.
TERRY PLUMB
-----------

2

ANAHEIM HOUSE OF
DELEGATES MEETING
The potentially explosive meeting
of the AAPG House of Delegates at
the Disneyland Hotel Sunday, May
13th was effectively chaired by Herb
Davis. All Delegates had the opportunity to state their case and time
was divided equally between the pros
and cons of each item on the agenda.
All Constitution and Bylaws Amendments on the agenda passed except
Bylaw Article I11 Section 6 which was
retained as presently written.
The Slms Report recommendations
on Certified Petroleum Geologists was
partially implemented by changing
the Bylaws (Article X ) as instructed
by legal counsel. Motions for conditional and outright dissolution of
CPG's failed the two-thirds majority
by 14 and six votes respectively out
of the 108 Delegates present. Opposition to dissolution was light and smt-

tered except from the Gulf Coast and
Rocky Mountain areas. The Executive
Committee was directed "to establish
means of urYfying the professional and
certification matters of all geologists."
The AAPG with its membership of
over 15,000 still remains the major
obstacle to the uni£ication of all ggealrofessional matters. It is
apparent
Ogists
in at the need for uni£ication
is upon us but whether the membership recognizes this need and so informs their Delegates remains to be
seen.
J. D. TRAXLER
Chairman, LABGS Delegation
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The monthly Geology Seminar will
be held at Bakersfield College on
Monday, October 15th from 7:30 to
9:30 .m. David Anderson, Division
of
and Gas, Geothermal Office,
Sacramento will deliver a talk entitled
"Geothermal energy, its status and
potential" in Room 56, Science and
Engineering Building. There is no
charge for attending the meeting.
The continuing education program
of the San Joaquin Geological Society
will present a Geothermal Seminar to
be given the first three Monday evenings in November, the Sth, 12th and
19th. Meetings are from 7 to 10 p.m.
in the Forum East building at Bakersfield College. The price is $25, payable at the door. The lectures will
cover exploration, production and
legal aspects of geothermal resources.
Continuing Education chairman Don
Reynolds of Union Oil Compan has
arranged for this program andi Bill
D'Olier of American Thermal Resources, Inc., 5405 Stockdale Highway,
Suite 205, Bakersfield, CA 93309 (805)
833-1420 is the seminar chairman and
the person to whom questions should
be addressed.
The November 5th lecture is on
the hydrologic aspects of geothermal
exploration and will be given by Professor Paul Witherspoon, Department
of Geological Engineering, UC Berkeley. The following Monday, November 12, Professor William Brigham of
the Department of Petroleum Engineering, Stanford, will cover reservoir
engineering of geothermal production.
The November 19th session will discuss legal problems before the geothermal industry and will be chaired
by Professor Owen O l ~ i nof the College of Law, ~ n i v e r s i 6of Utah, Salt
Lake City.
HAROLD SUGDEN

0f

noble aims but which often in fact
im ede exploration, development, and
u&ation
of hydrocarbons. Unless
we find a way to live with these impeding forces, we are bound to fail to
increase energy supplies and, in turn,
provide more ammunition for those
who believe the oil industry to be
collusive and piratical.
As for question two, 1950 was a
New officers for the Northern Calivery
fine year compared to 1920 when
fornia Geological Society are:
one could hardly sell a barrel of oil, or
President ............ Charles E. Kirschner today when demand outstrips supply
Standard Oil Co. of Calif.
causing prices to rise. Other energy
WOI, 320 Market St.
sources are becoming competitive. In
San Francisco, Calif. 94111
California there has been a recent
Vice-P~esident...... Thomas L. Wright rash of geothermal drilling, and in the
Standard Oil Co. of Calif.
western states, coal begins to look
Box 3862
better and better.
San Francisco, Calif. 94119
Recall when tar-seep drilling, the
Secretary ................ David C. Bushnell anticlinal theory, and early seismic
Standard Oil Co. of Calif.
techniques produced bulges in the dis225 Bush Street
covery curve in California? They probSan Francisco, Calif. 94104
ably still are effective in some places
treasure^ ............ E. Vernon Stephens in the world, but now, in California,
the effective techniques are not necesU.S.G.S., Conservation Div.
sarily the old reliables, nor are they
345 Middlefield Road
readily available in college curricula.
Menlo Park, Calif. 94025
About 53 persons attended the June For example, consider modem CDP
5th meeting and heard an extremely seismic methods, revised reservoir interesting talk by Wendell Duffield stratigraphic concepts, current source
of the USGS. M e l d ' s talk was en- and migration theory. All are so retitled, 'Plate Tectonics on an Active cently evolved that the explmationist
Lava Cdumn," and was illustrated must adopt a progressive attitude and
continually update his education - if
with slides and movies.
he
is to be successful.
The Northern California Geological
Well, there you have it. I now flee
Society's April spring field trip was enjoyed by 45 persons. The two-day trip to Texas to escape any rebuttals.
With best regards,
led by Ollie Bowen covered part of
ART WELLER
the Mother Lode country from Jamestown to Colonia, with side trips to
Columbia, Murphys and Volcano. The
group stayed overnight at the famous
National Hotel in Jackson.
This is my last contribution to the
Newsletter since Dave Bushnell, the
We regretfully report that our ranks
new NCGS Secretary will take over will be further shrunken by Shell's
as correspondent when we get started impending move to Houston, Texas.
Of equal cause for concern is Union
again in September.
Oiler Mike Metz's transfer from Santa
HERB SAWYER
F e Springs to Santa Maria, California.
Mike has been the "bean man" at
WELLER BIDS FAREWELL many
of the La Mirada barbecues
In thinking about some parting re- over the last five or six years. He remarks that I might make, it occurred cently did an outstanding job as pubto me that some brief statement of the licity man for the National AAPG
themes which were worked into the Convention in Anaheim.
Anaheim Convention might do. To
The L.A. Basin Geologic Society
crystallize these, I pose three ques- was treated to an excellent talk and
tions. Wouldn't it be nice if:
slides on the "Geologic Reconnais1) . . . politics would go away?
sance of the Santa Monica Basin" at its
2) . . . energy economics were the June luncheon meeting by H. C. Wagsame as in, say, 1950 when oil and ner, USGS, Menlo Park. Judging from
gas supply and demand relations Mr. Wagner's slides of the USGS research vessel and his "scientific crew,"
were comfortable?
3 ) . . . exploration allowed that this is the only way to go when doing
relatively simple and proven ap- seismic and drop core work on the
proaches would remain effective? OCS. Mr. Wagner indicated the USGS
The oil industry currently faces would publish his report in several
public and private foes with ostensibly months. Students present as guests of
PAGE 6

California

the oil industry were: Judy Wiedenheft ( Cal Lutheran) ; Michael Pilson
(Virginia State); James Clancy (USC);
Kevin Knauss (USC); Jaime Gutierrez
(USC); Nancy Bollin (Cal State LA);
Sean Carey (Cal State LA); Stan
Keinzle (Cal State LA).
On Wednesday night, July 18, the
California State Division of Oil and
Gas and State Lands hosted a LABGS
barbecue at the Standard Oil Northam
Station. The guest speaker was Dr.
Michael Kennedy, Research Geologist,
California State Division of Mines and
Geology. The title of his paper was
"Tertiary Stratigraphy of the San Diego
Basin." Many of you missed a fine barbecue, talk, and discussion.
For September events, please consult Calendar.
TOM REDIN

Annual Picnic
The annual Pacific Section Picnic/
Golf Tournament was held at the
Valencia Country Club June 1st with
171 persons in attendance. More than
80 golfers braved the wld and windy
weather, 79 of them in vain since, to
nobody's surprise, Bob Lindblom hancarried the day. Bob (of Standar ) shot a two over par 75 for low
gross honors and possession of the
Frank Yale Memorial Trophy. This is
the sixth time he has won the trophy
since its inception in 1962.
We wish to thank each of the sponsors of the Picnic listed below. As in
the past, their support insured a successful function. Contributing firms
were:
Anderson & Nicholeris
Baroid Well Logging Service
Briles Wing & Helicopter, Inc.
Borst & Giddens Lagging Service
Burns Geological Exploration, Inc.
Byron Jackson, Inc.
Core Laboratories Inc.
Digicon, Inc.
Dresser Atlas
Don Padick Geolo'gid Well Logging
Ex loration Logging Inc.
Direction Drilling Inc.
Global Marine Inc.
Johnson Vebcity Surveys
Munger Oil Information Service Inc.
O'Meara & Rogers Construction Corp.
Pacfic Oil Well Logging
Reese Sales Co,.
Schlumberger Well Services
Strata-Log
Strata-Graphic Co.
United Geophysical C a
Vetco Offshore Industries, Inc.
Welex
BOB LINDBLOM & GENE TRIPP

&!

ifs son

Dear Ed,
You've done it again. Opened up a
can of worms. I was absolutely surprised and overwhelmed at the unprecedented accolade you gave me
and Andy Cline in the last issue.
Trouble is, what about all the other
unsung heroes of the Paci6c Section
far more deserving than I?
Frank Parker's story that I am going
into semi-retirement is slightly exaggerated. I am building a home for
that purpose in Cqinteria, but until
the price of crude oil and gas catches
up with the price of lumber, nails,
concrete, and labor, I must keep the
old nose to the grindstone.
It is public recognition like this that
makes the whole effort worthwhile.
My family and relatives were particularly impressed. I find words fitting
for the occasion hard to come by, so
I'll let Andy speak for me.
Yours,
SULLY

Don Weaver of UCSB has agreed
to supply us with a schedule of geological events t h r e . W e will begin to
include them in our Calendar section
beginning in October. W e would like
t o receive schedules of actiuities at
other schools within PPCs realm.
W e are also taking steps to implem n t Dorothy's second suggestion in
will be
the h e that the NEWSLETTER
poste%bn department bulletin boards.
Other suggestions from readers as to
h t h NEWSLET~ER
m y be made
more appealing t o younger geologists
will be welcome. - Editor.
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Professional Paper 766: Foraminifera
of the North Paci6c Ocean, by P. B.
Smith .............................................. 80$
(continued on page 8)
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6 COAST GEOLOGICAL SOCIE--TY. Luncheon, Casa de Soria, Ventura.
RECOMMENDED READING
7 SAN JOAQUIN GEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY and CENTRAL CALIU.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
FORNIA OIL SCOUTS. Annual
Professional Paper 486-J: GeohydrolBarbecue and Golf Tournament
ogy of the Needles area, Arizona,
(see San Joaquin Report).
California, and Nevada, by D. G.
Metzger and 0. J. Loetl .......... $1.75 13 COAST GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Luncheon. Dave's Deli, VenProfessional Pa er 646-C: Gravity,
tura.
magnetics, an geology of the San
15
AIPGCALIFORNIA S E C T I 0 N
Andreas fault area near Chdame,
ANNUAL MEETING. P a d c
Calif., by W. F. Hanna, S. H. Burch,
Room, Holiday Inn, Vmtura. AIand T. W. Dibblee, Jr. .............. $3.05
PG
membership not required. See
Professional Paper 740: Paleozoic and
enclosure.
Precambrian rocks of Alaska and
their roles in its structural evolu- 18-20 ALASKA GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Anchorage. AGS Sympostion, by Michael Churkin, Jr. ....9 0 ~
ium on Resources Development
Professional Paper 759-A: High-resoand Environmental Conservation.
lution seismic survey of an offshore 19 LABGS NOON LUNCHEON.
area near Nome, Alaska, by A. R.
Rodger Young Center. Dr. H. Gary
Tagg and H. G. Greene .............. 60e
Greene (USGS). "A recent geoProfessional Paper 433-M : Relations
physical investigation of the Oxamong radionuclide content and
nard Plain-Ventura Basin offshore
physical, chemical, and mineral
area."
characteristics of Columbia River 20 COAST GEOLOGICAL SOCIEsediments, by J. L. Glenn, with a
TY. Luncheon. Hoag Kong Inn,
section on Sand and gravel minVentura.
eralogy, by R. 0. Van Atta .......... 851 22 LABGS FAMILY FIELD TRIP
Professional Paper 433-N : RadionuclSERIES. Trip to Ventura-Ojaiides in transport in the Columbia
Santa Paula area to see early oil
River from Pasco to Vancouver,
fields and Cal. Oil Museum. BarWash., by W. L. Haushild, H. H.
becue at Torrey Picnic Grounds.
Stevens, Jr., J. L. Nelson and G. R.
$3.50 per person. Space limited so
Dempster, Jr. .............................. ..75$
earl with Roger
make re~ervatio~m
~ u b b d ~continentar
,
011, VenProfessional Paper 717: Geology and
tura or Bill Reay, Union Oil, Santa
ground-water characteristics of the
Fe Springs.
Hanford Reservation of the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission Wash., 26-29 UWM I1 SYMPOSIUM, NEW
by R. C. Newcomb, J. R. Stran, and
ORLEANS, LA. Discussion of
F. J. Frank .................................. $2.60
Underground Waste Management
(see article).
Professional Paper 729-A: Geology of
rocks in the northern 27 COAST GEOLOGICAL SOCIEpart of Ye owstone National Park,
TY. Luncheon. Olde Timer, VenCould you include University of
Wyo., by E. T. Ruppel, with a sectura.
California at Santa Barbara events in
tion on Tertia laccoliths, sills, and 29 LABGS LUAU. Sam's Seafood
the NEWSLETTER?
I would also like to
stocks in an near the Gallatin
Restaurant, H u n t i n g t o n Beach.
suggest that putting schod geology
Range, Yellowstone National
Cocktails start at 7 :30 p.m., buffet
departments on the mailing list might
Park ............................................ $2.60
dinner at 8:30 .m. (all you can
help membership and student parProfessional Paper 732-B: S c m and
eat), dancing
1 a.m. Informal
ticipation.
fill in Tujunga Wash - A fanhead
dress. $18 per couple. This event
D. SARNECKY
replaces Christmas dance. Contact
valley in urban southern California
Geology Department
-1969, by K. M. Scott ..................70e
Tom Manera, Signal, 213-427-7911.
Moorpark College

S

pre-Te~"l;
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rangle, Humhldt County, Nev., by
MAPS
R. L. Erickson and S. P. Marsh $1.00
MF 495: Preliminary geologic and
tectonic maps of Oregon east of the MF 508: Geochemical, aeromagnetic,
RECOMMENDED READING.. .
121st meridian, compiled by G. W.
(from page 7)
and generalized geologic maps
Walker
........................................ $1.00
showing distribution and abundance
Professional Paper 791: Oligocene
of molybdenum and zinc, Goldrun
molluscan biostratigraphy and pal- GQ 996: Geologic map of the Mayer
Creek quadrangle, Humboldt Counquadrangle, Yavapai County, Ariz.,
eontology of the lower part of the,
ty, Nev., by R. L. Erickson and S. P.
by C. A. Anderson and P. M.
type Temblor Formation, Calif., by
Marsh ............................................ 5 0 ~
Blacet .......................................... $1.00
W. 0. A d d i m .......................... $1.25
Professional Paper 797: Petrology of MF 453: Sources of emergency water U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE
the welded tufE of Devine Canyon,
supplies in Napa Valley, Calif., by (GPO, Washington, D.C.)
southeastern Oregon, by R. C .
D. A. Webster .............................. 5 0 ~ Building Science Series 46: Building
Greene .......................................... 65C
practices for disaster mitigation.
Bulletin 1332-D: Lithologic character- MF 471: Map showing landslides in
Edited by Richard Wright, Samuel
the
Pacific
Palisades
area,
city
of
istics of Pliocene rocks cored at Elk
Kramer and Charles Culver. Feb.
Los Angeles, Calif., by J. T.
Hills, Kern County, Calif., by W. M.
1973 ( Number S/ N0303McGill
.......................................... 5 0 ~
Berryman .................................... $1.U)
01100) ....................................
......$5.30
Bulletin 1357: Placer g d d deposits of MF 484: Preliminary geologic map of
U.S.
BUREAU
OF
MINES
(sale
items
Solano County and p a t s of Napa,
Utah, by M. G. Johnson ............ $1.25
by
the
Government
Printing
Office,
Marin
and
Yolo
Contra
Costa,
Bulletin 1369: Radiometric ages of
Counties, Calif., compiled by J. D. Washington, D.C. 20402)
igneous rocks from Pima, Santa
Sims, K. F. Fox, Jr., J. A. Bartow Information Circular 8575: Off shore
Cruz, and Cochise Counties, southand
E. J. Heiley .......................... 5 0 ~ petroleum studies - Historical and
eastern Arizona, by R. F. Marvin,
estimated future hydrocarbon proT. W. Stem, S. C. Creasey and H. MF 492: Bedrock geologic map of
duction from U.S. offshore areas and
H. Hehnert .................................. 3 5 ~ Bettles and southern part of Wisethe impact on the onshore segment
Bulletin 1372-D: The McHugh Comman quadrangles, Alaska, by W. W.
plex of south-central Alaska, by S.
Patton, Jr. and T. P. Miller ........5 0 ~ of the petroleum industry. (GPO
Stock Number 2404-01300) ........ 556
H. B. Clark .................................. 2 0 ~ MF 485: Preliminary geologic map of
Bulletin 1365: Geochemical reconnaisthe Austin quadrangle, Lander Information Circular 8557: Offshore
petroleum studies - Composition of
sance of the Santa Rita Mountains,
County, Nev., by E. H. McKee ..50~
the offshore U.S. petroleum industry
southeast of Tucson, Ariz., by Harald MF 505: Map showing recent tectonic
and estimated costs of producing
Drewes ........................................ $1.25
movement
on
the
Concord
Fault,
petroleum
in the Gulf of Mexico
Bulletin 1382-A: Chemical composiContra Costa and Solano Counties,
tion of naturally occurring fluids in
(GPO
Stock
Number 2404Calif., by R. V. Sharp .................. 5 0 ~ 01205) ........................................
$1.75
relation to mercury deposits in part
of north-central California, by Ivan MF 506: Geochemical, aeromagnetic, LUCY E. BIRDSALL
and generalized geologic maps
Barnes, M. E. Hinkle, J. B. Rapp,
showing distribution and abunChris Heropoulos, and W. W.
Vaughn .......................................... 4 5 ~ dance of lead, silver, gold and copper, Goldrun Creek quadrangle,
Bulletin 1382-B: Radioelement and
Humbddt County, Nev., by R. L.
trace-element content of the Ione
Erickson and S. P. Marsh ........$1.00
Formation, central California, by H.
MF 507: Geochemical, aeromagnetic,
A. Wollenberg and F. C. W.
and generalized geologic maps
Dodge ............................................ 30C
showing distribution and abundance
Circular 677: A review of benthic fauof mercury, arsenic, antimony and
nal surveys in San Francisco Bay,
tungsten, Goldrun Creek quadNO REPORT.
by F. H. Nichols. U) pages ......Free
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Vaci f i c S e c t ion

SAVE OUR COWS
Not long ago, I had occasion to
spend some time in the Shell Gosnell
core house on Ventura Avenue. As I
went inside, I stepped 10 years into
the past - there was the familiar clutter of core trays, UV lights, cut bottles,
and core description forms, all covered
with a fine layer of dust. What was
more important, the cores were in remarkably good shape. The cores I
needed from the Saticoy field had
been split in half, photographed, and
re-packed into cardboard cartons, with
their location in the core house noted
on an inventory sheet. Nearby were
'Ores
from Ventma
s '
Mountain, and other areas throughout
the Ventma
catalogued for future study.
I was interested in magnetic reversa1 stratigraphy of the Saticoy roducing section. Sure, the cores ad
been sampled for paleomagnetics
years before, but at that time we
didn't know that the cores had to be
thermally demagnetized at temperatures up to 300°C to remove the present-day magnetic field. And that illustrates the major concern I have about
the Gosnell core collection and others
like it around the State of California.
In my opinion, these cores are an
irreplaceable treasure of basic informationabout Californiageology. Many
important stratigraphic sections are
known only from the subsurface, and
if the cores from these sections were
lost, the only record that would be
preserved would be the old core descriptions, the washed samples, and
squiggles on electric logs. Many, Perhaps most, of these cores were described carefully, sampled for benthic
foram%permeability and porosity and
fluid saturation, even thin sectioned.
1s that enough of a record so we can
take the risk of such cores being lost
for future study?
The new technique of thermal demagnetization is only one example of

i

NUMBER 10

studies that can now be done that
were not perfected at the time the
cores were taken. We are now concerned about pelagic forams, radiolarians, and coccoliths in addition to
the benthic bugs. We can examine
surface textures of sand grains with
the scanning electron microscope and
study oxygen isotope ratios of carbonate cement. We understand much
more about the environmental significance of trace fossils. The list could
go on.
There are many pwsibilit.es outside
the oil industry, particularly in earth~quake-related
~
studies. The first steps
toward earthquake prediction have
been taken by scientists at Caltech
and Lamont who relate changes in
compressional wave velocity prior to
an earthquake to strain-dilatancy increase in porosity related to increase
in strain. Demonstration of this henomenon in the laboratory has feen
with samples of Westerly Granite
from New England. Why not do lab
experiments on strain-dilatancy using
cores taken from deep wells in California?
What's the danger of the cores being lost? I recently heard a horror
story of a company that had ceased
exploration in California and had announced plans for destruction of its
corehouse. There was a "core party"
and some material was salvaged by
other companies but the rest of the
cores were destroyed. This story, or
variations of it, has happened in California time after time.
The Shell Gosnell core house has
survived over the years because of
the dedication of a few Shell gmlogists who were around when the
cores were first taken and who realized their potential value for future
study. When the Shell Ventura office
was moved to Los Angeles, the core
house could still be looked after. Now
(continued on page 2)

S. E. P. M., Fall Field Trip
October 26 and 27,1973
CRETACEOUS STRATIGRAPHY
OF THE
SANTA MONICA MOUNTAINS
AND SIMI HILLS
The Paci6c Section S.E.P.M. Fall
Field Trip will be close to home for
many of us this year and we are looking for a big turnout. Field trip cochairmen Eugene Fritsche and Ivan
Colburn wish to extend a hearty invitation to everyone to join them on
this investigation of the Cretaceous
of the Santa Monica Mountains and
Simi Hills. The dates are Friday evening, October 26, for dinner and a
pre-trip orientation meeting and Saturday, October 27, for the trip itself.
Mark these dates on your calendar
and plan to attend. Pre-registration is
necessary, so send or call as described
below for your copy of the complete
field trip information packet. Do it
now!
The Friday night dinner at 7:30
p.m. will feature a catered, all-youcan-eat butfet at the California State
University, Northridge Banquet Room.
This will be followed by an orientation of the field trip led by some of
the people who have worked so hard
to make this trip a success.
The trip will leave by bus at 8:00
a.m. from the campus of Cal. State,
Northridge and will head south to
look at exposures in the Santa Monica
Mountains. Lunch will be among the
Cretaceous rocks in a park in the San
Fernando Valley. In the afternoon we
will look at outcrops in the Simi Hills.
Our able leaders and guidebook
contributors for this trip include A1
Almgren (micropaleontology ) , W. P.
Popenoe (macropaleontology ), Bob
Yerkes and Russell Campbell (structure), Del Tucker (stratigraphic correlation), and Ivan Colburn and Eugene Fritsche (sedimentation). The
field trip will emphasize the paleon(continued on page 4)
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(from page 1)

the Los Angeles office has been moved
to Houston, and most of the geologists
who participated in Ventura basin exploration in the days of extensive coring are scattered far and wide.
The Gosnell core house is a treasure house to some, but merely a lease
expense to the Shell production office on Ventura Avenue. And as oil
production declines, the production
office is obliged to cut costs, to keep
its lease expenses down to a minimum. What good is a warehouse full
of rocks when you're trying to cut
down on your overhead?
A good question, actually. Californians are fortunate that these cores
were collected as part of the search
for petroleum. But now that the oil
search has moved elsewhere, how long
should the o,il companies be expected
to pay for the storage oi cores they no
longer need in their business?
It's time for this job to be taken
over by others, and the cores made
available to the scientific community.
With this in mind, I propose that the
Pacific Section sponsor legislation to
assign to the California Division of
Mines and Geology (or, alternately,
the Division of Oil and Gas) the responsibility of assembling the core
collections from companies on a voluntary basis throughout the State.
This legislation should provide funds
for the storage and cataloguing of
these cores in a central facility, a core
library, perhaps at a military base that
is being shut down.
The Pacific Section seems to me to
be the logical organization to campaign to "save our cores." It is the
only organization I know of that contains within its ranks industry geologists who are aware of the cores and
of their potential signikance, and
geologists from governmental agencies
and universities who are aware of the
need for these cores in noa-petroleum
studies.
Save the California condor, save the
redwoods, now it's save the cores! Is
this something the Pacific Section
should become involved in? Certainly
the cost of core salvage is t r i h g compared to the salvage of endangered
species. I'd like to hear other people's
views on this subject. So would the
Executive Committee and so, perhaps,
would the Legislature in Sacramento.
BOB YEATS

California
The big news from NCGS is the
abdication of newly elected President
Chuck Kirschner, who has accepted a
position with Amoseas in Djakarta.
Tom Wright, having all but completed
his yearly duties as V.P. and done a
commendable job of it, will replace
chuck.
October's meeting will be a lecture
and open house of the National Center
for Earthquake Research at 800 Menlo Avenue, Menlo Park (2:30-4:30
p.m., Oct. 16). Current progress and
recent developments will be discussed; the tour will include the telemetry center, rock mechanics lab, and

the seismographs. Since a heavy turnout may force a change of lecture
hall to the USGS, a a l l to Ginger
Meese (894-0270) mieht save a t r i ~ .
On N'ovember 8, WE will have 6istinguished Lecturer Collin Wilkinson
s~eakini.ontheGeo1omoftheNorth
Ska h& at the luncheon meeting.
DAVE BUSHNELL
------------

Gacrarnento

NO REPORT.

Gan g o q u i n
NO REPORT.

SALINE RANGE AND VALLEY
The mountain rises abruptly from a
Sherwin stage Pleistocene lake valley
in California. Its rocks are folded,
mutilated and nearly spindled in the
afternoon shadow of Inyo Mountains'
11,000' peaks between Independence
and Death Valley.
Desert mountains defy perspective.
Distance measurements only become
apparent after hours of chasing the
objective. The Saline Range is much
easier to climb with the mind but not
nearly as much fun as with a canteen
over scruffy, crumbly and gritty outcrops.
An unbelievable volume of Plesitocene intrusives are wedged into and

around California's claim to Paleozoic
fame: abundant pre-Cambrian sediments supporting Lower Cambrian
carbonates dated by Olenellus trilobites.
There are taller peaks around but
none are more austere, dessicated.
High desert escarpments develop as
suddenly as dry air, sagebrush and
cactus.
Just south of Waucoba Springs, the
Saline Range fellfields differ from the
higher Sierra only in content of moisture and vegetation. Rattlesnakes,
owls, bristlecone pines, desert and
Sierra bighorn, and tiny Tule elk populations dwindle in the vicinity.
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Saline Valley and Range

CALENDAR for
OCTOBER
S I M I T I W I T I F I S
1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6

9-11 CONTINUING EDUCATION
SERIES. Union Oil Center Auditorium, 2:30-6:30 p.m. Dr. John
Crowell, University of California
at Santa Barbara. "Concepts of
Tectonics and Structural Geology."
$25 members; $30 non-members;
$5 students.
15 BAKERSFIELD COLLEGE GEOLOGY SEMINAR. 7:30 p.m. Science and Engineering 56. David
Anderson, Division of Oil and Gas
Geothermal Office, Sacramento.
"Geothermal Energy, Its Status
and Potential."
16 NOON LECTURE SERIES. USC
StaufIer Science Lecture Hall 100.
W. Gary Ernst, UCLA. "Plate
Tectonics and Franciscan Metamorphism."
17 LABGS NOON L U N C H E O N .
Roger Young Center. H. Gary
Greene, USGS. "A Recent Geophysical Investigation of the Oxnard Plain - Ventura Basin Offshore Area."
18 COAST GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY LUNCHEON. Hong Kong Inn,
Ventura
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25 COAST GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY LUNCHEON. Olde Timer,
Ventura.

CALENDAR for
NOVEMBER
S I M I T I W I T I F I S
1 C'OAST GEOLOGICALSOCIETY LUNCHEON. Casa De Soria,
Ventura.
5 SAN JOAQUIN GEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY Continuing Education
Program. Forum East Building,
Bakersfield College, 7:00 to 10:OO
p.m. Lectures will cover exploration, production and legal aspects
of geothermal resources. The price
is $25, payable at the door. Questions should be addressed to Bill
D'Olier, American Thermal Resources, Inc. (805) 833-1420.
6 NOON LECTURE SERIES. USC
StaufEer Science Lecture Hall 100.
Roger Anderson, Scripps Institute
of Oceanography. "Relationship
Between Petrology and Magnetism of Basalts from Spreading
Centers and Hot Spots."
8 COAST GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY LUNCHEON. Dave's Deli,
Ventura.
10 LABGS FAMILY FIELD TRIP
SERIES. Trip to Ventura-OjaiSanta Paula area to see early oil
fields and Cal. Oil Museum. Barbecue at Torrey Picnic Grounds.
$3.50 per person. Space limited so
make reservations early with Roger
Hubbell, Continental Oil, Ventura
or Bill Reay, Union Oil, Santa Fe
Springs.
13 NOON LECTURE SERIES. USC.
Stauffer Science Lecture Hall 100.
Robert V. Sharp, USGS, Menlo
Park. "Displacement Along the San
Jacinto Fault Zone."
14 LABGS BARBEQUE. Northam
Station, La Mirada. Harold R.
Lang and Richard Dreessen, California Division of Oil and Gas,
Long Beach. "Preliminary Subsurface Investigation of the Northern Margin of the Los Angeles
Basin."
15 COAST GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY LUNCHEON. Hong Kong Inn,
Ventura.
19 BAKERSFIELD COLLEGE GEOLOGY SEMINAR. 7:30 p.m. Science and Engineering 56. Gordon
B. Oakeshott, Division of Mines
and Geology, Sacramento. "California's Most Actively Changing
Landscapes Today ."
20 NOON LECTURE SERIES. USC.
Stauffer Science Lecture Hall 100.
Ted Reed, UCLA. "Stratigraphy of
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Crude Oil Composition and Sedimentary Organic Matter."
22 COAST GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY LUNCHEON. Olde Timer,
Ventura.

Change of Address,
Phones, for USGS
National Headquarters
Various units of headquarters elements of the U.S. Geological Survey,
Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C., are beginning to move to
the Survey's new National Center at
Reston, Va. By early 1974, it is expected that more than 2,200 USGS
employees will have completed the
move to the new $45 million facility
located on a 105-acre site about 20
miles west of the Nation's Capital. The
new Center permits consolidation of
Survey headquarters elements now
scattered in more than 30 buildin s,
some as far as 27 miles apart in t e
metropolitan Washington area.
The USGS Information Office, which
provides news media services, is scheduled to move to the new Reston, Va.
facility during the weekend of September 8, 1973. Please note the following address and telephone changes.
Because of many problems related to
the move, please be patient with ossible temporary delays in provi!ing
services.
Information Office
U.S. Geological Survey
National Center
Reston, Va. 22092
Tel: (703) 860-7444
During the move, and for an indefinite period following, the Information Office will maintain a liaison
office in Washington at its old location, GSA Building, Washington, D.C.
20244, telephone ( 202 ) 343-4646.
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Alaska
NO REPORT.

NO REPORT

X o r t b west
NO REPORT.
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tology, lithology, and sedimentary
structures of the rocks with discussions focused on their possible depositional environment.
How much is all this going to cost'?
You'll be happy to know that in these
times of idation, it's going to cost
less than many of our previous trips.
Guided trip with Friday dinner, bus
transportation, Saturday lunch, and
guidebook:
$11.00 to members, Pacific
Section, S.E.P.M.
$12.00 to non-members, Paci6c
Section, S.E.P.M.
Guided trip with bus transportation,
Saturday lunch, and guidebook:
$6.50 to members, Paci£ic
Section, S.E.P.M.
$7.50 to non-members, Paci6c
Section, S.E.P.M.
In addition, however, we are hoping this year to attract a large geology
student contingent to get them acquainted with our organization and
its activities. If you are coining on an
expense account or feel that you can
afford it, we are hoping that you will
agree to sponsor a student by providing his Friday dinner and Saturday
lunch. To accomplish this, all you
need do is add $6.00 to your registration fee. You will be notified of the
name of the student you are sponsoring and arrangements will be made for
you to meet him on Friday evening.
So what now? Choose the field trip
package from the above that best fits
your needs (don't forget to sponsor a
student), and send money (make
checks payable to PACIFIC SECTION,
S.E.P.M.) to A. Eugene Fritsche, Department of Geology, California State
University, Northridge, Calif. 91324.
In return, a packet listing all times
and places for field trip events and
motel accommodations will be sent to
you. OR call (213) 885-3541 and
leave your name and address with the
secretary in the Cal. State, Northridge,
Geology Dept. You will be sent the
packet and necessary preregistration
materials. Deadline for preregistration
is Friday, October 19.
While you're at it, why not add
$2.00 for membership in the Pacific
Section, S.E.P.M. This will save you
$1.00 on the field trip and entitle you
to $1.00 discounts on all our publications, including the Turbidite Short
Course Notes, the Miocene Symposium Volume, and our spring, 1974,
Cretaceous Biostratigraphy Symposium. National S.E.P.M. membership
is not necessary for Pacific Section
membership.

ECOLOGY COMPROMISE
NOT NEW
ECOLOGICAL and environmental
movements often verge on mass hysteria, with large groups of people influenced by professional leaders and
busybodies.
"Under these conditions there is little chance for reason or compromise
to make things work," says Frank A.
Morgan, consulting geologist.
There is evidence that the most
dedicated naturalist has always been
a compromiser when operating alone.
He has had to be reasonable to achieve
the necessities of life.
The caveman accepted smoke on
his walls to keep warm. He felled a
tree for fuel, deciding between the
beauty of the forest and his absolute
needs. Perhaps he needed the forest
space to grow oorn, or the tree to
build a ladder to his homa.
Later, the beautiful woods of our
eastern seaboard were cleared in
patches, a "tragic" compromise to
grow food and make roads. Strangely,
this became the American symbol of
a thrifty man, to clear a plot of land
to improve living conditions for his
family, to make a road for his wagon,
to advance from the civilization of the
stone age.
Later compromises with the ideals
of the ecologist have been gladly accepted in the name of convenience
and comfort. The kitchen has been
moved inside from the back yard, and
it now smells up the house. The toilet
was moved in later. The beds are now
in stuffy rooms, while the Indian preferred the air outside.
We sometimes wonder about the
Garden of Eden. Could a trail or a
garbage pit have been banned without a mass meeting - or a law?
In 1915 there was an activist committee in the mountain country of
California, whose purpose was to put
the Ford agency out of business. The
cars scared the horses on the roads
and there was a law.
Later, the same group fought the
adoption of the windshield; the glass
was too dangerous, and there was a
law. They objected to the installation
of "Fore-Doors" ( a trade name for
front doors) because the driver could
not make fast exit to chock the wheels;
later, the closed car for the same reasons, and there was a law.
They blocked the building of home
garages for the new cars because the
livery stables could more efficiently
service the transportation needs with
less ( ? ) pollution. The obstructionists

dusted off the horse and buggy laws
and the fight was on.
This was much like stopping the
Alaska pipeline b a 50-year-old rightof-way law on L e r a l lands! (If it
were not so serious.)
Why is it that our ecologists and
environmentalists, who are so practical when operating for themselves,
become so unbending when they organize into groups?
Is it the thrill and power of organization, thoughtlessly becoming a part
of the mob, with a gavel and a public
relations staff?
Or is it the less thoughtless politician using people for money and
votes, cashing in on the strange phenomenon of mob solidarity?
Or as stated by the Harvard professor, "Are they busybodies who,
under the pretense of objective study,
seek power by submitting their fellow
citizens to some half-baked scheme of
their fabrication?"
These are serious thoughts for responsible people, for the oil industry
and for all of our country.
FRANK A. MORGAN

Orville L. Bandy

Orville L. Bandy, one of the giants
of our time in micropaleontology,
died suddenly at the age of 56 on
August 2, 1973, from acute leukemia.
Orville received his B.S. and M.S.
degrees in geology from Oregon State
University in 1940 and 1941, and his
Ph.D. from Indiana University in 1948.
For the following 25 years he taught
at USC. Because of his recognized
professional excellence and immense
capacity for work, he served as a
member of the Board of Directors of
the Cushman Foundation since 1957
and served as President in 196667.
In 1971-72 he was National President
of the SEPM, and from 1967-72 was
Chairman of the Geology Department at USC.

arriving. Foreign oil currently arrives
on the West Coast via 100,000-ton
tankers. In Standard's operation, half
the cargo is unloaded at El Segundo,
There is planned an all-day family from whence the ships travel to Richfield trip to a number of the old his- mond. This is necessary due to the
toric oil producing areas in the Ven- shallowness of San Francisco Bay.
tura-Santa Paula-Ojai region on SaturUse of 250,000-ton supertankers
day, November 10. The trip is scheduled under the auspices of: the L.A. would decrease the number of ships
Basin Society with the cooperation of necessary to deliver a given amount
the Coast Society. It will be led by of oil and provide more econo,mical
Pete Hall and Ed Hall, and will take transportation per barrel of oil deplace providing there is: 1 ) sficient livered. An offshore unloading facility
interest; and 2 ) decent weather. Par- for very large carriers, properly loticipants should bring t h e i r own cated, could decrease risks inherent in
lunches. A barbecue is planned after- numerous smaller tankers using mnwards. For further details contact Bill gested port facilities.
Reay, Union Oil Co., 9645 S. Santa Fe
Tankers of 250,000 tons are 1100
Springs Road, Santa Fe Springs, CA feet long, 170 to 180 feet at the beam,
90670, phone (213) 945-1221.
with draft of 70 feet.
The details of our October dinner
Standard's proposal involves a monomeeting are not firm at this writing, buoy 14,000 feet off their existing Esand will be announced later.
t e r ~Bay terminal. The monobuoy is
The Annual Summer Barbecue of 40 feet in diameter and would prothe Coast Society, held at the Lago- trude 12 feet above the waterline.
marsino Ranch in Ojai, through the Dual 42-inch rigid lines would run
kind generosity of Mr. and Mrs. E. J. from the shore site to a point beneath
Lagomarsino, was attended by abo'ut the buoy: flexible hoses would con50, most all of whom enjoyed them- nect the buo and the ri id lines.
selves. As chairman, the writer wishes Hoses L.om &e buoy wou d swivel
to thank the Lagomarsinos for their through 360'. A tanker would muor
hospitality, Charlie Lee for his chef- to the buoy at the bow, thus leading
ery, Nick Nicholeris for the rather to the wind. The hoses would be conthankless job of handling the finances, nected, and ofloading commenced.
The ship would always be free to
and all in attendance.
swing into the wind or swell. When
The California Section, A.I.P.G. offloading is complete, the hoses
meeting, held at the Ventura Holiday would be filled with seawater and left
Inn September 15, was a great suc- floating near the buoy.
cess. Comments overheard by the
The onshore terminal would be
writer praised especially the excellent
built
in Toro Canyon. A 279-mile pipegroup of speakers. Ninety-six geologists, wives, and guests attended, line would be built to the Richmond
making it an outstanding success. Refinery, passing into the San Joaquin
Credit is due K. B. "Pete" Hall, Paul Valley, and roughly paralleling 1-5.
Siemon, Harry Whaley, and Jim
Why Estero Bay? Standard has
Saunders for an excellent meeting.
studied a number of other sites along
The first of the Coast Society's eve- the coast from a number of standning speakers addressed the group points and Estero is clearly the best
Tuesday, September 18, 1973. Mr. choice. First, slo e and bottom conJules F. Meyer, Project Manager, Sup- ditions are favora le. (A ship must be
ply and Transportation Dept., Stand- free to swing stem shoreward and
ard Oil, spoke on "A West Coast have maneuvering room on the shore
Tenninal for Very Large Crude Car- side; the water, on the other hand, is
not so deep as to make cmtruction
riers."
very costly.) Second, weather condiStandard has announced that plans tions are known and are relatively
for a dee water port facility are being moderate, especially as compared to a
evaluate$. An environmental impact number of other potential locations.
statement is being prepared, although Third, there are facilities for small
the final decision by Standard still boat support. Fourth, there is access
awaits the results of a feasibility study to Richmond via an established energy
now under way.
corridor. Fifth, possible requirements
The western tier of states, including regarding establishment of strategic
Alaska and Hawaii, presently rely on oil tankage would enable such tanks
imported oil totaling 500,000 barrels to be located in the San Joaquin Vala day. This is expected to climb to ley along the proposed pipeline. Fitwo million barrels bv 1980 when na&, this site is 18 miles remote from
North Slope oil is exp&ted to begin estaIIshed shipping lanes.
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Other potential sites include San
Francisco Bay (bar currently 55 feet,
would have to be dredged to 75 feet
plus rock obstacles removed; moorage
near Alcatraz would require a costly
steel island); offshore Gdden Gate
(only g o d moorage is in shipping
lane, t a r h would have to be located
in bird refuge or in precipitous canyon necessitating huge excavation
job); Port Hueneme (good tank site,
but moorage in Pt. Mugu Missile
Range); and so on.
A pipeline may be built to El Segundo from Estero Bay. (A recent
sto,ry in the Los Angeles Times indicating that Pt. Fermin is a prime site
was disputed; Standard does not consider it so - it is very close to shipping lanes leading to a busy harbor.)
A poll conducted among local residents near Estero Bay suggested that
only about 50 percent opposed a
"superport" in the area. Mr. Meyer
suggests that "superport" connotes a
meaning like the Europort, a huge
port city with heavy ship traffic, factories, e t ~This
.
offshore facility would
be practically invisible with one ship
at a time coming and going (there are
now three existing conventional buoy
terminals in the area); the onshore
facility would be nearly hidden in a
canyon. The facility would bring in
few new people, thus preserving the
rural aspect of the area. There are no
plans for a refinery: besides, local residents through local governmental
bodies would have to approve. The
facility will generate tax revenue. Preliminary results of the environmental
impact study now under way suggest
there will be little adverse impact on
the area.
Geological problems in building the
facility involve less bottom sand than
originally believed, plus protmding
rocks. This may result in problems anchoring the monobuoy. Anchoring will
probabl be done by drilling and concreting oles in the ocean bottom. The
fault pattern is currently being mapped. A steelhead stream in Toro Canyon will be relocated in its natural
state (no concrete channel). There is
an apparently inactive slide on the
south side of Toro Canyon which is
recognized and will affect plans. The
pipeline crosses the San Andreas and
other faults. This problem is recognized and will be dealt with.
A number of questions indicated
considerable interest in the topic. Our
thanks to Mr. Meyer for an excellent
presentation.
R. L. STEWART
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L A . GEOLOGISTS
TO HEAD SLATE OF
AAPG CANDIDATES

,

Distinguished geologists from the
East, Southwest and Pacific Coast
comprise the AAPG slate of presidential candidates for the 1974-75 year.
The slate is headed by two prominent Los Angeles geologists, John E.
Kilkenny, a vice-president of Union
Oil Co. of California, and Henry H.
Neel, a partner in the consulting firm
of Morgan, Neel and Associates. The
successful candidate will serve as
president-elect during the 1974-75
year and assume the presidency in
July, 1975.
Both president-elect candidates are
natives of California. Kilkemy was
born in Salinas and received his degree in geology from the University
of California. He is currently with
Union Oil Company of California,
serving as geological coordinator of
their Geothermal Division and as vicepresident of Philippine Geothermal,
Inc. Beginning his career as a seismic
computer with the Texas Company,
Kilkenny subsequently held positions
with Superior Oil, Olson's Scouting
Service, Pure Oil, and Chanselor-Canfield Midway Oil prior to joining
Union in 1951. He served as AAPG
vice-president in 1968-69 and was
awarded honorary membership in
1972.
Neel was born in h s Angeles and
graduated from Stanford University.
He is currently a partner in the Los
Angeles consulting h n of Morgan,
Neel and Associates. Neel's career began in 1942 with Tidewater Oil (now
Getty), where he rose through the
ranks from sample washer to Division
General Manager of the International
Exploration and Production Division
in Los Angeles. He left in 1962 to begin a career as a consulting geologist.
Neel has served on several AAPG
committees and was president of the
American Institute of Professional Geologists in 1970.
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BONUS WASTE
Payment of huge bonuses to the
F e d e r a l Government for offshore
leases "is little more than. a deadweight penalty imposed on industry,"
said Dr. Daniel A. Busch of Tulsa in
a talk to the Marine Technology Society meeting in Washington.
Busch, who is president of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists, said he preferred that his remarks be c o n s h e d in his private role
as a consulting petroleum geologist,
rather than his o&cial AAPG capacity.
Using the December, 1972, Gulf of
Mexico sale as an example, Busch
pointed out that $1.6 billion was paid
in high bids for leases.
"This $1.6 billion," he said, "if made
available to the iudustry through a
system of federal subsidy, would pay
the entire cost of 1,600 wells having
an average cost of $1 d o n each.
'With increased discoveries and production, the Government would be
likely to substantially increase its
'take' through increased royalties and
income taxes. These should far exceed the amounts surrendered through
subsidizing wildcat drilling."
Busch quoted Michel T. Halbouty
of Houston, well-known, geologist and
independent oilman, as suggesting
that the high, willing bids at offshore
lease sales be accepted by the Federal Government as "mrmnitrnents to
spend those sums in exploration and
development drilling on the awarded
b-acts."
Any portion of the bid money not
so spent would be paid to the Federal
Government.
"This recommendation," he said,
"would certainly stimulate offshore
drilling activity."
Busch described how Australia,
starting 15 years ago, sought to correct its deficiency in petroleum by
offerin to subsidize up to 80 percent
of wil cat dry hole costs.
"This subsidy was not automatic,"
he pointed out, "but contingent on review and approval by Government
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(continued on page 2)

On September 5, Mr. Burt Amundson spoke before members of the Sacramento Petroleum Association at the
weekly Wednesday meeting. Burt presented a very lucid and informative
talk with accompanying aerial slides
from the western Delta region in the
Sacramento Valley to the Temblor
Ranges in the C&ga-Bakersfield
area. A portion of the talk was also
devoted to viewing aerial slides of the
San Andreas Fault System, primarily
in the San Francisco Bay region. Burt
was employed as a geologist for
Standard Oil of California during
1951-1961. His subsurface and field
studies were primarily concerned with
the regional aspects of the Tertiary
and Cretaceous Systems in the San
Joaquin Valley. He is currently an instructor in geology at Sacramento City
College, Sacramento.
The Northern California chapter of
A.P.I. recently held its annual Golf
Tournament and Barbecue on September 28 at the Ydo Fliers Club in
Woodland. This year's event was
again a tremendous success, with approximately 50 golfers on the course
and over 130 oilmen attending the
evening ''happy hours" and dinner.
Thank you is extended to all the companies and individuals which made
donations of time and prizes to the
A.P.I.
On Thursday, November 8, 1973,
the Sacramento Petroleum Association
will present a lecture by Mr. Colin D.
Wilkinson, Regional Geologist in the
International Department of Phillips
Petroleum Company, Bar tlesville,
Oklahoma. The title of his lecture will
be "The Exploration, Geology, and
Potential of the North Sea." The meeting will be held at 8 p.m. in Lillard
Hall, Room 103, Sacramento City College. Mr. Wilkinson is a Distinguished
Lecturer sponsored by the American
Association of Petroleum Geologists.
TERRY PLUMB
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AAPG NAMES
COMMITTEEMEN

ciate Editor; Siegfried J. Muessig,
Committee on E n e r g y Minerals;
Henry H. Neel, Associate Editor;
BONUS WASTE .. .
The American Association of Petr& George P. Pichel, Industrial Advisory
(from page 1)
grnlogists and gmhysicists. This pro- leum Geologists has named the fd- Committee; ~ e r n a r dW. pipkin, ~ o u s e
gram has been so successful that Aus- lowing Pacific Coast area geologists of Delegates; Arthur 0. ~paulding,
tralia soon will be self suflicient in to posts as committeemen for the Committee on Environmental Chihydrocarbons, and their subsidy pro- 1973-74 fiscal year, President Daniel OgY.
Menlo Park: Robert D. Carter,
gram, will be terminated July 1, 1974." A. Busch of Tulsa announced.
Busch pointed out that a wildcat
Dr. Busch said that the following Committee on Stratigraphic Correlasupport plan such as that proposed list ccmsists of both elective
ap- tions and Committee on Preservation
by Halbouty, or the Australian plan, pointive offices. He emphasized that of Samples and Cores; George Gryc,
could be supervised by the U.S. Geo- the volunteer services of members at Associate Editor; Richard K. Hose,
logical S w e y without either tax the local level are essential to carry Associate Editor; John C. Maher,
money or outside federal spending. out the Association's many and varied House of Delegates and General Vice
"Industry's money would be recycled programs.
Chairman, Operations, Circum-Pacific
CALIFORNIA
Energy and Mineral Resources Conand spent to the best advantage of
ference Committee; I. L. Tailleur,
everyone."
Bakers f i e 1 d : Edgar K. Borglh, Committee on Stratigraphic CarelaHouse of Delegates; Louis F. Vdlanueva, House of Delegates.
Orinda: Donald E. Fissell, House of
Brea: Edward W. Scott, Research Delegates.
Co-itte.
Palo Alto: Stanford L Rose, CornCamarilla: Robert J. Hindle, House rnittee
on Energy Minail,..
LABGS Luau
of Delegates.
Palos
Verdes Peninsula: John N.
All of you who missed the first
Citrus Heights: Gordon B. Oake- Terpening, Committee on Computer
LABGS fall LUAU - EAT YOUR shott, Distinguished Lecture CommitAppliations to Geology.
HEARTS OUT! The 27 couples who tee.
Piedmont: Kenneth H. Crandall,
attended has a
The Hidden VilDanville: William Crain, Member- Industrial Advisory Codttee7
Delage room at Sam's Seafood Restau- ship committee.
velopment Council of AAPG Foundarant in Huntington Beach was really
Laguna Beach: Manley Natlmd, tion, and Chairman, Advisory Cornbeautiful, and colorful leis were given Marine
Geology
,
mittee for Circum-Padc Energy and
to aU couples. The delicious Luau
La Habra: Lawrence C. Bodam, Mineral Resources Conference Comb d e t was piled high with fruits,
chicken Hawaiian, and Bar-B-Qued BOY Scout Committee; J o h n E. mittee.
Research
George
Sacramento: James R. Weddle,
beef, and even those of us who went
back for seconds and thirds couldn't T.
Marine G e d % ~Committee Committee on Preservation of Samples
dispose of it all. The "Frank Nault and
Cornminee.
and Cores.
La Jolla: Joseph R. Curray, Marine
Group" played music that appealed
Sari Diego: Edwin C. Buffington,
to most everyone. The social hour Geology Committee; G e o r g e W. Marine Gedogy Committee; David G .
before the buffet, and the wine on the Moore, International Science Fair Moore, Marine Gmlogy C o b t t e e .
tabla were generously contributed by Awards Committee.
§an Francisco: Ian Campbell, Conthe following h s :
Long Beach: J. Douglas Traxler, k u i n g Education Committee; E. W.
House of Delegates; Stanley G. Wiss- ~ l l ~ ~convention
Ausburn Oil Well Cementing Co.
~ ~ t h Manager,
,
cirler, COn-mittee on Stratigraphic Car- cum-pacific Energy and Minerals ReB & B Pipe & Tool CO.
relations and Chairman, commission- so,
conference; L~~~~~~ W.
Borst & Giddens Logging
ers on American Commission on Sbat- ~
Byron Jackson Inc.
~
~chairman,
k
h~ ~ ~ d ~~ d~ - ~
t ~
Core Laboratories
igraphic Nomenclature.
visory Committee; Peter W. Gester,
Dresser Atlas
Los Angeles: James B. Anderson, Membership Committee and IndusExploration Logging
House of Delegates; John W. Bed- trial Advisory Committee; Earl W.
Geological Exploration Co.
ford, House of Delegates; Ray A. Hart, Committee on Preservation of
Gibson Directional Drilling
Burke, Industrial Advisory Commit- Samples and Cores; David H. PfeifFer,
Global Marine
tee; Ivan P. Cdburn, House of Del- House of Delegates; J. D. Weir, AsHeintz & Associates
egates; William H. Easton, Academic sociate Editor; Thomas L. Wright,
Midway Fishing Tool Co.
Advisory Committee; Donn S. Gors- Committee on Environmental GeolMunger Oil Information
line, Committee on Publication and ogy.
Marine Geology Committee; Donald
OM-a-Rogers Construction Co.
Sari Rafael: Donald L. Zieglar7
Regan Forge & Engineering Co.
E. Hallinger, House of Delegates and House of Delegates.
R. F. Smith Corp.
Membership Committee; John E. KilSanta Barbara: John C. Crowell,
Schlumberger Offshore
kenny, Distinguished Lecturer Com- Continuing Education Committee.
Strata-Log
mittee and Advisory Council; J. W.
~ a n t a Paula: Edward A. Hall,
Tryad Service Co.
Luckett, Jr., Division of Professional House of Delegates; D. E. Ritzius,
United Directional Services
Mairs Board of Certification; John R. committee on preservation of samUnited Geophysical CO.
McMillan, Industrial Advisory Com- PIes and Cores.
Welex
mittee; Ernest B. Miller, Indusbial
Stanford: John W. Harbaugh, CornWe are especially grateful for the Advisory Committee; William R. Mo- mittee on Computer Applications to
financial support of these companies. ran, Committee on Publication, Com- Geology and Committee on Convenheir help insured that d who at- mittee on Energy Minerals and Asso- tions; Richard H. Jahns, Industrial
tended had a good time. Thanks again! ciate Editor; Anthony E. L. Morris, Advisory Committee.
Committee on Publication and Asso[continued on page 3)
BILL HUNTER
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AAPG NAMES COMMITTEEMEN..
(from page 2)
Ventura: Ted Off, Committee on

Preservation of Samples and Cores.
Whittier: John E: Sherborne, Academic Advisory Committee.
Woodland: Sargent T. Reynolds,
House of Delegates.
ALASKA
Anchorage: Charles T. Barker, Ma-

rine Geology Committee; Lester D.
Brockett, House of Delegates; Willis
M. Decker, House of Delegates;
Charles R. Harrison, Committee on
Stratigraphic Correlations; Harry C.
Lee, Marine Geology Committee;
John A. Levorsen, Marine Geology
Committee.
College: Don M. Triplehorn, Continuing Education Committee.
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CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Charles E. (Chuck) Kirschner has
left Standard in 'Frisco for Amoseas
in Jakarta. New address: C. E. Kirschner, Amoseas Indonesia Inc., c/o P.
T. Caltex Paci6c Indonesia, Katakpos
No. 158 Jakarta, Indonesia. Future
correspondence for the Northern California Geological Society should be
addressed to T. L. Wright, Chevron
Overseas Pet. Inc., P.O. Box 3069, San
Francisco; CA 94119, since Chuck has
vacated the post as president.
John T. lsber has taken early retirement from t e Superior Oil Co.
and has opened an office as a petroleum Consultant in Houston. New
address: 2107 Winrock, Houston,
Texas 77027.
Formerly Vice-President of Marconsult, Inc., Robert F. Herron is now
working with Oceanographic Services, I&., in Santa ~ a r b a r i New
.
address : Oceanographic Services, Inc.,
135 East Ortega Street, Santa Barbara,
CA 93101.
Rather than face the overwhelming
res~onsibilitvas editor of the NEWSL~&,
ah h. Bromberger has
transferred from Texaco's L.A. office
to London, England. New address:
Texacs Prod. Serv. Ltd., 1 Knightsbridge Green, London, SWIX, England, 7QJ.
James C. (Jim) Taylor has left
Shell to avoid the move to Houston,
and is now working for the Oil and
Gas Div. of the USGS in Menlo Park.
Although Houston isn't bad, Menlo
is a hell-of-a-lot better. New address:
U.S. Geological S w e y , 345 Middlefield Road. Menlo Park, CA 94025.
Pho'ne (415) 823-8111, EX^. 2618.
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James I?. [Jim) Mayturn has
traded the microscope for the attache?
case and hat by receiving a promotioa
from Texaco's Palm Lab in L.A. to a
st& job in New York. New address:
Texaco Inc., 135 East 42nd Street,
N.Y., N.Y. 10017.

LABGS SHORT COURSE
The Los Angeles Basin Geological
Society recently completed its 1973
Short Course entitled 'Working With
California Tectonic Problems," presented by Dr. John C. Crowell, Professor of Geology, University of California, Santa Barbara.
In addition to a review of some
basic concepts of structural geology
and recent developments in plate
tectonics, Dr. Crowell presented an
excellent update of current research
in California geology and the manner
in which this new data relates to the
plate tectonic scheme of the West
Coast. Perhaps the most stimulating
section of the Short Course was Dr.
Crowell's s culation about the forh s Angeles and Venmation of
tura Basins as "pull-apart" basins and
how this theory applies to the petroleum potential of offshore Southern
California.
Despite the recent departure of exploration groups from the Los Angeles Basin, 52 people attended the
Short Course, a number nearly equivalent to last year's attendance. Our
thanks are extended to Dr. Crowell
for his presentation of a fine course.
JOHN HACKETT, JR.

%ee
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PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
The following Constitutional amendments have been proposed by Stan Eschner under the direction
of the Planning and Organization Committee. Underlined portions reflect proposed changes. By-Laws
have been added to clarify the duties of Standing Committees. Ballots will be distributed to the
membership in February 1974 with a final draft of the Constitution. Please address correspondence
concerning these amendments to the Editor before this date.

CONSTITUTION
PACIFIC SECTION OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS
Adopted: September 1924
ARTICLE I
Name
This organization whose area of interest comprises the Pacific Coastal
Region, shall be h o w n as "Pacific
Section of the Amaican Association
of Petroleum Geologists" and is hereinafter referred to as "this Section."

Last Amended: September 1973

Newsletter" subject to the approval of
the Executive Committee. Non-member subscribers shall not have the
right to vote or hold office but may
otherwise participate in all activities
of this Section.

ARTICLE 1V
Officers
ARTICLE I1
SECTION 1 The officers of this Section shall be a President. a Vice-PresObject
SECTION1 The object of this Section ident, a president- led: a ~ecretary
shall be to provide for discussion of and a Treasurer. The duties of these
subjects and problems coming within officers shall be those customary for
the scope of the profession and by their respective offices. They shall
such intercourse, to promote the ad- assume these duties at the Pacific Secvancement and aims of The American tion meeting next following their elecAssociation of Petroleum Geologists as tion as hereinafter provided. Their
set forth in its Constitution, by-laws term of office shall be for one ( 1 ) year,
and code of ethics.
except for the Treasurer, whose term
of
office shall be for two ( 2) vears, or
2
The
Pac%c
Section
is
a
SECTION
non-profit organization, and no por- until their respective successors are
tion of the financial assets inures to elected. During the absence of the
the benefit of any proviate individual President, the Vice-President shall asor member.
sume his duties. In the event of the
death or resignation of the President,
ARTICLE Ill
the Vice-President shall succeed to the
Membership
office and title of President. Should
SECTION
1 A member, in any classi- the Vice-President be unable to serve
fication, of the American Association in this capacity, the duties and title of
of Petroleum Geologists in good stand- President shall be assumed by (First)
ing shall be eligible for membership the Secretary or (Second) the Treasurer. In the event any officer, other
in this Section.
shall be unable to
SE@I?ON
2 Annual payment of the than the President,
his term, the Executive
dues of this Section by any person complete
Committee shall ap oint a member to
qualified above shall be a declaration fill
vacancv an assume the title
of Active membership in this Section. of the
- ~ l e c t , vice- president,
president
The Executive Committee may honor the accomplishments of one or Secretarv or Treasurer. In makine:
more members each year by designat- such a n appointment, the ~xecutiv;
ing "Honorary Life Members." Hon- Committee shall give due consideraorary Life Members shall be exempt tion to appointing a member from
the slate of nominees at the last prefrom all future dues.
vious election.
SECTION3 Other persons not mem2 There shall be an Execubers of The American Association of SECTION
Petroleum Geologists who are in the tive Committee consisting of the Presactivities of this Section, may sub- ident, Vice-President, President-Elect,
scribe to the publication of the Sec- Secretary, Treasurer, Retiring Presition "Pacific P e t r o l e u m Geologist dent, Editor of the "PacSc Petroleum

S

Geologist Newsletter" and one Representative each selected by such other
cooperating geological societies (including the Coast Geological Society
and the San Joaquin Geological Society) as are at any time approved by
the then existing Executive Committee.
ARTICLE V
Funds
S E ~ 1N The Executive Committee shall review the financial position
of the Section and have a current
financial statement available at each
annual business meeting. Annual dues
of the Section shall be payable in advance in an amount established by
the membership at the annual business meeting. The Executive Cornmittee shall not have authority to levy
assessments against the membership
and shall not have the authority to
increase annual dues.
S E ~ O2N The funds of this Section
shall be deposited to the credit of Pacific Section of The American Association of Petroleum Geologists in any
federally insured depository selected
by the Treasurer but not to exceed
the limit insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Whenever necessary, the President shall
certify to the authority of the Treasurer in administering such account by
providing the depository bank with a
notice of the Treasurer's election and
with a true copy of this Constitution.
The Treasurer shall have authority
to issue checks against the bank account so established, on his sole signature, but in the event of his absence or incapacity to act due either
to sickness or death, withdrawals or
payments by check may be made on
the signature of the President during
the continuance or the absence or inof the Treasurer, in which
event t e identity and authority of the
President and the circumstances re-

capacitn

lating to the absence or incapacity of
the Treasurer shall be c e f i e d to by
the Executive Committee if so required by the depository.
ARTICLE VI
Meetings
SECTION1 Pacific Section meetings
shall be held annually or at other
times on call of the President.
SECTION2 The time and place of
Pacific Section Business Meeting shall
be determined by the Executive Committee.
ARTICLE VII
Elections
SECTION
1 The President of the Pacific Section d The American Association of Petroleum Geologists, with the
approval of the Executive Committee, shall appoint a nominating committee at least three ( 3 ) months prior
to the business meeting of the Pacific
Sectio,n, consisting of five ( 5 ) members, two ( 2 ) of whom shall be past
officers of the Pacific Section.
The nominating committee s h d ,
each year, select two ( 2 ) candidates
for each of the following offices: President-Elect, Vice-President and Seaetarv. and everv other vear shall select
two' ( 2 ) canidates {or the office of
Treasurer. The slate of the candidates
shall be announced in the " P a d c
Petroleum Geologist Newsletter" at
least five ( 5 ) weeks ~ r i o to
r the election. ~d&tidnalnonhations may be
made by written petition d twentyfive (25) or more members of the Pacific Section in good standing, received by the Secretary within two
( 2 ) weeks following the publication
of the nominating committee slate of
candidates. The Executive Committee
shall have the authority to name an
additional nominee in case of necessity, to assure two candidates for each
office. Voting shall be by mailed ballot. The Secretary shall set a date for
counting ballots and shall mail ballots
to all members not less than three ( 3 )
weeks prior to this date.
SECTION
2 In matters ertaining solely to the business of is Section, all
active members of the Section may
vote. In matters pertaining to the official business and the selection of
business representatives or other officers of The American Association of
Petroleum Geologists mly active
members of the Association shall be
qualified to vote.
SECTION
3 This Constitution may be
amended by a mail ballot. Ballots concerning coi~stitutional amendments
shall be mailed upon the authority of

-

P

the Executive Committee or upon
receipt by the Secretary of a Petition
for Amendment signed by fifty 50)
or more members in good s t a n k g .
A two-thirds majority of the ballots
returned within three( 3 ) weeks following mailing to the membership
shall be required to pass any amendment.
BY-LAWS
ARTICLE I
Committees
SECTION
1 Standing Committees
The Pacific Section of The American
Association of Petroleum Geologists
shall establish and maintain the following standing committees:
a. Committee on Finance
b. Committee m Membership
c. Committee on Planning and
Organization
d. Committee on Legislation
e. Committee on Publications
f. Committee on Directories
g. Committee on Fall Field Trip
h. Committee on Spring Picnic
i. Committee on Convention
Advisory.
SECTION
2 Appointments and Tenure
The President shall appoint all committee chairmen and co-chairmen and
fill vacancies whenever they occur.
The committee chairmen or co-chairmen shall appoint all vice-chairmen
and committeemen for their respective committees. The Executive Committee may remove any committee
chairmen or co-chairmen. The chairmen and co-chairmen may remove any
vice-chairmen or member of their
committee. The term of office of a
member of a standing committee shall
be one ( 1 ) year. Chairmen may succeed themselves from year to year if
reappointed by each succeeding President. Committee members shall be
active members of the Pacific Section.
SECTION
3 Committee on Finance
The primary function of the Committee on Finance shall be to repare
an annual budget for approvafby the
Executive Committee. The Treasurer
shall serve as an ex officio member
and no other member of the Executive Committee shall serve as a member of the Finance Committee.
4 Committee on
SECTION
Membership
The primary function of the Committee on Membership shall be to encourage applicatims from quali6ed
geologists for membership and to review and act upon such applications
on behalf of and with the approval of
the Executive Committee.
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SECTION
5 Committee on Pnanning
and Organization

The Committee on Planning and
Organization shall be comprised of
past Presidents of the Pacific Section,
that can participate. Their primary
function shall be to assist the President in long-range goals and objectives of the society as well as in specific problems that may require their
backgrounds.
6 Committee on
SECTION
Legislation

The primary function of the Committee on Legislation shall be to advise of Federal, State and local legislation that affects the profession.
SECTION
7 Committee on
Publications

The primary function of the Committee on Publications shall be to
assist in securihg material for publication in the "Pacific Petroleum Geologist Newsletter." The Editor of the
Newsletter shall serve as ex officio
member and no o,ther member of the
Executive Committee shall serve as a
member of the Committee on Publications.
8 Committee on
SECTION
Directories

The primary function of the Committee on Directories shall be to annually update the Pac&c Section of
The American Association of Petroleum Geologists Membership Roster.
Compilatioa of the directory shall be
coordinated with that of the Society
of Exploration Geophysicists and the
Society of Economic Paleontologists
and Mineralogists and shall be formally published as mutually agreed
upon.
9 Committee on Fall
SECTION
Field Trip

The primary function of the Committee on Fall Field Trip shall be to
plan a fall field trip, and following
Executive Committee approval, program and carry out this activity.
SECTION
10 Committee on Spring
Picnic

The primary function of the Committee on Spring Picnic shall be to
plan a spring picnic, and following
Executive Committee approval, program and carry out this activity.
SECTION
11 Committee on
Conventions

The primary function of the Committee on Conventions shall be to
submit a convention plan, and following Executive Committee approval,
program and cany out this activity.
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
MEETING
OCTOBER 25, 1973

The Executive Committee held its
monthly meeting on this date at the
Holiday IM in Ventura, California.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
1974 Convention San Diego

-

Jahn Minch, Chairman, reported
that plans are progressing on schedule. All committee- chairmen have been
appointed excepting Contributions
and Program Ads. President Hall
stated he would prefer not soliciting
the oil companies for contributions. In
lieu of mntributians, encourage the
companies to let their personnel attend the convention.
The Guide Book, consisting of
approximately 80 pages has been
blocked out and will include an excellent map of the Cretaceous section.
It is estimated the mst d the Guide
Book without map will be between
$7 and $8, with map $10. John Minch
proposed printing 1000 copies. It is
estimated cost of printing will be $6-7
per book.
The Convention Committee requested an advance to cover miscellaneous expenses. The Pacific Section
Executive Gmmittee approved an
advance of $500.
Art Spaulding reported that in response to his polling companies have
indicated that the location of the 1974
Pacific Section Convention presents
no special roblems and company
personnel
be encouraged to attend.

,PI

Honors and Awards Committee

John Curran, Chairman, and his
committee have roposed Ken Crandall and King Hugbard f a the Sidney
Powers Award and L. Courtney
Decius for honorary membership in
the AAPG.
Spring Picnic and Field Trip

Doug Traxler will coordinate this
effort.

names, addresses, telephone numbers
and company affiliations of individuals
on pages the size of the current directory page. These new additions could
then be inserted in the back of the
directory. President Hall directed
Doug Traxler to follow throu h and
see if this would be feasib e and
economical.

California

7

The fall field trip to the geysers geothermal energy was led by Dave Cerkel and was considered by the 40 attendees to be as educational as it was
enjoyable. A spring field trip is being
planned -watch this cdumn for advance information.
Our next luncheon meeting will be
November 8 at Marconi's, 122 Battery
Street, San Francisco. The featured
speaker wil be Collin Wilkinson,
AAPG Distinguished Lecturer, speaking on North Sea Exploration. This
should be one of the best of the year
and well worth attending.
On December 11, we will be back
at the Leopard to hear Jules F. Meyer
and R. C. Erickson discuss "West
Coast VLCC Terminal and Pipeline,
Related, Aspects of Geological Engineering."
DAVE BUSHNELL

Fall Field Trip Committee

Dave Ford reported Eugene Fritsche
and Ivan Colburn are field trip cochairmen. The field trip will be held
October 26 and 27 and cover the
Cretaceous of the Santa Monica
Mountains and Sirni Hills. Those attending the field trip will meet at
Northridge College.
Core Depository Committee

Jim Weddle not present, but sent
word that California State, Bakersfield, will furnish land for a depository but a building will have to be
donated to house the cores. It is estimated it will cost $20,000 to $30,000
yearly to maintain the a r e depository. This money will have to be abtained from outside sources as the
College does not have any budget for
this proiect.

OAK RIDGE
Thrust into its present position south
of the Oak Ridge fault, the Ridge is a
series of hills rising to 2500 feet and
forming the southern boundary of the
Santa Clara Valley. These are the last
seaward r m a n t s of the San GabrielSanta Susanna chain.
The Ridge drops into the obscurity
of the Oxnard Plain at South Mountain, West Mountain and Saticoy Oil
Fields just a few blocks from the California Oil Museum in Santa Paula.
Oak Ridge is a linear surface expression of at least eight anticlinal oil
fields, most of which are very appar-

ent on surfaoe mam. These were slowly explored and &elaped from 1889
to 1947.
Much more than 275 million barrels of medium gravity oil and 250
million cubic feet d gas have been
produced from the Oak Ridge fields
from Pliocene, Miocene, Oligocene,
and Eocene reservoirs, with a lion's
share from Sespe.
The Santa Clara River closely follows the Oak Ridge Thrust Fault; both
meet the Paci6c Ocean near Montalvo.
The thrust continues in the subsurl
face of the Santa Barbara C h a ~ e for
many miles to the west.

Finance Committee

Jack Clare will continue as chairman with Bill Bedford and Don Halli n g a assisting.
Plans and Organization Committee

Art Spaulding reported this comrnittee 6oasists -of seven past presidents. Formed last vear. the committee's purpose is to ;evi;?w the structure and goals of the Paci6c Section
and to recommend to the Executive
Gommittee any reorganization or restructuring it may deem necessary.
Directory Committee

It was pro osed that the directory
be updated y printing changes in
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ceive the individual continuing education the need, and that they appose man atory programs.
Members of the geological profession should keep alert for adverse
legislation that might be introduced
regarding "continuing education" - or
"voluntary certification" and kill it.
WILLIAM W. PORTER II
(This letter has been condensed from
a more extensive analysis submitted
by Mr. Porter based on Senate Committee on Bminess and Profession Report on Continuing Education, March
21, 1973. Copies o f his complete text
will be made availubb b y the Editor,
Pacific Section Newsletter o n request.)

d

WHY STATE-REQUIRED
"CONTINUING EDUCATION
PROGRAMS WON'T WORK
State-required "continuing education" for licensed members of the
learned professions is impractical and
undesirame, primarily because the
whole idea is based on a false premise. Exciting and proposed continuing
education requirements are based on
extensions of the pedagogic method.
Traditionally, licensing agencies have
given guidance to juniors coming into
the professions. But licensees mature
and become experts in diversified specialties. The false premise is that the
teacher-pupil relationship implicit in a
continuing education program can be
successfuhy applied to advanced practitioners whose competence in their
own specialties, equals or exceeds the
competence of licensing agencies. Obviously, the pedagogic method no
longer applies; and no other compulsory method is in use, or known. The
idea that a Board that quali£ied the
juniors, or any other Board, can supply
lifetime required educational guidance to mature experts is patently absurd. It is doubtful that Board members, tops in their own specialty, could
even prescribe for each other.
If the pedagogic method - "courses"
and seminars - now governing pharmacists at a cost of $50 per year per
person, is imposed by the legislature
on the potential m e million licensees,
a $50 million per year bureaucracy of
"instructors" would be established,
mainly at consumers' expense, and of
dubious competence.
The evils of geographic maldistribution would discriminate in favor of
those choosing to work and live near
sites of compulsory ''courses," and
would deny less accessible areas the
needed talent.
The arguments above also apply
against "voluntary" specialty certification which was specifically recommended to the last legislature. There
is too much risk to the consumer that
the wrocg people might get "certif3ed"
for certain jobs.
Wilferd W. Peak, President, State
Board of Registration for Geologists,
in his letter of Mz.y 10, 1972 to the
California Senate Committee on Business and Professions, explained clearly that geologists now voluntarily re-
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Science and Engineering 56. Dr.
Robert L. Wesson, USGS. "Prmp c t s for Earthquake Prediction in
California."
18 NOON LECTURE SERIES. USC
Stauffer Science Lecture Hall 100.
Norman Silberling, Stanford University. "Development of a Triassic Time Scale: a Paleogeographic
and Sedimentologic Problem."
19 LABGS NOON LUNCHEON.
Rod er Young Center. Dr. P. J.
Fisc er, Professor Calif. State University at Northridge. "Submarine
Canyons Off the Hawaiian Islands ."
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CALENDAR for
NOVEMBER
S I M I T I W I T I F I S

I

I

l1I2l3

I

14 LABGS BARBEQUE. Northam
Station, La Mirada. Harold R.
Lang and Richard Dreessen, California Division of Oil and Gas,
Long Beach. "Preliminary Subsurface Investination of the Northern Margin or the Los Angeles
Basin."
15 COAST GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY LUNCHEON. Hong Kong Inn,
Ventura.
19 BAKERSFIELD COLLEGE GEOLOGY SEMINAR. 7:30 p.m. Science and Engineering 56. Gordon
B. Oakeshott, Division of Mines
and Geology, Sacramento. "California's Most Actively Changing
Landscapes Today."
20 NOON LECTURE SERIZS. USC.
Stauffer Science Lecture Hall 100.
Ted Reed, UCLA. "Stratigra hy of
Crude Oil Composition a n 8 ~ e d i mentary Organic Matter."
22 COAST GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY LUNCHEON. Olde Timer,
Ventura.
26 GEOLOGY SPEAKERS FORUM.
Cal State, L.A. Physical Science
158,4 p.m. Ken Puchlik, Laurence
Livermore Laboratory. "Geology
of the AEC Nevada Test Site."

CALENDAR for
DECEMBER
S l M l T l W l T l F l S

I

l

I

1

I

I

1

4 NOON LECTURE SERIES. USC
Stauffer Science Lecture Hall 100.
Gordon Gastil, California State
University, San Diego. "Tectonics
of Southern Baja California."
17 BAKERSFIELD COLLEGE GEOLOGY SEMINAR. 7:30 p.m.

NO REPORT.

-

G oart

NO REPORT.

--
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R E C O M M E N D E D READING
CALIFORNIA GEOLOGY, vol. 26,
No. 7, July 1973. Pleistocene Lake
San Benito, by Olaf. Jenkins Probe
of global tectonics.
CALIFORNIA DIVISION OF
MINES AND GEOLOGY (Mail
orders: P.O. Box 2980, Sacramento
95814)
Death Valley Sheet, Geologic Map of
Calif. (reprint) ........................ $1.50
Kingman Sheet, Geologic Map of
Calif. (reprint) ........................ $1.50
San Francisco Sheet, Geologic Map of
Calif. (reprint) ........................ $1.50
Santa Ana Sheet, Geologic Map of
Calif. (reprint) ........................ $1.50
Weed Sheet, Bouguer Gravity Map of
California. Scale 1:250,000 ......$2.00
Special Publication 39: Earthquakes.
Be preparedl When the earth
quakes-you can reduce the danger,
by William B. Clark and Carl J.
Hague ............................................ 1 0 ~
STATE OF WASHINGTON, DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION OF MINES
AND GEOLOGY (Olympia, Washington, 80504)
Directory of Mining Operations, 197172 .................................................. Free
Information Circular 47: Geology in
land use planning; some guidelines
for the Puget Lowland, by Erest R.
Artim .......................................... Free
Information Circular 49: Conconully
Mining District of Okanogan County, Washington ......................... Free
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Reprint 11: The search for hot rocks,
geothermal exploration, Northwest,
by J. Eric Schuster ....................Free
Open File Report (inspection only):
The preliminary geologic map of
the Southern Cascade Range, Washington, by Paul E. Hammond.
(Note: copies deposited at Calif.
Division of Oil and Gas, 1416 Ninth
St., Sacramento; and at the Oregon
Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries, 1069 State Office Bldg.,
Portland )
ARIZONA BUREAU O F MINES
Bulletin 186: Geology of the Virgin
and Beaverdam Mountains, by Richard T. Moore ............................ $2.00
NEVADA BUREAU OF MINES
AND GEOLOGY
Bulletin 78: Geology and mineral deposits of Esmeralda County, Nevada, by J. P. Albers and J. H.
Stewart ...................................... $6.00
Bulletin 80: Geology of the Granite
Complex of the EldorLdo Newberry, and Northern Dead Mountains;
Clark County, Nevada, by Alexis
Volborth ...................................... $4.00
Bulletin 82: Forecast for the future Minerals, by Arthur Baker 111, N. L.
Archbold and W. J. Stoll ..........$4.00
Map 44: Moddied geologic map of
Nevada, by N. L. Archbdd ....$2.00
Ma 45: Reconnaissance geologic map
o the McCullough Range and ad'acent areas, Clark County, Neva a,
by Edward C. Bingler and Harold
F. Bonham, Jr. .......................... $2.50
Map 46: Industrial mineral deposits
of Nevada, by Keith G. Papke $2.00
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AM-

f

NEWSLETTER
Pacific Section A.A.P.G.
P.O. Box 17486 Foy Station
Los Angeles, California 90017

d

ERICA BULLETIN, vol. 84, no. 7,
July 1973
Crustal and upper mantle structure of
the central Aleutian Arc, by John A.
Grow
Origin of Iherzolite inclusions in the
Malapai Hill basalt, Joshua Tree
National Monument, California, by
Robert J. Stull and Kent McMillan
Rice Valley Outlier - New sequence
of Cretaceous-Paleocene strata in
North Coast Ranges, California, by
James 0. Berkland
Submarine Bench at 5M, Ohau, Hawaii, by W. H. Easton
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA BULLETIN, vol. 84, no. 8,
August 1973
Eclogites from Southwestern Oregon,
by Edward D. Ghent and Robert
G. Coleman
Character and chronology of basin development, western margin of the
Basin and Range Province, by
Charles M. Gilbert and Mitchell W.
Reynolds
Alaska-Aleutian Range batholith: Geochronolgy, chemistry, and relation
to circum-PacSc plutonism, by
Bruce L. Reed and Marvin A. Lanphere
Mono Craters, California: A new interpretation. of the eruptive sequence, by Eugene I. Smith
Map parameters for correlation of marine terraces in California, by V. K.
Verma
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, vol. 229,
no. 1, July 1973
Plate tectonics and mineral resources,
by Peter A. Rona
ENGINEERING AND MINING
JOURNAL, vol. 174, no. 7, July 1973
What can be learned from surface
subsidence? Part 2: Practical rock
mechanics for the miner, by Jhck
Parker

Geothermal steam in the GeysersClear Lake Region, California: Discussion, by Loren A. Raymond and
James 0. Berkland
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, vol. 229,
no. 2, August 1973
The evolution of the Andes, by David
E. James
BOOKS
Geothermal Energy, Resources, Production, Stimulation, Edited by
Paul Kruger and Care1 Otte. Stanford University Press, Stanford,
Calif. 94305 ..............................$17.50
Managua, Nicaragua earthquake of
December 23, 1972. Earthquake
Engineering Research Institute
( 1973), 366 40th St., Oakland, Calif.
94609. 214 p. .............................. $5.00
Oil and gas fields of Australia, Papua,
New Guinea and New Zealand, edited by Lesle R. Beddoes, Jr. Tracer
Petroleum & Mining Publications
Pty Ltd. (1973) 91 Clarence St.,
Sydney, NSW, Australia.
382 p. ........................................ $92.00
Petroleum exploration offshore from
New York by William B. Rogers,
Robert H. Fakundiny and W. Lynn
Kreidler. New York State Education Department ( 1973), New York
State Library, Albany 12224.
7 5 ~
25 p. ..............................................
Kuwait: prospect and reality, by H.
V. F. Winstone and Zaha Freeth.
Crane, Russak & Co. ( 1972).
232 p. ........................................ $20.50
The story of Rochester, Pershing
County, Nevada, by Hugh A. Shamberger, 1973. (Prepared in cooperation with the Nevada Dept. of Conservation and Natural Resources
and U.S.G.S.) Published by Nevada
Historical Press ( C / o Hugh A.
Shamberger, Star Route 1, Box 751,
Carson City, Nev. 89701)
LUCY E. BIRDSALL
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I appreciate the opportunity to write
a guest editorial for the PACIFIC PETROLEUM GEOLOGIST
NEWSLETTER.
I served
on the first editorial staff in 1947 the
year it was founded by Martin Van
Couvering. I have read every issue
printed since then as well as making
a few contributions from time to time.
I also have a nearly complete file
which has proven to be a valuable reference on occasion.
First I would like to say that I have
always been proud to be a Pacific
Coast Petroleum Geologist. Those of
us working in California are exposed
to structural and stratigraphic geology
as complex as in any other part of the
world. Having worked here we are
prepared to work almost anywhere
else, except perhaps in dominantly
carbonate areas. As a group we have
a good oil finding record and our Pac 8 c Section members have proved to
be good oil finders when transfared
to other areas.
Since July of this year I have been
your representative on the Advisory
Council of the National AAPG succeeding Tom Baldwin who did a very
fine job looking after our interests. A
meeting was held in Denver the last
week in September presided over by
Jim Wilson, past President of the
AAPG and the new Council Chairman. Prominent on the agenda was
the selection of Candidates for Honors and Awards at the April 1974
National Convention at San Antonio.
There were many more candidates
this year due to the solicitation of the
Sections and Local Societies for suggestions. Your Pacific Sedion Honors
and Awards Committee made some
excellent recommendations. Harold
W. Hoots, a long time active member
of the Pacific Section, formerly Chief
Geologist for Richfield Oil Corp. and
presently a member of the Stanford

Research Associates was selected for
Honorary Membership. Other suggestions are high on the list and will receive consideration for the next year's
awards.
It has become evident to me that
our relations with the National AAPG
have been improving during the past
few years. Our Pacific Section officers
and representatives are in closer touch
with what is going on in the parent
organization. This is due in part, I
think,to the new constitution adopted
in 1969 which changed the old Business Committee to the House of Delegates and provided for the new legislative group to elect its own chairman
to sit as a voting member of the Executive Committee. Another factor has
been the reorganization of headquarters personnel with Fred Dix as new
Executive Director. Still another step
forward was the recent addition to
the AAPG Constitution providing that
"one of the purposes of the AAPG shall
be to advance the professional wellbeing of its members."
There is still room for improvement
and more cooperation This is necessary to enable our profession to help
meet the tremendous oil finding challenges that lie ahead.
I- should emphasize at this point
that the prime purpose of the AAPG
is to provide its members with scient 8 c information and education relating to the search for oil and gas. We
are not legally permitted to lobby although we will keep abreast of legislation and government activities pertaining to exploration.
Up until a few years ago many geologists were almost exclusively concerned with the geology of the particular areas and basins in which they
were working. This attitude has been
changing and with the world-wide
(continued on page 2)

NUMBER 12

GEOLOGICAL
REVIEWS
A Preliminary Subsurface
Investigation of the Northern
Margin of the Los Angeles Basin
By RICKDREESSEN
HAROLD
LANG
The area of investigation is along
the south flank of the Santa Monica
mountains from Elysian Park westward to Santa Monica.
The primary structural features of
the study area are two, intersecting
zones of deformation: The Santa Monica zone and the Newport-Inglewood
zone. Incidental to these primary features are secondary zones of shearing
and folding. It is believed that structural features of the area indicate two,
chronologically and mechanically distinct regimens of deformation: The
left-lateral Santa Monica zone having
a latest Miocene inception and a primary vector of compressio,n NE-SW,
and the right-lateral Newport-Inglewood zone having a late Pliocene inception and vector of compression
NW-SE.
Bisecting the northern margin of
the Los Angeles Basin, the Santa Monica zo'ne of deformation generally
strikes N. 30" E. and dips an average
of 75" to the NW. Movement along
this zone, which has been assigned as
much as 7%miles left lateral separation (Ref. Lamar), has resulted in a
maximum of 2000 to 6000 feet of reverse relative separation measured at
the top of the Topanga formation.
The primary phase of activity along
the zone was from latest Miocene to
earliest Pliocene time.
Activity on the Newport-Inglewood
zone began in late Pliocene time and
seismic data demonstrate that it is
still active. It is believed that the
Santa Monica zone was in a dormant
state at the time that it was cut by
the Newport-Inglewood zone. The
Newport-Inglewood zone was deflected to the west by the resistant
core of the Santa Monica anticline,
(continued on page 21
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emphasis on the search for petroleum
and the involvement of so many of our
California Geologists in studying the
geology of areas outside the state it
becomes imperative to be more widely and better informed. The AAPG
Bulletin takes on an added importance
to us with its great variety of articles
on a wide spectrum of geologic subjects relating to pertdeum. We are
fortunate in having an expert editorial
staff at National Headquarters. Most
of you have probably read some of the
recent controversial and thought-provoking Bulletin articles on continental
drift, sea floor spreading and plate
tectonics.
The last subject that I would like to
bring up is one of paramount importance to all of us - The Energy Crisis
- which has recent1 been greatly aggravated by the Ara Nations' shut-off
of oil supplies to the United States
and curtailing production to Europe
and Japan. There will undoubtedly be
new developments by the time you
read this but there is no doubt that
we are entering a long period of great
demand for petroleum at prices that
will stimulate exploration activity.
Now is the time to go after the abscure and subtle stratigraphic traps
and the hidden fault accumulations as
well as the more conspicuous offshore
seismic structural features. Deep objectives, previously thought to be subcommercial, should be reexamined in
light of changing economics. For a
number of years Mike Halbouty, former AAPG President, has advocated
the need for drilling more exploratory
wells to improve our oil &ding rate
and this is never more true than today.
The late A. I. Leversen believed that
there are still many large undiscovered
stratigraphic fields. This is the time to
search for them.
The recent AAPG publication, Memoir 15 "Future Petroleum Provinces of
the United States-Their Geology and
Potential" of which I was Pacific Coast
Editor with the invaluable help of 30
outstanding Pacific Section geologists,
guestimated a figure of 114 billion
barrels of undiscovered oil and equivalent gas in place in California basins.
Of this total we figured that offshore
basins might have 89 billion barrels
and onshore basins 25 billion barrels.
If we are anywhere near right this
gives us a great target to shoot for.
No estimate was made for offshore
Oregon and Washington which have
a great volume of marine sediments
and on1 a few scattered exploratory
test we 1s. We all know that Alaska

b
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offers very great otential with many
large untested o shore basins as well
as the prolific North Slope and the
Cook Inlet.
A year ago there were many of us
who were afraid that Paci6c Coast exploration (and the Pacific Section)
had reached its peak and was headed
down hill. The Middle East war and
political developments should change
this trend. There are now good indications that overly strict environmental controls will be relaxed to permit
more exploration both onshore and
offshore. The money for an accelerated exploration program should be
available - the rest is up to us.
JOHN E. ICILKENNY

rP

ARCTIC GEOLOGY
The Arctic regions of the world
must be producing 20 to 25 million
barrels of oil per day by 1990 to meet
world energy requirements, according
to one of the authors of "Artic Geology," recently published by The American Association of Petroleum Geologists. The book treats the scientific,
economic, environmental, and political
problems which must be solved to
meet this goal in a comprehensive
suite of 70 papers, including 24 by
Russian scientists, covering Alaska,
Canada, Siberia, Euro ean Russia,
Greenland, Iceland, an the Nordic
countries.
The thorough coverage given the
geology, geophysics, and historical development of this vast area of more
than 14 million square miles is supplemented by several papers of interest to those outside the fields of geology and geophysics.
The 747-page book, number 19 in
the AAPG's Memoir series, was edited
by Max G. Pitcher, Denver, and can
be ordered from the AAPG, Box 979,
Tulsa, OK 74102. Price is $30. A comprehensive index is provided and each
paper includes an extensive bibliography.

B

DISTRIBUTION OF
PACIFIC SECTION
MEMBERSHIP
L.A. Basin ........................................ 422
Bakersfield ...................................... ..I80
San Francisco .................................. 180
U.S. (Other than West Coast) ......170
Coast (Ventura-Santa Barbara) ...... 80
Foreign ...............................................
35
Sacramento .......................................... 33
30
Alaska ..................................................
Pacific Northwest
( Oregon-Washington) ..................22

Total ........... 1152
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following a zone of accommodation
along the southwestern limb of the
mountains. As breaks had previously
been established along the dormant
Santa Monica zone, some of the right
lateral displacement of the NewportInglewood was transferred as reverse,
post-Pliocene displacement along the
Santa Monica zone west of the Newport-Inglewood.
The Brentwood-Cienegas and the
6th Street zones are both incidental
of the same stress pattern that resulted in the Newport-Inglewood
zone.
The Brentwood-Cienegas zone
strikes nearly due west, dips steeply to
the north, and has resulted in 4501)' of
relative reverse displacement of the
top of the Topanga. This zone cuts
the Santa Monica north of the Sawtelle
d l field and probably has a history
and western extent similar to the
Newport-Inglewood zone. The Brentwood-Cienegas zone is continuous
eastward to the Las Cienegas field
trending toward Bandini field and the
Whittier-Elsinore zone.
The 6th Street zone is geometrically
similar to the Brentwd-Cienegas but
does not cut the Santa Monica zone.
Relative displacement of the top of
the Topanga is some 3000 feet. The
eastern extent of the zone outside the
area is indeterminate, but probably
trends toward the Whittier-Elsinore
zone subparallel to the BrentwoodCienegas zone.
--

-

CALENDAR for
JANUARY
S I M I T I W I T I F I S

I

l 1 l 2 l 3 I 4 l 5

14-16 GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION SHORT COURSE. Senator
Hotel, Sacramento. GRC Office,
Box 1033, Davis, Calif. 95616.
15 NOON LECTURE SERIES. USC,
Stauffer Secience Lecture Hall 100.
Barry Raleigh, U.S. Geological
Survey, Menlo Park. "Earthquake
Prediction and Control."
16 LABGS NOON LUNCHEON.
Rodger Young Center. T. L. Teng,
University of Southern California.
"Seismic Studies in the Los Angeles Basin."
21 BAKERSFIELD COLLEGE GEOLOGY SEMINAR. 7:30 p.m. Science and Engineering 56. George
V. Chilinger, Department of Petroleum Engineering, USC. "Compaction of Fine and Coarse-Grained
Sediments."

AAPG RESEARCH
CONFERENCE

"Recent Advances in Carbon ate CHANGE OF ADDRESS
~ t u d s , "March 27-30, 1974, at the
Donald D. [Don) Bruce has joined
West Indies Labomtory, St. Croix, W. R. Grace & Company in New York
U.S. Virgin Islands, will be convened as staff ~ ~ t ~~ ~ l ~ ~~i~~~ it ~i t
by Lee C. Gerhard and H. Gray new mailing address is: 1114 Avenue
Muher. The pur Ose of the Confer- of t h e h e r i c a s , New York, N.Y. 10036.
ence is to provi e a setting for informal discussions and presentations
of recent advanoes in c a r b o n a t e
studies. There will be a field trip to
Buck Island Reef National Monument.
Attendance is by invitation or by
Executive Committee
application to the convenors. ParticPresident ...... KEMPTON B. ('TETE") HALL
805) 646-4512
ipants should be specialists in carvice-Pr&nt .................... Jo& A. CARVER
805) 327-7351
bonates or knowledgeable in closely~ecretary............................ JAM&S L. O'NEILL
related subjects. Attendance will be
(805)3255746
Treasurer ...................... WILLIAM A. ADENT
limited to 35 people. Interested per213) 435-6681
past President ........
sons should write (airmail) to Dr.
Lee C. Gerhard, West Indies LaboraEditor ............................
. LIDSTROM
(213)380-5830
tory, Fairleigh Dickinson University,
Newsletter Staff
P.O. h e x Box 4010, Christiansted,
Editor ............................ JOHN W. LIDSTROM
Assistant Editor ...................... CARL A. EVANS
St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands 00820.
Membmship Secretary ..............JUDY HUGHES
-

I'm sorry I missed the L.A. Basin
Geologic Society luau, but we were
back visiting relatives in Chicago. We
had a fine trip. I did manage to make
the SEPM Cretamus field trip in the
Santa Monica Mountains and Simi
Hills. The local student turn out for
this occasion was excellent.
I had a preview look at the slate of
candidates for the 1974 Los Angeles
Basin Geological Society. We are definitely down to a two party system,
Texaco and Union. Too bad there are
not any issues at stake.
The LABGS fall family field trip
was enjoyed by everyone except one
of its leaders, Bill Reay. Mr. Reay had
some well sitting duties and couldn't
make it. Dave Totten reports:
"The family field trip to the 'Birthplace of California oil' was a grand
success. About 60 interested spectators drank in the beauty of the Santa
Clara Valley on a beautiful clear day,
drank in the fascination of several oil
fields, and drank in the refreshments
at the evening Bar-B-Que. The Hall
boys, Ed and Pete, led a very leisurely
tour of these areas, explaining the history of the fields, the geology, and
some of the geomorphology. Pete also
included a tour of his fruit stand. Tom
Hopps, Argo Oil Company, gave a
good summary of the Silverthread
Field, showing a fine outcrop with
Monterey faulted over P1io.-Pleistocene debris. The Bar-B-Que, thanks
to two lovely ladies from Union Oil
Company, went over with a big bang.
(Or was it Fill Blaisdell's baked
beans?) L o r e t t a Savee a n d J e r i
Bringas were welcome helpers at the
great steak dinner. Thanks to all for
attending and for making this one of
the greatest family outings ever."
Note: Maybe Pete Hall could arrange a trip on his own land, next year
where everybody could look at the
geology and crush grapes at the same
time.
0

0

0

The LABGS BBQ, Northern Station, La Mirada, given November 14
was a great success. The uest speakers Harold Lang and Ric ard Dreessen were well received. Many thanks
to Dave Ford and the Union Oil
Paleontologists for putting on a fine
bar-b-que. Dennis McMurdie did a
great job with the steaks.

"h

TOM REDIN
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That's HOW Consultants Are Born
by Bud Ogle
I.
Oh, Geolsist's brain was grinding one day
When out of the mist there flashed a fresh play.
His fancy was struck by the promise in store
Of billions of barrels - perhaps even more.
He sprang to work with vim and with verve,
Concentration was keen, his mind did not swerve.
Columns of strata and isopachs too
Assembled together: there was bound to ensue
A basinal picture whose inner propensity
Next must be delved with further intensity.
Conferences start, money is needed
To shape the grain that now has been seeded.
II.
Oh, geologist's chore has just barely begun
His battle has started; he's now on the run.
His superior's canny with years to his credit,
(Years, not oil, are also the debit).
'Round and around the play is debated "This - oil country? - If so; who has stated?
Control is weak, your sub-surface poor,
If you had more data why then w e d be sure!"
At last (since his bin is empty of plays,
And management expects one, some of these days! )
Superior moves to perk up the ear
Of the genius in charge of the next higher tier.
"Seis is needed and field mapping too
Will give us the answers on what next to do,"
"A budget's involved - don't you know that?"
Executive shouts and blows off his hat.
He frets and he stews as he ponders the play
(With technical background - geology IA. )
"There's so many reasons why this is not sound
There're no derricks there - no oil in the ground!"
A standstill is reached, as hope starts to fade Superior's shrewd, knows the ticks of the trade
"Word has got out - can't say if it's so,
Gulf Oil is leasing, there's bound to be more."
The lure has struck home; to combat we charge,
We move into action: "this picture is large!"
"Seis crews we'll move, and field men well find
To rush to the fray; there's 'ust barely time!
Lease men we'll shufae an transfer a few
Who can hustle a lease in competitive stew."
Ill.
Oh, geologist moves with no hesitation
As seis dope points up a structure's location.
There's contouring now with reams of new data
As powerful tools unravel the strata.
All the requirements are finally fulfilled.
Next move is obvious; a well must be drilled!
But what of the leasing as hope starts to rise?
Has a block been assembled of reasonable size?
IV.
Oh, geologist's plans may oft go awry
If landman's not cunning, nor tricky, nor sly.
For there're landowners careful and landowners wary
But all must soon end as the landman's quarry.
So landmen march forth with leases in tow
Showing royalties small and bonuses low.
(Cause management's trying to get a big block
With cash from the pocket and not from the sock. )
A month on the ground with a dollar or two

d

Must give us results or the play may be through
Records are searched and field checking starts,
Acreages divided into 96th parts!
Owners departed, their whereabouts unknown,
Interests scattered as grain may be sown!
The task won't be easy it now can be seen
But landman can track with nostrils so keen.
A certain percentage signs; does not falter,
But others may set out the role of Gibralter.
Titles are cleared, and interests divided
Are signed a twain a, unit united.
The holdouts give forth with plans astounding
Inspired by lawyers ( who need more rounding ) .
Our secret is out and kibitzer joins
To yap at our flanks and grasp at our loins.
His picture's not clear but his money is sound
And quickly his dollars envelope good ground.
"Management, Management can we have more?
A dollar we offer but they offer four."
A conference follows to size up the plot,
To find if our structure is covered or not.
There're holes in the block, but some solid wedges
Are conspiouously present (cut on the edges!! )
Executive's head is shaking anew;
Geologist's dream is up for review.
More money must come if this dream's to bloom.
Can he dispel this care of gloom?
Maps are laid out, cross-sections are scanned,
The coals of oil-barrels are once again fanned.
Competitor's acreage is brought into lay.
'Perhaps a 'deal' could still save the Bay?
If we could get this, and trade them far theirs
With bonus or pride, or drilling shares . . . ?"
Minds are made up and more money rolls
To seal up the gaps and blot out the holes.
More owners are signed, competitors vie
And prices are rising! where is the sky?
Finally there comes, and this we must learn,
An end, ( tis the law of diminishing return).
V.
Oh, geologist fits all the parts into place
The land and the rocks must fit the same space.
The next step is easy - we must dig a hole
By turning a bit in search of our goal.
But into the plot a nemesis looms
Addicted to doubts and pervading glooms.
A slipstick inhand, a heart with no fire,
Engineer's yammering predictions most dire.
Plucking some figures from out of the air
And cubing some constants with maybe a square
He quickly can prove that prospects are dim.
Drilling this hole - a geologist's whim!
His time has come; he finally concedes
To plan the drilling, as much as he bleeds.
Speed is the thing: a record he'll make
By cutting out coring there's no drilling break!
Geologist pleads for some cores, just a few
Comprpmise follows - "We'll give just two."
Nights without end and da s full of toil
As the bit turns on in searc of some oil
Geologist's haggard; he's losing some weight
For everything happens 'twixt midnight and eight.
"We're getting some shows and oil sands been found.
An E-log we want - get that sonde in the ground!"
Eager hands grasp at the film 'fore it's dry.
"Is it a bust or will we ride high?"
The sand's not too thick, the kicks not too strong
But it calls for a test to know if we're wrong.
The packers don't set; the test's not conclusive

X

(Oil has a way of being elusive).
"Let's go again" geologist cries Engineer doubts if its mechanically wise.
The next packers hold; it looks like we've hit!
There's oil to the surface and into the pit.

VI.
Oh, geologist's persistence has loosed nature's hoard.
Such devotion to duty will bring just reward!
Picture's are made of the crew on the rig
And there's engineer looking quite big!
V.P. is loosing a blurb to the press
But where is our hero - I'll give you a guess.
He's back in the office with dreams of new plays
And girding his loins for certain new frays.
His cup is full; mana ement's been kind,
(A five buck raise inKis paycheck he'll find.)
Superior, even has been given new cheer "I'll take that boy down and buy him a beer!"
Club in W d a n d with 40 members
in attendance for cocktails, dinner,
and
talk. The topic of the evening was
S a c r a m e n t o the "Operations
of Clean Bay, Inc. and
Mr. Colin D. Wilkinson, Regional its handling of oil spills."
Geologist for Europe-Africa in PhilClean Bay is a non-profit corporalips Petroleum Company, and Dis- tion whose primary function is as an
tinguished Lecturer for the AAPG, oil spill control cooperative. Sponsorspake before a joint meeting of the ship is attained from 10 companies in
Sacramento Petroleum Association and the San Francisco Bay Area with reSacramento City College Geology De- fining and markeiing tenninals. The
partment on November 8, 1973. Mr. companies comprising the group are
Wilkinson's lecture was entitled the Arco, Exxoa, Mobil, Pennzoil, Phil"Exploration, Gmlogy, and Potential lips, Sequoia, Shell, Standard, Time
of the North Sea," and was presented and Union. The area of responsibility
before approximately 35 members.
for Clean Bay extends from Fort
According to Wilkhon "the North Bragg, north of San Francisco, south
Sea exploration was triggered in 1959 to Cape San Martin; approximately
by the discovery of the giant Slocht- 340 miles of coastline. Also included
eren gas field in northeastern Holland. are the shoreline and waters of the
After the discovery of gas reservoirs greater San Francisco Bay region.
in the United Kingdom sector of the
Mr. Norton noted "Clean Bay's main
North Sea, there followed a series of function is to stand in total readiness
dry holes which led to a period of to contain and clean up upon request
discouragement. The discovery of the any oil spill within its area of interCud and Ekofish fields and adjacent est. This includes spills by member
finds in the Northern Tertiary basin companies and non-member firms. Adoutlined the first giant oil field in north- ditionally, we will clean up unidentiwestern Europe."
fied spills when requested by gavernAlthough the Ekofish field and adja- ment agencies."
Mr. Evans showed a series of slides
cent finds are located in an area of
ever increasing energy demand and on Clean Bay's operational set up and
consumption, the North Sea oil-gas equipment, as well as a major test on
production is not expected to make a Clean Bay's organization and equipgreat impression on the European en- ment on January 18, 1973, when they
ergy needs. Production from the North responded to a spill of 171,000 gallons
Sea may reach between 3 to 5 mil- of oil in the Oakland Estuary from
lion barrels per day by 1980, but tanks of a waste oil terminal.
Drilling activity in the Sacramento
Western Euro ean consumption will
have risen to etween 14 to 30 mil- Valley is slow, probably due for the
most part to inclement weather conlion barrels per day.
Mr. Reese Norton, Executive Vice ditions and shortage of rigs. Many
President of Clean Bay, Inc., and Mr. drilling contractors are experiencing
Bill Evans, Operations and Equip- the lack of or reduced supply of fuel
ment Manager of Clean Bay, Inc., oil, casing, and o t h a critical items
were the distinguished speakers be- necessary for drilling operations. A
fore members of the Northern Califor- number of locations are listed for
nia chapter of the American Petro- drilling, but it remains to be seen if
leum Institute on November 13, 1973. and when operations will begin.
The meeting was held at the Carlton TERRY PLUMB
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LEGISLATIVE ACTION
RELEVANT TO
GEOLOGISTS
S.B. 158, R d d a , 2/5/73. Subdivision may act. Refers primarily to
engineering geologists. No current action.
S.B. 283, Alquist, 2/22/73. Established a council for the siting of power
facilities. Vetoed by Governor.
S.B. 567, Dills, 3/29/73. Registration of management consultants for
E.I.R. studies, medical and public
health. Does not require technical degree. Very poor bill. Wolfe t e s a e d
against i n committee, has been
amended, may be killed eventualliy.
S.B. 761, Roberti, 4/12/73. Makes
appropriation for geothermal energy
development. To committee, no data
on bill.
S.B. 893, Berryhill, 4/23/73. Requires annual report from State Geologist. To Governor 9/16/73.
S.B. 1114, Gregorio, 4130173. Requires school bldgs. along faults to be
replaced. Probably a bad bill, but may
be passed.
S.B. 1492, Cmmbs, 4/19/72. (Old
bill). Continuing education for registered specialties. Discussed several
times previously in various Pac. Sec.
meetings. The Board of Registration
is supposed to be currently reviewing
the problem. A survey of LABGS and
SJVGS geologists made by the respective chapters, and previously reported
to the Pac. See., indicated that most
felt the primary consideration should
be employment in the industry as an
indication of competence and mntinuing education, with society functions
and formal courses ranking as less
important.
A.B. 616, Murphy, 3/7/73. Requires
competence demonstration by architects and engineers before hiring by
State agencies. In committee, no
known action. Bad bill, could possibly
encourage favoritism and eliminate
value of registration.
A.B. 1147, Powers, 4/9/73. Registration of Analytical Chemists. Could
infringe upon mineralogists, assayers,
etc. No current action, AIPG watching.
A.B. 1575, Warren, 4/25/73. Related to development of energy resources, no data to date, in committee.
According to newspaper reports,
Smilodon Calif ornicus, the Saber
toothed Cat, has been declared the official State fossil. The Pacific Section
did not take a stand on this vital issue.
DENNIS ALLEN
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SHORT COURSE
The San Joaquin Geological Society
is sponsoring a short course on "Global Tectonics, California, and Petroleum Exploration." The course will be
held on February 22 and 23, 1974, in
the West High School Lecture Center,
Bakersfield, California. Speakers will
be Gregory A. Davis (University of
Southern California), William R.
Dickinson ( Stanford University), W.
G. Ernst (University of California,
Los Angeles ) , Eldridge Moores ( University of California at Davis), Eli A.
Silver (USGS Menlo Park). The cost,
which includes a publication of lecture notes, will be $30, with a reduced
fee of $15 for students. Registration
will begin at 8:30 a.m., February 22,
1974, at the Lecture Hall.
This course is designed to brin together industry geologists with &ose
from Universities and the U.S. Gmlogical Survey to discuss California
geology in light of recent developments in new global tectonic theories.
Lecture Schedule
1 . (Silver]
Geometry of Plate Tectonics

The development d characteristic
shapes and patterns of plate boundaries and triple junctions is governed
by the relative motions of plates or
spherical caps of lithosphere, and
plate tectonic theory emobdies a systematic geometric logic.
2. (Dickinson]
Geologic lmplications of
Plate Tectonics

Plate tectonic theory gives fresh
meaning to concepts like geosynches
and orogenies and offers improved
explanations for the evolution of sedimentary basins using ideas of crustal
rifting, drift, subduction, and collision.
3. (Davis)
Structural Development of
Rifted Continental Margins

Continental separation by spreading that leads to the formation of a
new oceanic basin produces major
structural features, with associated
sedimentary accumulations, along the
rifted margins of the continental fragments involved.
4. (Moores)
Ophiolites and Oceanic Crust

The growth of an oceanic basin involves the formation of layered oceanic crust, and the similarly layered
ophiolite sequences of orogenic belts
remnants of old ooeanic lithosphere.
are now recognized as the crustal
5. (Ernst]
Arcs and Subduction Zones

The consumption of lithosphere
beneath continental margins or island

arcs leads to arc-trench systems with
integrated patterns of magmatism,
metamorphism, and sedimentation related to subduction of crustal elements
and eruptions along volcanic chains.
6. (Silver]
Basin Development Along
Translational Continental Margins

Continental margins marked by
complex transform systems, with only
subordinate extension or contraction
of lithosphere, harbor special associations of structural elements and sedimentary basins.
7. (Davis]
Plate Tectonics and
Orogenic Structures

Plate tectonic interpretations of orogenic belts as combinations of subduction zones, magmatic arcs, and
suture belts formed by continental
collision shed new light on the signscance of mklan es, nappes, foreland thrusts, and fo d belts.
8. [Moores]

f

Plate Tectonics and Ore Deposits

The processes primarily responsible
for the concentration of metallic ores
in orogenic belts proceed in geologic
environments controlled by plate interactions, especially the formation
and the consumption of lithosphere.
9. [Dickinson)
Plate Tectonics and
Sedimentary Basins

Plate tectonic theory dictates a
classScation and interpretation of sedimentary basins, with their facies
frameworks, in terms of proximity to
plate junctures, types of nearby plate
junctures, and nature of underlying
crust and lithosphere.
10. [Davis]
Pre-Mesozoic History of
California and the West

Plate tectonic reconstructions of the
development of the Cordilleran gmsyncline and the deformational events
of the Antler and Sonoma orogenies
involve various sequential combinations of crustal separation and collision, as well as various spatial combinations of marginal seas and ocshore arcs.
11. (Ernst)

basis for understanding the timing of
structural offsets and basin development along and near the California
continental margin and within the
Gulf of California during Cenozoic
time.
13. (Moores]
Paleogeographic Implications of
Plate Tectonics

Changing positions of continental
masses and changing patterns of plate
boundaries strongly influence paleoclimatic relations, the distribution of
biogeographic provinces, patterns of
oceanic circulation, and related aspects of sedimentation.
14. (Ernst)
Diagenetic Environments Along
Continental Margins

Incipient alteration of sediments
and modification of contained organic
constituents is in£luenced by geothermal gradients related to sedimentation rates, structural features and heat
flux that vary in different plate tectonic settings.
15. (Dickinson]
Plate Tectonics and Migration
of Petroleum

Major petroleum accumulations
along rifted continental margins and
within pericratonic foreland provinces
suggest that progressive subsidence
of attenuated crust under sedimen
loading and partial subduction of s
imentary sequences may favorably influence up-dip migration of petroleum
into favorable reservoir horizons.

2

PERSONAL ITEM
The following advertisement apeared in the personals of the "SaturBay Review/Worl< recently "TO
ALL USERS OF DENTURE STICKTITE: Jean B. Senteur de Boue regrets that his product exceeded his
most optimistic expectations. Mr. de
Boue is working around the clock to
develop a tasty and dective release
solvent. In the meantime, he asks his
friends to be patient."

Mesozoic Framework of California

Spatial relations of the largely coeval Franciscan assemblage or complex, the Great Valley sequence, and
the Sierra Nevada batholith invite
analogy with the subduction zone,
arc-trench gap, and magmatic arc of
arc-trench systems to explain their
development, and that of similar rock
masses of slightly different age.
12. [Silver]

NO REPORT.

NO REPORT

Evolution of the San Andreas
Fault System

Analysis of the San Andreas fault
as a transform provides a theoretical

NO REPORT.

to establish a trust fund for Bobbi's
higher education. Bill's brother, John
R. Harris, M.D., Walnut Creek, has
agreed to serve as trustee.
Those who wish to do so may send
their contributions to the "Roberta
Anne Harris Trust," care of the undersigned, Room 1341, Resources Building, 1416 Ninth Street, Sacramento,
CA 95814. Contributions will be forwarded to Dr. Harris.
WESLEY G. BRUER
State Geologist
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coming harder to locate. They were
pretty sure there was oil to be found
even where no rocks were on the surface, but how to find it1
They had another bright idea they called on the geophysicists to
help out. These geophysicists had the
ability to measure certain underground characteristics even though
OIL IS FINITE
the surface furnished no clues. Well,
KNOWLEDGE INFINITE
the idea worked, and these geo h sI am impressed by a learned paper
0
Q
0
icists did help out, and did an{ Kid
by one of our distinguished geologists,
and did!
Hollis Hedberg, which mentions the
The Energy Crisis
Well, to make a long story short, a
finiteness of petroleum with the
lot of oil was found, and this was done
The
San
Francisco
Chronicle
of
thought that someday this minor conat not too great a cost. The result was
stituent of the earth's crust will be June 20, 1973 carried a special report that the oil industry has been able to
under
the
banner
headline
gone and that historians of the future
furnish the public a good supply of
IGNORANCE BLAMED FOR
will look back on the Petroleum Age
oil at cheap prices -so cheap that
ENERGY CRISIS
as but a fleeting moment in the annals
they have used it for many things:
of man; perhaps a period of 200 or
Oil Firms, Government Both Erred
heating, traveling, air-conditioning,
300 years.
While I would like to leave to the etc., etc., etc.
I am sure this is true and it may Government the job of answering for
Now, let's suppose that oil men had
imply that we will all be out of jobs itself, I would like to answer the been
a little short on intelligence, or
and the world will be out of energy; charge for the "Oil Firms" or at least even that
they were ignorant as the
however, I believe this will be coun- one of them. After all, one can not be article
mentioned
They
tered by the ability of man in IN- blamed for objecting to being called would not have beensuggests.
able to figure
FINITELY expand knowledge and ignorant.
things out very well and would not
adapt to change.
To start with I'd like to change the have found very much oil. And what
Who knows, someday we may all headline to read:
they did find would have cost them a
be exploring for infinite quantities of
INTELLIGENCE BLAMED
lot more. This cost, naturally, would
heat; uranium or something else. Then
FOR ENERGY CRISIS
have been passed on to the public imagine pumping fissionable minerals
otherwise they could not have stayed
Oil
Firms
Responsible
down into a depleted oil reservoir;
in business. Why, a gallon of gasoline
Nature
put
oil
in
many
places
hid
then growing infinite quantities of pomight have cost even as much as one
oil
would
be
a
better
way
of
saying
it.
tatoes and corn and bugs for yeast;
of soda water - $1.56 sold in quart
then pumping the mashed potatoes In the early days it was not diGcult bottles1
to
h
d
:
oil
men
just
drilled
near
to
and corn flakes and bugs into the same
these hi h prices and resultreservoir- and we come up with a where oil could be seen on the sur- ingWith
low
deman , of course, people
whoops1
up
it
came
all
by
face.
And,
restored oil field, saturated with hywould not have had all the advantages
drogen and carbon and oxygen, a car- itself.
However, it soon developed that they now have. But, not having had
bohydrate similar to alcohol which we
they would not have known
can drill for and produce for energy; these places were limited, and, as peo- them,
what
they
were missing and would
ple
seemed
to
like
the
product
and
to
burn it or drink it.
contented with their lot.
have
been
want
a
lot
more
of
it,
the
oil
men
of
I know my chemistry and my therThe
question
is whether these ignothose
days
were
faced
with
quite
a
modynamics are questionable, but this
rant
oil
men
would
have been able to
problem
in
trying
to
meet
the
dedream may not be so wild - as a simsupply
this
limited
demand.
Our guess
mand.
ilar product used to be generated
is
that
they
would
and
that
there'd
be
h
d
new
deposits
where
How
to
deep in a coal mine in New Mexico.
no
energy
crisis
today.
there
were
no
surface
indications?
We called it Gallup Corn. The NavHenoe, we think it fair to repeat
These early oil men thcught about
ajos called it f i e water, which sounds
our
h e a d l i n e - INTELLIGENCE
it
and,
guess
what
they
decided
to
like a lot of energy.
BLAMED
FOR ENERGY CRISIS.
draw
on
their
intelligence,
a
faculty
Whimsical?
In the above we have mentioned
which had not been to^ hi hly taxed
Of course!
only the oil finders -the geologists
Like my'lady's gown from petro- up to that point. They ca ed in the and geophysicists. But really this is a
geologists1
leum.
These newcomers set to work and little simplsed - these oil finders,
FRANK A. MORGAN
figured
out some of nature's hiding without the intelligence shown by the
0
0
0
secrets. They then worked out how men who did the drilling, producing,
ROBERTA ANNE HARRIS TRUST
this knowledge could be used to find transporting, and refining of the oil,
As you know, our colleague Bill oil deposits in areas where surface still would not have been able to do
Harris was killed in the sudden col- rocks gave clues as to what had taken much of a job.
RAY P. WALTERS
lapse of a trench across a trace of the place underground.
Atherton, California
With this help things went along
San Andreas fault in Leona Valley.
nicely
for
a
while,
and
quite
a
lot
of
Bill's daughter, Roberta, is 18 months
of age. State Minin and Geology oil was found. But people kept wantBoard member, J. Wi ar Jensen, at- ing still more of this useful product,
torney ( Modesto ), has generously of- and the oil men found these places Q a c i f i e S e c t ion
NO REPORT.
fered to prepare the necessary papers with surface rock clues were also be-
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a prospective transportation route Origin of metalliferous sediments from
from Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, to Cathe Pacific Ocean, by John B. Corliss,
G. Ross Heath, Cyrus W. Field,
nadian
border,
Part
V,
Coleen
quadRECOMMENDED READING
E. Julius Dasch, and Herbert H.
rangle (north half), Alaska, comU.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
piled by Warren Yeend .............. 501
Beeh.
Professional Paper 433-L: Distribu- MF-518: Faults and earthquakes in M&ed
contour-generalization protion of radionuclides in bottom sedthe Monterey Bay region, Califorcedure as applied to the Santa Luiments of the Columbia River esnia, by H. G. Greene, W. H. K. Lee,
cia Range, California, by Arthur D.
tuary, by D. W. Hubbell and J. L.
D. S. McCulloch, and
Howard.
Glenn ....................................... ..$ 2.00
E. E. Brabb ................................
$2.00 JOURNAL OF SEDIMENTARY
Professional Paper 803: X-ray min- MF-522: Preliminary geologic map of PETROLOGY, vol. 43, no. 3, Septemeralogy of the Parachute Creek
a prospective transportation route ber 1973
Member, Green River Formation,
from Pmdhoe Bay, Alaska, to Ca- Lithostratigraphic analysis of the Bird
in the northern Piceance Creek
Spriug-Callville Group and Pakoon
nadian border, Part IV, Arctic and
basin, Colorado, by D. A. Brobst
Formation ( Pennsylvanian- L o w er
Table Mtn. quadrangles, compiled
and J. D. Tucker ...................... $1.00
Permian) Southern Clark County,
by Warren Yeend and
Bulletin 1374: Placer deposits of AlasW. P. Brosgi: ................................ 5%
Nevada, by D. N. Lumsden, M. T.
ka, by E. H. Cobb .................... $3.10 MR-32: Lode gold and silver occurLedbetter, and G. T. Smith.
Journal of Research of the U.S. Georences in Alaska, compiled by E. H. Correlation of fine carbonaceous bands
logical Survey, vol. 1, no. 5, SepCobb. 1952 (reprinted 1973) ....7 5 ~ across a Precambrian stagnant basin,
tember-October, 1973. Single copy : GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMby Richard P. Huebschman.
$2.75; subscription $15.50 a year.
ERICA BULLETIN, vol. 84, no. 10, Cristobalite: Its relationship to chert
formation in selected samples from
MAPS :
October 1973
the Deep Sea Drilling Project, by
HA 379: Reconnaissance bathymetry Fusion relations i n t h e System
Robert Greenwood.
of Pyramid Lake, Washoe County,
NaAlSL0,- CaAl,Si, - KAlSipO, Nev., by E. E. Harris. 1970. (ReSi0,-H,O and generation of granitic Origin and distribution of sands and
printed 1973) .............................. 506
magmas in the Sierra Nevada Bathogravels on the Northern Continental
lith, by Dean C. Presnall and Paul
Shelf off Wshington, by K. VankaMF 489: Preliminary geologic map of
tarathnam and Dean A. McManus.
C. Bateman.
a prospective transportation route
from Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, to Ca- New virtual and paleomagnetic pole Distribution and composition of susnadian border, Part I. Beechey
positions from isotopically dated
pended sediment in the bottom
Point and Sagavanirktok quads,
Precambrian rocks in Wyoming,
waters of the Washington Conticompiled by Warren Yeend ........ 506
nental Shelf and slope, by E. T.
Montana, and Arizona: Their significance in establishing a North
Baker.
MF 494: Preliminary geologic map of
American apparent polar wander- Dissected marine terraces on Santa
a prospective transportation route
ing path, by E. E. Larson, R. ReynCatalina Island, California, by Tayfrom Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, to Caolds and R. Hoblitt.
lor H. Loop.
nadian border, Part 11, Mt. Michelsen quadrangle, Alaska, compiled Franciscan rocks near S u Fault Zone, WESTERN OIL REPORTER, vol.
northern Santa Lucia Range, Cali- 30, no. 7, July 1973
by Warren Yeend ........................ 506
fornia, by Wyatt Graves Gilbert.
MF-501: Preliminary geologic map of
Teapot Dome revisited.
a prospective transportation route Continuity of turbidity current flow LUCY E. BIRDSALL
and systematic variations in deepfrom Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, to Ca-----------sea channel morphology, by Paul
nadian border, Part 111, Arctic quadD. Komar.
rangle (north half), Alaska, compiled by Warren Yeend and W. P. Origin and development of Surveyor
Brosgk .......................................
3 Deep-Sea Channel, by G. E. Ness
NO REPORT.
and L. D. Kulm.
MF-502: Preliminary geologic map of
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